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IMPRIMATUR:
We have read Catalina's books and we are certain that
their only objective is to lead us all on a journey of
authentic spirituality that is based on the Gospel of
Christ. The books highlight as well the special place
the Blessed Virgin Mary, our Mother to whom we
should offer our complete trust and love, as her
children that we are, and our role model in how to
love and follow Jesus Christ.
At the same time as they renew our love and devotion
to the Holy Catholic Church, the books enlighten us on
the actions that should characterize a truly committed
Christian.
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For these reasons, I authorize their printing and
distribution, and recommend them as texts of
meditation and spiritual orientation, so as to yield
much fruit for Our Lord who is calling us to save
many souls, showing them that He is a living God, full
of love and mercy.
+ Mons. Rene Fernandez Apaza
Archbishop of Cochabamba
April 2, l998
The basis of the book title and cover design:
The title of the book was given by the Blessed Mother to
Catalina:
“Little children of Mine, I will continue to fill you
with abundant graces. Let nothing disturb you. I
love you deeply… a great deal more than you can
imagine... Be silent; offer all suffering to Jesus for the
sake of love and gratitude... Hurry with the book
which shall be called ‘Springs of Mercy’.” [SM-92
¶5]
And of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, She taught Catalina to pray:
“Heart of Jesus, spring of grace, light and holiness,
pour into my heart those gifts that You possess in
abundance…” [SM-107 ¶5]
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And of the seven Sacraments She said:
“Jesus has made springs of grace for your brothers
to drink of these fountains of Living Waters… the
Sacraments…” [SM-36 ¶6]
Jesus told Catalina:
“My child, come to Me; I invite you to take refuge in
My heart… I want you to be enriched with the
waters from this “Spring of Mercy” which
continuously runs and never dries up.” [SM-1 ¶1&3]
“For this, some must prepare to give testimony of
what it represents in your life this becoming
immersed, that surrendering to new “springs” each
time when receiving My Body and Blood
worthily…” [SM-50 ¶5]
“And do you think you would have loved Me in the
same way and with the same intensity as you love
Me today? You had to dig dry, arid and cracked
wells in order to possess this “Spring of living
waters” from which you drink today desiring ever
more for the thirst of your soul…” [SM-70 ¶5]
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Jesus:

our souls are like a sheep that dies of hunger and
weakness. There is no one but I who can restore
your strength and satisfy your hunger. Eat of this
Divine nourishment which today I want to give you
and receive the effects that it produces in well
disposed hearts. Renounce all earthly interests. Allow
yourselves to be led by the two enormous wings of
Charity and Mercy. Here I take you upon My wings.
My children, surrender to Me your heart, your
understanding, your memory and your interior and
exterior senses, in order that I may instruct you.

I am here in your hearts to teach you to love Me, to
serve Me, to never be looking out for yourselves, to
always walk on My pathways, and to teach you to love
the cross, mortification and penance.
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I want you to learn to scorn vainglory, the pleasures,
the riches of the present century and give all your
regard and love to the goods of the future. I want that
you desire nothing but virtue, that you rejoice only
with good works and that you place all your hope in
Me.

Prologue
“Springs of Mercy” marks the beginning of an extraordinary
mystical experience.
According to our bibliographical
investigation, this is the first time in “written and registered”
history that an identified, well-known person of sound mind
and subject to studies from a scientific point of view, may be
affirmed as “hearing” divine messages in Bolivia.
According to the person in question, these experiences started
on September 12, 1993, by the principal of mystic
communication referred to as “interior locution”. This is an
interesting fact: the locutionist truly “listens” to a voice (they do
not hallucinate) but it is as if the same would come from their
own heart… They hear it clearly, but generally, they do not see
whoever is speaking. But they can distinguish if it is a man or
woman, and can determine the tones and the different nuances
in the communication. The phenomenon creates extraordinary
changes because it indicates the presence of “someone”. While
studying the locutionist Jelena from Medjugorie, Dr. Lipinski
determined that at the moment in which she had her locutions,
the concentration of energy in the room varied, “being
increased”.
In the case of the locutionist of Cochabamba, to whom Jesus
calls Pious Catalina, she receives messages which she writes
12 SPRINGS OF MERCY

down faithfully. How can one explain that this person, whose
formation does not even include graduating from high school,
could write eight books in less then four years, one of these
titled “The Great Crusade of Love”, which was written in two
weeks in spite of its profound theological, pedagogic and
spiritual sense? The Bible verses sited are abundant and all are
correct.
Her philosophical, psychological, theological
propositions are indisputable. How can she write in the dark
without making a mistake nor deviating from the correct
notebook lines? How can she explain historical facts with such
clarity that can only be found in historic archives of the time, as
it happened with the origin of the Feast of the Rosary and of the
Eucharistic Congresses? Or including making prophesies about
events whose realization confirmed the truth of her statements?
But beyond these references, it is important to ponder that the
material collected is so coherent and solid that it merits the title
of “messages” is deserved because of the fruits that they
achieve in those who read them. These include: repentance,
desire of conversion, and assimilation of the words into their
lives… The results are admirable. The reader wants to pray,
grow closer to God, discover transcendence. He again applies
himself to the relationship with his brothers, rediscovers his
Church and the true values which it teaches. The theologians
affirm to not having found any contradictions with the Sacred
Scriptures and with the tradition and teachings of the Church.
In summary, these words have a fundamental quality. They
move, motivate, incite, invite to conversion, to a change of life…
The results observed in these years are eloquent.
This marvel, nonetheless, is not an isolated Bolivian fact. It is
integrated in a global spiritual phenomenon that compromises
all countries. We live in a special age of grace. God has desired
MESSAGES
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to talk once again to mankind, reminding him that He exists,
that He loves us. And today, He serves Himself of many means
to whisper to His ungrateful children, fresh words of love that
promise a New Spring, whose sweet perfume already
approaches.
The Editors

Acknowledgements
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Catalina
Cochabamba, September 29, 1994


Publisher’s Note on Messages
In the messages that follow, the words of Catalina appear in
italics. Clarifying notes from the translators and editor appear
in brackets: [sample]. In the few cases where Jesus’ or Mary’s
words are of a parenthetical nature, the words will be in regular
font within parenthesis: (sample).


The Messages
I INVITE YOU TO TAKE REFUGE IN MY HEART
SM-1 (& 103)

11-Aug-94

Jesus

My child, come to Me; I invite you to take refuge in My
heart… You need it. Put in its wound all your hope, since it is
always ready to receive you. It is ready to help you in your
needs and fill you with all its benefits.
2) In this infinite abyss of perfection, the Father wished to create
the beginning, the center and the model of all the virtues
because of you, for you. For in this moment your feet hesitate
and you do not find a secure path for your walk.
3) Extract from it charity, obedience, patience, purity, sweetness
and all the virtues, which you desire to attain. It waits for you
every day as a fountain that yearns to satisfy your thirst… I want
you to be enriched with the waters from this “Spring of Mercy”
which continuously runs and never dries up.
1)
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THE FIRST LOCUTION OF THE BLESSED MOTHER TO CATALINA:
DO NOT FEAR
SM-2

12-Sep-93
10:15 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

(I am painting a tablecloth for the first Encounter of the Queen of
Peace Marian Center in the city, praying at the same time. At the end
of the Rosary I think:
2) “I would like to give my mother a trip… to take her for a visit, to
take her to Miami so that she can rest…”
3) All of a sudden I feel a voice in my interior:)
4) Do not worry; you are giving her the best trip of her life.
5) (“Why? Which trip…?” I answered, almost instinctively. )
6) You are drawing her near to Jesus, My daughter. (I once again
hear.)
7) (“What is happening? My God…!” I whisper. Inside of me I feel
my heart beating very strongly and I know that somehow that the voice
in my mind is not mine. It is a feminine voice, but very much softer,
sweet. It is not I. I stop painting and grab my chest; it seemed as if it
was going to burst with the wild beating of my heart that I am having.
8) But I listen, or feel inside of my heart and my mind:)
9) Do not fear… We shall be together many days. You will go to
the hospital but you will not be alone… My maternal love will
accompany you always…
10) (Sweetly the wild beating of my heart passes and my work room
gets filled with the fragrance of roses. A person who works with me,
enters the room, notices the perfume as well as another person who
expresses: “what an agreeable perfume!”
11) I do not want to think about what is happening to me, but I cannot
avoid it either. What is happening, I say, is that I have been praying
and listening to the messages from Fr. Gobbi and I have allowed
myself to be influenced. I am the one who is speaking. It is better that
1)
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I pray my Rosary and I forget it… Why in heaven should I be going to
the Hospital?…
12) I feel pretty tired and I sleep. I pretend to forget but it is not so. I
begin to worry… what is happening to me?
13) Three days later, the 15th of September, my health deteriorates and I
am interned immediately.
14) I ask that the person who had asked me to do the tablecloth be called,
so as to indicate that she not worry, that I will have the tablecloth
ready on time. But that I must stay a few days in the hospital.
15) On the 17th my friend arrives to visit. She brings with her the
Image of the Queen of Peace and a copy of the book of Fr. Stefano
Gobbi.
16) All the pains disappear. The IV does not matter as I embrace the
little Virgin, happy for her visit. I do not want anything, only to stay
with my treasure. I ask for a Bible, a notebook and a pen. I want to
write about what is happening to me.)
MY DAUGHTER, HERE I AM
SM-3

18-Sep-93
9:10 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

1) (I

am finishing praying my Rosary and my heart starts to beat wildly.
I try to convince myself: “surely it is the effect of the IV and the
medications”. But I know it is not… I wait, almost without breathing
and my chest feels that infinite sweetness, as if some kindness and
relaxation invaded me.)
2) My daughter, here I am. Alone the two of us will remain a
few days in union with My Son… We will pray together; you
will see how many join with our prayers. What pleasure that
they may permit us to be apart from everyone, is it not?… Let
us start the Chaplet of the Divine Mercy…
MESSAGES
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3) (I

sit up instantly. I look at the image, which was placed at night on
the little table on my right. She is there, beautiful, sweet, humble and
majestic.
4) I ask: In truth, is it really you, little Virgin?)
5) In humility before the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, I
bless you… Your faith and the devotion that you spread for the
medal (the Miraculous medal), has permitted that My Son allows
that these conversations be frequent between us… For now, you
will only act as you think advisable. Pray, for I am in you and
what you do or say, will be fine. Moreover, this is only for
you… For now, keep quiet.
6) (The room was inundated with the fragrance of flowers and when the
nurses entered, they looked to see if I had not left a bouquet of flowers
in the room or in the bathroom. I smiled at their astonished faces.
7) Blessed be to God, for that pneumonia, and blessed be His Holy
Mother for giving me the gift of this grace!)
20-Oct-93
6:00 p.m.
THE 4TH LATIN AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF “THE CENTERS OF
MARY QUEEN OF PEACE”
8) (At the conference I see clearly Fr. N preaching, a few meters from
where I am. I contemplate a light that leaves his mouth while he
speaks. At another opportunity, I see Fr. NN llamas surrounded by a
light as if it were a mantle. And when I was in front of Fr. NNN, I
heard the now known sweet and soft voice of the Mother who said to
me:) “Seek him out; I have them [the priests] near you. And…
go confess yourself to him, now.”
9) (I took note of what happened, but it did not finish there. Since we
wanted to hear Nancy Fowler´s testimony, a few of us ladies, who were
staying at another hotel, decided to remain. While we waited for dinner,
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the visionary said that she was going to pray the Rosary in her room and
if anyone wanted, we could join her there. In a few minutes, her bedroom
was filled and we started the Rosary. While praying the fourth Mystery,
I saw Nancy´s face light up, radiant while looking up to where the Loving
Mother was. We understood that she was having an apparition. I, like
other people, detected the faint fragrance of wild roses. We were
impressed, knowing that She was among us. Subsequently Nancy shared
the message received and we departed full of joy.
10) During our return (to our hotel) my friend said, “I saw Fr. NN, as
if he had an halo of light around him”. I said that I had also seen it.
“It was like the Virgin’s mantle, was it not?”
11) “Yes,” she responded.
12) “Have you also seen it?”, she insisted. I affirmed and we started to
pray, extremely excited.
13) We settled into a room at the Hotel next to another girl who came
from Tarija. We commented on how lovely the day had been.
Suddenly the girl from Tarija says, “Something very strange
happened to me. I could not see the speakers from the other room, so
looking at them via the television monitor, I saw that when Fr. NN
was speaking - I do not know if it was an effect from the lights - but he
had something covering him. It was not a normal light but white.”
14) The other friend and I looked at each other, confirming our
experience. This night, certainly, no one could sleep because we were
so full of emotions.)
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LET NOTHING REMOVE YOU FROM THIS PATH
23-Oct-93
10:40 p.m.

SM-4

The Blessed Mother

(I was praying thanking God for the beautiful conference which we
had and that day ended with an extraordinary manifestation of the
sun, while we were at the Coliseum.)
2) Yes, everything was beautiful; many more people saw the
sun spinning.
3) (I once again felt the warm voice saying,) When there occurred
the small incident with the vehicle, during the message in the
firmament, when you saw the face of My Son in the Chalice…
Yes, you did see it, in each moment I was with you.
4) Do not let anything remove you, not even one step from this
path. You will have difficulties, insults, reproaches, but the
light of the truth will shine. Without blinding, one by one will
convert; you are to simply pray… Offer each moment, good or
bad to Jesus… for now… only that.
5) (Full of joy I tell her, I love you Little Virgin, my little Mother!…)
6) I, too, love you much…
1)

THE FIRST LOCUTION OF JESUS TO CATALINA:
PRAY THE OUR FATHER
SM-5
1) (I

20-Nov-93
9:30 p.m.

Jesus

finished praying and I feel a strong but sweet pain in my chest, as
if something was breaking inside of me and it rises toward my throat.
I experience an emotion and I spontaneously start to cry; I feel a
beautiful presence. I have the impression that it is the Mother…
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I hear, “Do not reject one another”… I confirm that it is not the
Most blessed Mother and I become afraid. It is a voice of a man.
3) My God! I exclaimed, asking, who is it?)
4) “Do not be afraid… Pray the Our Father; I will accompany
you.”
5) (I pray, or better said, we pray, for I feel the pauses, someone prays
with me…
6) Again I ask, “What do you want from me?”)
7) “That you love Me; that you prepare for the arrival of many
messages, that you may change your life and be an example… I
cause that all should be equally welcomed without rejecting he
who seems disagreeable… Only I know him… Patience; take
My example and the serenity of My Mother… I have already
given it to you.”
8) (“Lord, do not let go of my hand, I am much afraid.”)
9) “You were not afraid before. How can you be afraid at My
side? Peace, beloved daughter… peace…”
10) (The soft, sweet, patient pain diminishes. My face is awash with
tears. I praise Jesus and pronounce the words of the Mother, “With
the greatest of humility, here is the servant of Jesus, do with me
according to Your Word.”)
2)

PEACE AND LIGHT OF THE DYING
SM-6

22-Nov-93

Jesus

(I was praying for the soul of my grandmother who had died a year
and a half ago and whom I loved as if my own mother. I asked about
what she had felt when leaving.)
2) At the moment when she was going to leave her body, she
felt inundated by the peace of the light that impregnates the
body and the soul of the dying. It is then that, with the humility
that she lived, she felt a serene resignation and awareness
1)
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without fear nor any anxiety - only peace. She knew that the
dreadful moment with which death is painted, was not true…
She is now near Me and now near you also… Do you not
perceive an aroma? …
3) (The unmistakable and beloved scent that she had!
4) I thanked My Lord that He had permitted me to know that this
saintly soul, is already near the angels that praise God.)
LITTLE DAUGHTER, I CAME TO GIVE YOU A HUG
25-Nov-93
11:00 p.m.

SM-7

The Blessed Mother

1) Little

daughter, I came to give you a hug. Did you doubt that
your Mother would come to hug you?
2) (I feel like I am about to faint - the best birthday in my life!)
3) Offer your supplications this evening so that all those whom
you love, will happily gather together in the Glory of the
Blessed Trinity. Always remember that in all necessity and
anguish, you can have recourse to My Loving Heart, assured to
obtain all that you need, with the same faith. Remember that it
is not the habit [the clothing] that makes the religious, but
rather the virtue practiced.
4) When you were born, I chose you… but everything has its
hour in the work of God…
LOVE OF MY SORROWS
SM-8

25-Nov-93

Jesus

Your hour has arrived daughter, love of My sorrows. How
much suffering, chastising yourself, making mistakes, falling,
not believing…! It was necessary that you should suffer much
in order to know this joy that today you experience… Cry little
1)
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one, wash your soul and heal My wounds with your tears…!
So much love poured out for none who deserved it, and I
anxious for a little bit of love from all My children…! Never
again shall you feel alone nor without love… In each second of
your life, I am with you…
2) (I thank Jesus, and also for the friends that He has given me.)
3) Sweetly have I been gathering them because all of you and
your children will be important in My Second Coming.
4) (I ask, “How is this so Lord, since my children are so far away from
all of this?”)
5) Did not My Mother just say it, a moment ago? Mine is the
time… teach them to pray… Your new life will convert them. I
bless you, little daughter. Start your marvelous trip with much
love and patience… Now go rest. Happy Birthday… I bless you.
6) (Note: after more than 20 years of taking sleeping pills, since that
moment, I no longer required them.)
HOW SHREWD IS SATAN
SM-9

28-Dec-93
9:30 p.m.

Jesus

(I was thinking about a young person and his situation, when
suddenly I heard:)
2) The world absorbs. There is no tendency more human than
wanting to be, to live and accomplish what one has always been
in origin and will never stop being… It is the tendency of
aspiring to live far away from the exile of the desert full of false
mirages, in order to arrive to the paradise of My immense love.
He is intelligent and sensible, but like all youth, he aspires to
control everything… How shrewd is Satan…! Pray; pray for
him… He already has a place in My plan. Many will be
converted by him… I too love you…!
1)
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KNOW THE BIBLE
1-Jan-94
10:15 p.m.

SM-10

The Blessed Mother

You must give example with your lives! You ask how you
can evangelize if you do not know the Bible… My daughter, so
beloved! Pray; pray so much more. In this way you will break
the ice of this world of hate, and you will be the light of the sun
that melts many hearts hardened with coldness and indifference.
In this way you will be able to serve Jesus. At first all of you will
be a celestial dawn under the mantle that covers the purity of
My body. With time all of you will grow in love, in charity, in
humility and in the horror for present-day life. You will be the
mirror of love which will be reflected on the world and
transform it into a new and beautiful garden.
2) Have the assurance that for the terrible days, I have prepared
for you the secure refuge of My heart.
1)

CONVERSION OF HEART
SM-11

1-Jan-94
10:30 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

Conversion of heart, not of the lips but of the spirit. Time is
of the essence and the enemy sets a trap for all My children…
especially the ones consecrated to Our Stainless Hearts. Unite
yourselves, My children, in prayer. I do not ask you for the
four or six hours which My little children from Medjugorje
pray. Pray two hours at the feet of My Son, imploring pardon
and protection for your families… The signs, observe the
signs… Pray at least two hours daily for those who do not. You
are already seeing the signs that are in the Holy Book.
1)
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An example: I protect you and will give shelter to all of
yours. Pray for your children and for those who have very
recently lost their parents. Pray for the souls in Purgatory,
because when they finish their purification, they will pray for
you…
3) (Visit me! … I ask her.)
4) Speak out, all of you; do not keep silent. Confess among
yourselves for the Glory of My Son, because the testimony
which you will give, with the example of your lives, will create
other saints.
2)

IT PLEASES ME WHEN YOU ARE HUMBLE
SM-12

1-Jan-94
10:40 p.m.

Jesus

Your love… your love for My Mother, the Virgin of the Sun
as you call Her, She protects you under Her mantle. Her
prayers for all of you, are like diadems that surround My
infinite space. Continual prayer and your proper lives touch
My loving heart. All of you must moderate your dispositions
and be more patient with your loved ones. All of you please
Me when you are humble.
2) Remain united in the fraternity of My light as My new
Apostles… without hurting nor offending anyone. (We are
gathered together with the prayer group and He suggested that we
count how many we were. We did so, verifying that we were twelve.)
3) Those who can see, may they see; those who know how to
think, may they think, and those who as yet cannot come to
understand, may they say “amen”… I bless all of you.
4) (Making reference to a person that I know:) Tell (X) that I
accompany and provide for her and I take pleasure in her love.”
1)
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5) Help

each other; live along with each other, loving each other
and loving Me.
6) (I become aware that I need direction. I ask which priest should I
seek. Jesus tells me:) The chosen one will come to you; do not
despair. Pray as you do; meditate more; trust as always, and
plead much for your country. It will be safe when those who
govern her bend their knee before He who is over them. As My
apostles, you will witness cures and signs; do not be
incredulous… Peace… Love… Spiritual Communion with the
Father, the Son and the Spirit of God.
BE SIMPLE
29-Jan-94
11:45 a.m.

SM-13

The Blessed Mother

(We went to pray at the chapel of the Corazonistas [the Church of
the Heart of Mary] and I heard:) “My daughter, search My gaze
and then tell them how much I love them. Wisdom comes from
simplicity and My Son consoles the simple and loving hearts,
who know how to give of themselves without reserving
anything for themselves. Sanctify the name of My Son, always
in every moment. Pray with the heart, calmly thinking about
what you say. Do not be childish.
1)

… AND WITH YOUR SPIRIT
SM-14

29-Jan-94
7:00 p.m.

Jesus

(During the Holy Mass)
2) (He explains:) When the priest says “The Lord be with you”,
all of you will put your left hand over your heart and with the
right hand pointing toward him, will respond “AND WITH

1)
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YOUR SPIRIT”. Every time that you shall do this, I will guide
you. In this way, the Spirit of God will unite to the celebrant in
the unity of the Holy Spirit and all of you will transmit the force
of My Light which will go towards his heart.
2-Feb-94
5:30 p.m.
PRAYER
3) (After many years I really received Holy Communion for the first
time, just as the Body of our Lord should be received. I pray:
4) “Lord, receive me with pardon, because it is the most important
Communion of my life. Permit, my God, that my soul be like the
Sacred womb of Your Mother, a place in which you can inhabit and
feel the love of this small daughter of yours, who only desires to grow
in her spiritual life so as to never hurt you again. Help me!… this is
the first step of all the long path that is left and which I so wish to
follow in search of finding your incomparable and blessed love. My
God, accept these minutes of humility and infinite joy while I receive
you so that when my bad character and my intolerance assaults me,
you may lower my head, as I do now, with the most profound love.
Thank you Lord… bless my brothers and specially the Father. Do not
let go of my hand, my Jesus. I am like a child that is learning to walk.
I love you…!”
5) Some time passes, maybe two or three hours) [until the next
message].
YOUR RETURN MAKES MY HEART SMILE
SM-15

2-Feb-94
2 or 3 hours later

Jesus

Little daughter: today a choir of angels has received My two
little daughters, who are full of faith, love and grace… If all
1)
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should draw near to receive Me in this way, how good it would
be for Me!
2) Your return makes My Heart smile. It is like the balsam on a
wound. Like your spouse, I have received you both with open
arms, and a piece of Heaven has opened to receive the Prodigal
Son. Two white doves arrived at the foot of their God with the
soul purer than ever.
3) Pray much; do not tire of speaking. Did I get tired of calling
you? A soul is worth more than all of the beauty of creation,
because it is part of Me… Pray much and help all those whom
you can… I too, love you. So much more since I have elected
you so that while you humble yourself, you exalt yourself and
My glory will be greater.
CONVERSION
SM-16

2-Feb-94
The Same Night

The Blessed Mother

My little daughter, you can tell NN that they have a very
special place in the midst of the saints, near My Son and next to
My Immaculate Heart. They have been engraved with the fire of
love, at the foot of the Sacred Altar. Tell them that they have
known how to immolate themselves, while being guides and
lovers of sinners, the poor, the sick and the needy. The
abundance of My grace descends toward their souls.
2) Once again unite together in two hours of prayer… afterward
talk together… and confide in each other.
3) After all you have seen and heard, you ask for a message?…
My poor children, can you not assimilate that I accompany you
and manifest Myself in each Rosary; you are earning a caress
from Me with each Hail Mary.
1)
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If you only knew what lays before your gates. Do not be
anxious; more signs are coming… Only God knows the day and
the hour… Wait for the Shepherd. Water and food, you already
have… candles, crucifixes on the door frames at the entrance of
your homes, wind up clocks, lamps with blessed oil at the foot
of the Cross, Holy Water... Daily consecrations, small or large
sacrifices, but made from the heart. I give you My blessing; I
am not separate from you. Read page 298 from the book of My
Messages [refers to the book of Fr. Stefano Gobbi].
5) Wolves dressed as sheep are in all the prayer groups, because
the enemy is desperate at seeing his end coming soon…
6) One of you grief-stricken? Seek comfort among yourselves
through Communion, which is living water that penetrates
your aching hearts with that sweet anguish that My Son marks
His new Apostles. Before the eyes of others, be as crystal-clear
droplets of rain gilded by the sun of My most Loving Heart.
7) When you become angry with your children and spur them
on with two-face expressions… you do not think of Me. Do you
think that I would have spoken to My Son in such a way?… Start
by being daughters and know how to be mothers in the love and
blessing that Jesus gave you. Offer Me your patience next week,
and likewise, each time you get together. Make an offering each
week. How much you will grow with that small weekly
intention! All of you, close your eyes and feel My maternal
embrace…
4)
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ALL OF YOU ARE COMPLETELY MINE
SM-17

4-Feb-94
8:00 p.m.

Jesus

All the minutes of your lives belong to Me and should be
sanctified.
2) May the sick live in the love and the hope of My help. I
Myself am your nourishment, the food of the sick and the
needy.
3) They suffer and I suffer in them.
Thank you for your
generosity. Help each other in whatever you can. Since in the
measure that you give love, I will multiply a hundredfold My
love and My blessings to each one of you.
4) You will see healings in the midst of your sufferings. Offer
Me everything through My beloved Mother, your soul and
body, your mind and endeavors, and it will be given…
Everything has its time; look for it in the Sacred Book… No one
will be lost if they come to Me.
5) Just as the willow kisses the bank of the river, My wounds
are gently kissed by your prayers.
6) You should read them what you write, because it is not your
intelligence which speaks but rather My voice through you.
7) (I ask, “why me, my Lord…?”)
8) You ask Me, why?… once more I repeat, I came to save
sinners.
9) What merit would it have, if in these times, a virtuous person
should speak for Me? It is as if a rich man would offer a plate
of soup… nothing new. But that same plate in the hands of a
beggar, would be a miracle of love worthy of thanks.
1)
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10) I

am very sad, little daughter; do not read again those papers
that unintentionally can take hold of and torture your minds.
That is its underlying purpose (in reference to certain satanic
leaflets distributed in the streets)…
11) (I love you, my Lord…)
12) Love Me more, always and painfully more.
THE ENEMY
SM-18

4-Feb-94

The Blessed Mother

Go and order small crucifixes for all the members of your
families. Have them blessed and light candles. My little
daughter, I only want to protect you from the enemy.
Unintentionally you are pleasing him; those papers should not
enter your homes… When you mention him, only say “the
enemy”.
2) (On the day when my beloved daughter had them in her hands, she
cut her finger.)
3) Do you not know how to see the signs?
4) The commemoration of My appearance in Lourdes draws
near… Offer your Communion for all those who cannot or do
not want to take Communion. Humility and patience console
My Son, offsetting the burden of the proud and impatient.
How much love [is needed], children! Protect yourselves. I
keep you under My protection. Give thanks to My Son for so
many graces that He allows to be poured over you.
1)

Note: Paragraphs 4 & 5 above were nearly the same as SM-22
Paragraphs 1-2 & 4 in the original Spanish text and may have been
inadvertently transcribed and duplicated during the publication process.
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I PROTECT YOU
SM-19

6-Feb-94
12:00 a.m.

Jesus

Go forth more calmly; do not become nervous. Do you not
see, that is what the enemy wants?
Confusion, nerves, to
terrorize you in this manner… I protect you and the angels will
not allow any harm.
2) You knew the way would be hard and you accepted it.
Cover yourself with love and strength. My truthfulness and
that of My Mother are one with yours. Time will tell.
3) Tell the person who had a mental question that: St. Thomas
received an answer which tormented his spirit for the rest of his
days. That person should pray intensely and ardently.
4) (Who is it, Lord?)
5) Tell it only to the [whole] group… what are you afraid of? …
Is it that perhaps the sower does not recognize the moment that
the harvest is ready?
6) The wise will understand what is the human language and
what is divine… The example of your life, of your love to
others, will be the best language… Do not suffer, little
daughter… Do you think that something or someone could hurt
you under My protection?
1)

The day of the blessing of the Statue of Christ of the
Concordance:
Note: the very large mountaintop statue overlooking the City of
Cochabamba, Bolivia
8) Thank them for the blessing of the statue… My Mother and I,
together with the soul of who conceive it, will be with you. Do
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not fear; I will not allow that a place consecrated to Me, be
desecrated.
9) Iniquities were already done in that place, but once
consecrated, I will not permit it.
PRAISE AND PRAY TO THE FATHER
SM-20

7-Feb-94
10:50 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

1) Little

daughter, set aside for a moment your activities, so that
you can speak with your Mother. How much you have
suffered without reason…! Do you not see that if out of 12
people, one believes, this is already a triumph won over the
enemy…?
2) You accomplished [what you were supposed to do], you
advised them as to what to do, your things are to be prepared
and you are to stop insisting. Meanwhile be patient this week.
Let each one make their own decisions.
3) Doubts there are and you will have them always. Do not
other children doubt Me?
4) There will come a day very soon in which all of you will be
witnesses to something out of the ordinary… Then the light will
become entirely transparent and translucent, and only then will
all of you speak the same language.
5) You ask: the salt? Well, it is a way of Biblical purification.
On Friday, take salt and while praying throw it all around the
monument [the hilltop statue of Christ].
6) [Thinking on that which is said about those who are converted
last:] I know, little daughter, what they say of you, not only are
you a fanatic, but they will also say that you are crazy… My
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Son was also slandered as the King of the insane and He
forgave them. How much more should you forgive?
7) Do not miss Mass again, if you know that you will find Us
there. Then, in planning your day, is it more important having
your house all in order or your soul strong and courageous?
8) If all of you do much for Me, as you did today, imagine how
much more I shall do for you.
9) The same supreme power as that of My Son has been given
to Me, although in a different way. When He wishes to do
something, He does it. I, when I want to do something, I ask
Him. And He, who was the best Son in the world, in Heaven
has the same authority; He denies Me nothing.
10) Your sorrow is the sentiment of powerlessness against the
absurdity of the trivial, of not having the gift of wisdom of the
word, so as to be able to argue that which only faith can answer.
Thank you, My daughter, for suffering with Me the offenses
which are propagated against the Faith, charity, virtues and the
church consecrated by My Son to Me… Soon, very soon, your
expression, a word of yours, your life example will be sufficient
to bring them near My loving Heart. Praise and pray to the
Father. Ask the Holy Spirit for light and give your love to
Jesus. These are three of the best meritorious practices which
the most learned of men on earth would like to posses. He will
only see the light. He is already seeing the light which is
starting to dazzle him.
11) Remember your conversion… That dilemma of soul, mind
and body, was it not a sublime torture in order to arrive at the
lightning flash of the ray which tore apart your darkness?…
Wish fervently for others to have that instant.
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I FORGIVE THE FOOLISHNESS OF MY CHILDREN WHO PLAY AT
BEING GODS
SM-21

8-Feb-94
5:30 p.m.

Jesus

I am much more than the cells that make up your body
because I sustain it. I am the physical energy, human and
Divine: VITAL, I hold with My love, that matter which you call
body and that has life because I give it to each cell and to each
organ that the cells make up. I who am that at each moment the
one I AM, in each hour I am denied, insulted, ridiculed and
unappreciated… I forgive… I even forgive the foolishness of
My children who play at being gods and do not know how little
is left before we see each other face to face… Why would you
not forgive?
2) The man who gives to the birds something to eat, in truth
gives something to the Father to eat… because all that exists is a
visible manifestation of the invisible Father… I came to teach
you that you are one with Me as I am with the Father. Why do
you not learn to be one with your children and with those who
are abandoned?
1)

PRAYER
10-Feb-94
10:05 a.m.

Jesus

3) (During

a visit to the Most Holy Lord.)
4) (Prayer dictated by Jesus for the blessing of the [statue of] Christ of
the Concordia in Cochabamba:)
The Spirit of God the Father, who becomes incarnate by the
Holy Spirit descending to the Son and filling Him with Glory,

5)
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be praised in this statue, the one who in His loving hands will
protect these people. So that through it will be born many
vocations, conversions, and blessings in pursuit of the plan of
the most blessed Virgin.
6) May

this work, inspired by God, conceived and executed by
men, serve to glorify the Holy Trinity in the Lamb who
immolated His life for the salvation of the world. May the
precious Blood of Christ protect this place, from this day
forward blessed, so that no malignant spirit may come near.

Let us pray that God, who is Father, Son and Holy Spirit,
bless and protect this place, from which will come the
conversion of the continent.
7)

HUMILITY AND PATIENCE
SM-22

10-Feb-94

The Blessed Mother

The commemoration of My appearance in Lourdes draws
near… Offer your communion for all those who cannot receive
Holy Communion and who desire it.
2) Humility and patience console My Son, offsetting the burden
of the proud and impatient. How much love [is needed],
children! Protect yourselves. I have you under My care.
3) In the following days, there will be other signs, soon…
4) Give thanks to My Son, for so much grace that He allows to
be poured over you…
5) Pray over the congress (of the Divine Mercy).
6) (I ask: “who, Mother”?)
7) My favored sons. None can do it with more graces than they.
Peace permits that you love each other and offer that love to My
Son.
1)
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8) Read

pg 685 of the book of My Message (Fr. Gobbi) and Psalm
105. Smile while you say goodbye to Me.
Note: Paragraphs 1-2 & 4 above were nearly the same as SM-18
Paragraphs 4 & 5 in the original Spanish text and may have been
inadvertently transcribed and duplicated during the publication process..
I AM HERE
SM-23

11-Feb-94
4:20 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

1) (During

the Chaplet of the Divine Mercy:)
2) Is it by chance, My children, that only on Good Friday you
should join in My Solitude?
Wherever you may find
yourselves next Monday or Tuesday, you may accompany Me
with the three Rosaries, for the Lord’s pardon of those who only
consider the hustle and bustle and sin without seeing the
opprobrium that they cause My Son.
3) Talk with XX. I bless you. I am here present today praying
with you.
I CRADLE YOU ON MY LAP
SM-24

12-Feb-94
10:15 p.m.

Jesus

1) Even

if you should try to avoid the circle of My love, with an
inescapable pursuit I would block you, because I want to make
you visible transparencies of My Being.
2) I cradle you on My lap, so that you will always believe, even
though you deny everything, even though everything should
incite you to rebel.
3) I will encourage you when relapses come.
Then, just
abandon yourselves to Me. Feel the gentle warmth of My
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Mothers mantle that caresses you with its breeze and its scent.
Unite yourselves; aware that is the first step in which to you
should take in order to follow My way. Cleanse your hearts of
all sin, of all impurity, egoism, envy… In that moment I will
arrive and, though you do not see Me, set free your arms and
feel My spirit which will do no more than fill you with strength,
life, love and confidence.
4) If ten times you fall, ten thousand times will We be near you
in this way.
5) Then seated or reclined, comfortable, begin your prayers or
simply a dialogue with Me. Tell Me in detail whatever makes
you sad or tortures you… with the Rosary in your hands, even
though your minds are blank, I will enter the depths of your
hearts. You will feel My presence through the love that will be
penetrating you… Try to experience this for the first time
together as a group. Later it will be easier. After gratitude and
praise, it is the abandonment that consoles your Father the
most.
OFFER THE ROSARY
SM-25
1) (During

12-Feb-94
(Carnival) 9:00 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

the Rosary:)
2) Tell N & N, how much My heart appreciates this small
sacrifice of staying to pray with you. We are praying together.
3) Offer a Rosary today for the forgiveness of the continent,
especially Brazil, the USA. Very soon they will suffer a great
punishment… Pray to My Son pleading with Him for all those
people who today offend My purity.
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(All of you read pg. 430, “I Am the Mother of Consolation”,
year 1982, book of Fr. Gobbi.)

4)

That same night, much later:
Console NN and pray much for her. She is purifying herself
because I have chosen her. Send her help soon… You know
that when I choose a soul, the enemy tries to interfere so that
the soul may be lost… She will take conversion to her family
and peace will enter into their homes. Let matters which are
Mine, take their course.
5)

THE TIME OF THE HARVEST DRAWS NEAR: FAST - ABSTAIN
SM-26

16-Feb-94
11:15 p.m.

Jesus

1) You

have started your fasting, My daughter.
2) How sweet these days have been for My lips, which have
kissed your forehead while you rested, as sweet as the early
honey, as the mature fig.
3) You cannot understand how much consolation I have felt
amidst so much bitterness that I receive from My other children,
no less loved and no less awaited. How much simplicity and at
the same time, how much grandeur from each one of your
prayers there was, because they rose with the heart through the
lips.
4) And these days of lust and unrestraint you have sacrificed in
order to accompany us a few hours.
5) My little ones, because you are good children, this your Lord
and God, as you call Me in the Eucharist, thanks you with the
humility of a human being… Even if only half of the Christians
would have accompanied you, the other half would have been
saved.
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The time of the harvest draws near… But do not fear. I will
be your defense at the birth of the dawn and at the arrival of
sunset.
7) Keep Me company this Lent, because it will be marked by
fire and blood of the Lamb… When with the Father and My
Holy Mother at the summit of the hill and at the feet of that
image that took on life, we witness that all have received the
gifts of My Spirit, which you will discover as you continue to
pray.
8) Discuss this with NN. I could never say that My death was
in vain… if to save one soul I should have had to suffer all that
torment, My death was justified. Take My example and you
will save souls!
9) Further hardships… Children, I love you; for love My Father
delivered Me to the world… Each sorrow of yours saves many
souls; offer them for My sorrows.
10) Gather again; reread the messages and do what they tell
you.
11) A new earthquake, more signs… prepare your things; talk
with your children.
12) Prepare the great feast, taking care of all the details…
13) Read Revelations concerning the New Jerusalem. You saw
something in the dream.
14) All of you must meditate; how are you so astute to think of
other things? Tell NN that his love is My love, that he may
look to tomorrow. Yesterday was forgotten on the day he came
closer to Me… I take care of you. Do not neglect your health.
15) Let us start this new passion which is much more sorrowful
given that perhaps it will not be revived.
6)
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The young girls should participate in this… these
[meditations] are so important for the youth. Some will call
others. Prudence, obedience and patience…
16)

BEING THE AXIS OF THE UNIVERSE, I MARGINALIZED MYSELF
18-Feb-94
Jesus
3:30 p.m.
1) (Thinking with sorrow of the children, He tells me that much of that
is due to a friendship badly understood with them because we tolerate
and acknowledge everything, but we do not educate their spirit.)
2) If one day you loved Me amidst the light with which I
transfigured your life, today love Me under the protection of
the shadow of My Cross.
3) Experience the profoundness of things and, in that
continuous effort, live to unite humans to the silence of My
mystery. Talk to them about Me; explain to them that from the
stellar heights of the Divinity, I came down to touch the bottom.
Being the axis of the Universe, I made Myself peripheral,
marginalized, imprisoned by them, for them because of all of
you…
SM-27

WHEN RECEIVING COMMUNION:
At the moment of going to receive Communion, you will
repeat, “My Mother, help me to receive Communion as Jesus
desires”… The invoking of My Mother is the entrance door to
Paradise; the same as each pulse in your veins is sign of life.
4)

THE ROSARY:
Each decade of the Holy Rosary that you repeat, the angels
gather and place as an offering at the feet of My Holy Mother…
5)
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6) Ask

for the grace of keeping serene when others insult, scorn,
abandon or ridicule you.
7)
(I express: I do not care Lord.)
8)
I know that it does not matter to you and I appreciate it
because you unite yourself with Me…
9) I know that you are tired… Imagine how more tired I am.
You try to draw two souls close to Me. I yearn for millions of
souls for whom I have given My Body and Blood. I have given
much of My Divinity in order to become Man and suffer as
such, the unimaginable.
10) (Lord, allow me to rest my head on your chest a few minutes.)
11) You could not bear to feel the pain that comes forth from it.
My love and My bitterness would burn you.
12) (What can we do to console you, My God?)
PRAY THE CREED:
During all this Lent, receive Communion. If it is possible,
every day gather together in church and after Communion,
pray three Creeds:
13)

 For sinners, who resist converting;
 For the Christian Churches, for their unity;
 For the souls in Purgatory.
You have lost much time so that other sons and daughters
can unite with you in these Communions and prayers.
14)

EXPOSITION OF THE EUCHARIST:
You will talk with the Bishop: one day a week My
Eucharist should be exposed in each church. Thus in this way
My children can visit Me in different places.
15)
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Why are you all, so hard-headed and hard-hearted?…
Satan… does he not aide himself with hours of TV? The
exposition of My Body takes away his power over the world…
16)

SEARCH FOR THE ANSWER IN MY LOVING HEART
SM-28

18-Feb-94
6:30 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

Search for the answer in My loving Heart. Here you will not
suffer sorrows or disappointments. The enemy is in the habit of
fighting My loving heart in the souls nearest and most dear to all
of you, so as to drive them to discouragement and to dampen
their apostolic fire. Do not give him the pleasure! I want you to
silently have expressions of charity and help whoever finds
himself in some type of need.
2) I place Myself next to you to help you… your guardian Angel
also accompanies you. Do not become discouraged; pray…
You are losing your motivation with the interference of the
time, fear and fatigue that you have… And that hurts Me
because I do not want to see you far away from My Heart and
even less from My Son…
3) Organize your time; delegate responsibilities; rest more and
go to the doctor…
4) It is enough that you say to Me a few words with your mind
and heart. But when you have a few extra minutes, come closer
to Jesus… He loves you and He needs you much more than I…
5) Tell My beloved son (she speaks of a priest) that I am with him
always. All of you, do not leave him alone.
6) You may take Me (referring to the image of the Queen of Peace)
to the chapel of the Home (of elderly persons) of the Good
Shepherd…
1)
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7) (Perpetual

Help?, I ask.)
8) Yes, I wish that My image should be there for two days with
My elderly children…. Help that Home; take them something
of the little that you have; share with those children who
suffer much poverty.
LEAVE YOUR HEALTH IN MY HANDS
SM-29

21-Feb-94
6:30 p.m.

Jesus

1) Now

we are alone… Leave your health in My hands… in this
heart that is an incandescent oven of love, so that it penetrates
through each fiber of your life.
BLESS YOUR FOOD:
You must pray at meal times. Thank the Father for the food
that you will receive. It does not matter that they will not
repeat it… the drop of water carves the rock and without
noticing it; one day they will do it. Should God not be the
strength, bread, lamp and the master beam in your homes?
2)

MAKE A DESERT (EXPERIENCE) OF PRAYER:
You should select in advance a day during Lent to go live a
desert experience in the countryside.
4) (Could it be XX? - I mention a certain place.)
5) It could, but it is preferable that all of you be apart, dispersed,
so as to be in complete solitude. In the last hour you will gather
together to pray.
6) You will each take something frugal to eat, since this desert
experience should have a penitential character. It could be
fruits and much liquid; all of you will know… But that desert
3)
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experience is necessary, since those intense hours will be
dedicated to prayer in silence, solitude and penance.
7) All of you will take notebooks to write down what your
hearts indicate. You will have moments of rest, of not doing
anything, only to rest and relax.
8) Later you will read, think, meditate… You will dialogue with
Me.
9) Prepare yourselves by reading:
Exodus Chap. 19
Luke 3: 23
Sirach 2: 1-7
John 6: 15
Mark 10: 17
Exodus 33: 7-23
Psalms: 16; 25; 36; 42;
104; 118; 119; 139; 143

1 Kings 19: 3-15
Matthew 14: 13
Hosea 2: 16, 25
John 20: 17
Galatians 2: 20
51; 56; 88; 90; 96;

Hidden amid the greenery, under the sun while it shines
tenuously, I will be walking among you. You will feel so
deeply My presence that it will hurt you… It is time to break
the chains, for the dawn of liberation is arriving.
11) I will transform you into luminous words, capable of
igniting the world… I will change you into arrows of fire which
are capable of piercing through the hardest ice… I will make
you irradiate radiate love…!
10)

MEET IN SIX HOURS:
You will come in the morning before sunrise and you will
meet together six hours later to pray in community.
12)
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PRAY THE 15 MYSTERIES OF THE HOLY ROSARY:
There you will pray the 15 Mysteries of the Holy Rosary,
meditating on My life. In the six hours, you have time to
meditate, and rest, but all alone, with Me and My Mother.
14) You will try to:
13)

 Enter into My interior, to witness and revive what I live in
My relationship with My Mother and participate of that
profound love.
 Revive the sentiments of admiration that I feel for the Father
and repeat with Me: Holy be Thy Name.
 Revive My submission of offering by saying: Let it not be as
I desire but as You desire.
HOURS OF SILENCE:
15) These

are hours of silence with the world which I ask of you.
Remember that communication is more profound when
nothing is said, and that silence never is as eloquent as when
nothing is communicated.
16) The fruit will be your understanding that to pour yourselves
out, you must be filled first.
17) You will learn from My Mother, who is identified with Me
in the absolute Mystery of silence and of music, time and space.
You will learn the value of Her “FIAT…”, that today, made
marvelous by the grace of God, has become a precious jewel of
redemption for humanity and the key that opens the doors of
the eternal glory.
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HOW DO YOU WANT TO TEACH YOUR CHILDREN IF YOU DO
NOT GIVE THE EXAMPLE?
SM-30

23-Feb-94
10:10 p.m.

Jesus

You should speak with XX. Five days of the Eucharist have
been lost because of not making decisions! When you make a
request, do I close My ears or leave it for later?… You decided
to accept these messages in order to guide all of you who have
obeyed for a time in a very few things and then everything gets
confused…
2) After those six hours, all of you will find that your hearts are
cleaner, your cups ready to spill over. You will find yourselves
in front of a door that will give you accesses to a more spiritual
existence that although it escapes the mind of man, it is directed
quickly to the heart of your Father.
3) This is the last message that you will give out to be known
and only this part. Why speak to those who listen, get
emotional and then turn the page? [Note: also see SM 32 ¶7-8]
4) When will you learn to love that which your God created in
you?… Receive communion, pray, continue forward, obey and
starting from this message, do not insist. Pray for everyone.
5) (Lord, they love You.)
6) I know; moreover, love is obedience. How do they want to
teach their children if they do not give example? (There was
profound pain in that beloved appearance.)
1)
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PLEASE OBEY
SM-31

23-Feb-94

The Blessed Mother

Please obey, My children. Prepare yourselves for these
hours of trial… Trust Me without discouragement.
2) At seeing you so united, so full of love for one another in a
spiritual communion with Me and with My Son, fills My heart
with happiness. Because this is the way I want you, like little
children holding hands sharing laughter and sufferings,
desperate to grow in your faith and in surrendering yourselves
to Our hearts.
3) Order your actions; time is of the essence and for every 100
persons that come two days to Adoration of the Blessed
Sacrament, another 1,000 souls lose their way in 10 seconds
between abortions, crimes, suicides and satanic rituals. Help Us
save them!
4) NN is going through hard times. Take Holy Oil to his father
and pray so that the Lord will pour down His Mercy over
him… Tell him to offer to exchange his pride for humility. In
Our eyes, Kings and commoners end in dust, the only
difference is that the dust of the poor smells as incense, as
myrrh… to the poverty of Jesus [as] man, and comes to the
hands of My Son-God as dust of gold.
5) (I gave my thanks because that morning, when looking at the video
of Fr. Kike, a person sitting close to me started to sob in the moment in
which Fr. Kike sang the prayer of “Heal me, Lord Jesus”.)
6) (The Blessed Mother told me:) That son, is also Mine, before
being there for all of you… I told you that before returning he
would see the light… I have received his tears mixing them
with Mine. Peace will lead him from now on and he will
1)
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understand that it is being near Us that he will reach his goals
on earth… He already has a beautiful and full destiny, directed
by My hand…
7) All of you must baptize the children… They must be born
to God with Baptism. Observe the children who are not
baptized; it may seem like small bad spirits are molesting
them constantly… It is the lack of the primary grace.
8) That person who is close to you, will have a very strong
encounter in the House of God… Pray for her, because that day
her conversion will be absolute and will make her meditate
greatly… (Speaking of another beloved person of mine:) She is
already under My mantle and will continue to grow in faith…
wait and trust.
CONSOLE MY SUFFERING
SM-32

24-Feb-94
11:15 p.m.

Jesus

My beloved small flock, how much you have consoled My
sufferings, with your prayers, loving company and small
sacrifices.
2) Do not get tired if I ask you for more, since you are doing a
lot of good on behalf of your families and brothers, all who live
away from My word and the laws of My Father. Do not despair
if apparently hard trials come; know that some are imposed to
purify you and others, undoubtedly, are chicaneries from the
evil one on anticipating that the dirty battle is lost with you. I
am present each time that you gather. Therefore, when you
direct yourselves to Me, do it knowing that I do not listen to
you from Heaven, but rather that I come down from Heaven to
the place where you are. Each ray of light that springs forth
from Me, goes about encircling you as the string upon the
1)
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distaff [of the spinning wheel] and I take possession of each one
of your beloved hearts.
3) Do not fear today’s readings marked for your encounter in
the “desert”. Did I not tell you that I would be by your side so
that we can be together during these hours? Underline the
readings and allow the Spirit to take possession of your minds.
INVOKE THE HOLY SPIRIT:
4) At

the start of your meetings, invoke the Holy Spirit. Say the
prayer of abandonment to the Father and feel My presence.
Each time the messages will become clearer for you, since in My
Mother´s plan all of you will be supporting pieces.
MORE PRAYER IS NEEDED:
More, much more prayer is needed. With or without the
mysteries, if you are physically occupied, you may repeat
ejaculations, words, thinking of the Holy Trinity or the Blessed
Virgin. But may you be a constant prayer and a lasting
surrender.
6) [Now referring to Catalina:] Do not worry; I will allow your
generosity toward other beings. Do not let concern take away a
precious time of meditation… Listen to Our Hearts that speak
with yours and, full of joy, transmit the messages.
7) (Lord, the ones from the prayer group are so sad because You said
that I should not transmit Your messages for some time.)
8) I am the time, who marks the hour. I… have seen their
sadness and I, God, have felt moved by the thirst of My love…
All is at peace; all is well. I am so close to you that through you
they can feel Me.
9) We are one because they should know that drops of My
Blood fell in the wombs of their mothers when they were
5)
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conceived. There My beloved Mother, named them and
patiently formed their souls for the precise moment of drawing
them near to Me.
10) (I love you, Jesus!)
11) Repeat this as many times as you can and love will grow in
you.
I SUFFERED POVERTY AND PERSECUTION
SM-33

25-Feb-94
9:35 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

Concentrate, daughter; why are you distracted? (I was
thinking about my friends who are absent). They are at prayer and
you also, even though all of you are not together.
2) Forgive me, Mother, it hurts me not to be in front of the Tabernacle.
3) He is in your heart; only take Him out of there and into your
mind and be alive in Him. (A divine moment, thank you, Mother,
thank you, Lord, and praise be Your Holy Body.)
4) (While praying for someone who was leaving the country:)
5) I suffered poverty, exile and persecution.
All those who
entrust themselves to Me when leaving their country and under
the protection of God, praising His name, are My protégée; be
confident.
You must depart from being like the exteriorly
devout, who do not increase their virtues or as the selfinterestedly devout who turn to Me to ask for worldly goods or
to escape material harm, or the hypocrites who demonstrate that
they honor Me because the rest do so or appear to do so, but not
because they feel in their hearts a true love and appreciation.
6) Do not forget that I am the all-powerful Supplicant, by
special gift of the Father. And I will always intercede and
protect those who in truth love and imitate Me, those who give
1)
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themselves without reserve to My Son, just as I gave Myself to
the Will of the Father.
7) You will make a schedule that may allow devoting yourself
more to your family and your obligations towards your
brothers. You will be less tense.
8) The message of the 25th (of Medjugorje) read it over and over
again. Compare it to these messages… You should reread these
messages… Why are they not penetrating deeply into your
hearts and minds?… I said it before, when you come together,
pray.
9) It is preferable that you meet early in the evening on Fridays
in order to have more time and share your things if it is
necessary.
10) (Thank you Mother for the messages of this afternoon…)
11) That is why I recommend, that you pray for each other. So
that the virtues of the first ones, guide the second ones and that
the love of the second ones inflame the hearts of the first ones.
A day should come in which the whole group will think alike,
that your minds communicate through the union with the
wisdom of My Son and My infinite love.
12) I told you that you would know of something unusual.
Read:
“When the union begins among the Christian
Churches…”
13) Pray much; this is the first step.
Your prayers can
accomplish a great deal. The power of prayer is so great that
miracles reside therein. What parents will be able to deny
anything their children request of them with love...?
14) The Rosary... not only repeat it... meditate on each word and
pray the Rosary to Jesus...
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FOR THE PRIESTS
SM-34

28-Feb-94
2:15 a.m.

The Blessed Mother

Leave the world and return to the day of your vows. Be
Christ preaching the Gospel, far from comforts, pleasures and
honors. Do not be proud by saying whom I should talk to and
whom I should not.
2) Lead the slowpokes with humility and reparation to the
Tabernacle. Make vigils in your parishes; pray, pray much in
order to help Me to detain the arm of the Lord. You are in time
to lessen the rigor of the chastisement. Do prayer chains to
constantly raise prayers to the Father.
1)

OPEN YOUR HEARTS
SM-35

The Blessed Mother

Beloved children, from all over the world, open your hearts
and allow Us to enter. Only in this way will a great change be
produced in you that will save you.
2) I have journeyed the entire world asking for conversions and
I have not been heard… My foot already treads upon the
serpent’s head; My heal will crush him when the world and
man are purified… Know that the hour is near and if you
succumb, it will be because you have wanted it so.
3) All who have dishonored their bodies, which is the dwelling
place of the Holy Spirit, will see their bones burnt if they do not
return to God.
4) Each father will be responsible for a part of the perdition of
his children. The prayers of the family are an extraordinary
reparation force. Do not be fooled: The only Messiah, will
1)
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come from Heaven with His legions of Angels after the days of
anguish, to gather His elect on earth.
5) The upheavals of all kinds have started.
There is pain,
anguish, social problems in the countries, with earthquakes,
hurricanes, epidemics and hunger. All that the chosen few
prophesied is being fulfilled. Be converted, children… Help Me
save all of humanity!
THE HOUR DRAWS NEAR
SM-36

28-Feb-94
2:15 a.m.

The Blessed Mother

The hour is near because the flock is ready to disperse.
Strange signs for humanity will come to warn humanity that
the measure is full.
2) So many prophets have announced it but no human being
can imagine what is to come..
3) The fire will boil in the oceans and its vapors will raise foam
that will flood many countries.
4) I said that it would come soon; I announced it 20 years ago
and here I am leaving messages in one place and another. The
day of the triumph of love draws near. How great is the battle,
and greater will be the triumph.
5) Those who seek a universal country only have as their sole
purpose to eliminate the Church of Jesus…
6) May your today be not one of dread, but rather of
preparation for that painful crucifixion. Jesus has made springs
of grace for your brothers to drink of these fountains of Living
Waters… the Sacraments. Do not fail to take advantage of those
fountains…
1)
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Love God with your heart, with your mind and with your
senses. From now on pray the Rosary with your families.
8) Do not be afraid; you are under the protection of My
maternal and loving heart.
9) Great things are being prepared for you that will be part of
the new seed. Blessed are those who suffer for those who
offend Me.
10) Pray much that you will not be confused even by your loved
ones. Ask your families to go to confession.
7)

WHAT A BEAUTIFUL PRAYER OF PRAISE
SM-37

2-Mar-94
7:20 a.m.

The Blessed Mother

1) What

a beautiful prayer of Praise to the Father!...
2) Good day to you and your brothers, beloved daughter… Do
not torture your mind. If to each event that occurs you allow
sadness to overcome you, your emotional stability will be in
danger. (I suffer because knowing what is going to happen, I can do
nothing.)
3) Pray! You do not know how much your prayers are helping.
If you pray as you should and do penance, it does not matter
how much... A Hail Mary said with your heart and all your
being, has more power than ten Rosaries repeated by those who
recite their prayers in a merely routine fashion.
4) Offer your Communion for the conversion of the world.
Each bead of the Rosary said with love, each Communion in
which you entrust to My Son the conversion of sinners, saves a
soul. Do you understand why I ask you for prayers?
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Thank you children, give them My blessings, the blessings of
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Tomorrow at 5 (p.m.)
wait for Me in prayer.
5)

LENT
SM-38

3-Mar-94

The Blessed Mother

Later on you will be with people. This message is very
important; you must have it reach the greatest number of
people. Say that this Lent is very special. There are 40 days in
which, like My Son in the Desert, humanity is being tempted by
thousands of malicious spirits at their head is the evil one.
Because of this, I implore all My children that they give
themselves totally to Our Hearts in order to be able to protect
themselves.
1)

FASTING:
In the pure Eucharist, you will find the light to pray for
humanity. In fasting you will have the nourishment to
strengthen your faith and in Confession, the pardon of your
faults. Something which could seem a triviality, maybe, could
condemn you. Please do not commit sacrileges while receiving
Communion without making a Confession, of [one’s] life at
least once, and then [confessing] periodically.
3) There is no time to loose, understand that your eternal life is
at stake. Please, change your life; ask the Spirit of God that He
illuminate your understanding.
4) Ask the Father that He pardon you as you forgive your
enemies from your hearts. Ask Jesus that He ignite your hearts
with flames of love. Do not permit that you become frigid
because you refuse to open your door to the Good Shepherd.
2)
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Jesus is before you, in the doorway of your souls. Will you be
capable of not receiving Him?
THREE CREEDS:
My children, pray for all humanity. Pray three [Apostle]
Creeds together with your family. (She asked this before: One for
the conversion of the world, another for the union of the Christian
Churches and the other for the souls of Purgatory.) The families
who pray these three Creeds will obtain the protection of
Divine Mercy at the hour of their death.
5)

VISIT THE SICK:
Go to the hospitals and have all those who are dying pray
three Creeds and one Hail Mary. If they refuse, put a scapular,
a medal or a Rosary on them. Do not delay, My children. Help
Me in this battle of light and darkness.
7) Ask the Father that He accelerate the coming of the Son to
shorten the time of purification. Fill yourselves with the three
gifts that are necessary for a child of God: Faith, Hope and
Charity.
6)

I POUR OUT MY SPIRIT
SM-39

3-Mar-94

Jesus

My daughter, love of My sorrows, a piercing wound goes
through this Heart to bathe you in its light. How much love is
in your gaze, in your visit, in your surrender. You have
consoled Me so much that today I desire to console you… Every
child of the light will receive the Spirit of living truth with love
in their heart. Do you realize that I am not going to leave your
loved ones without help, without guidance and in desolation?
1)
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Even though My Gospel never leaves without peace in the
believing soul, it will only be one with Me when it proves to be
desirous of doing the will of the Father with all of its heart.
3) Remember that the path of eternal life is an incessant
progression in grace, truth and glory.
4) I have designed your lives, one by one, so that it will serve as
preparation for the truth that is to come. I pour out My Spirit
over all flesh, [yet] not all see themselves clean, illuminated.
But you, those who receive It, will see that this Spirit transforms
in each one of you into a pool of water, springing toward
eternal life. Grow; do not allow your hearts to be troubled by
the incredulity of others.
5) Talk with them; My Spirit will illuminate you. Moreover,
when you see that they attack you, be silent; pray silently and
separate yourselves from those who doubt. You will see how few
believed in Me and we will be even more united. The more that
they attack you, the closer you come to My Heart. Submerge
yourself in it as I submerge Myself in the Father.
2)

COMMUNION:
6) Do

you know what a communion is? Compare it to a small
bird that takes shelter under the maternal wing. In this way, I
enter you through the Eucharist, but at the moment in which I
feel your love, the transfiguration arrives, and if any eye
could see, it would observe that small creature grow until it is
surrounded by light and is pressed into My heart in which it
turned into a white dove, tender and pleading for protection
and nourishment… If you would understand it this way, you
would not stop receiving Me, even for a single day.
7) What I tell you is for everyone. I love all of you the same…
Prepare yourselves and continue to pray together, little fish in
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this pool of pure water. Your love comforts My Spirit and it
exalts in all that your eyes contemplate, in what your sense
perceive.
8) Love My Mother, who is the jewel case in which is found all
the treasures of virtue and hope. Holding on to Her hand, you
will cross the bridge of the abyss, which the enemy has
prepared for humanity. It is She [who is] the Ark of Salvation
in the terrible moment which precedes the purification. I will
be with you soon; purify yourselves each day. How I love your
purity… Put oil on NN, recalling My wounds.
9) The light remains with you and with your brothers, hope.
I AM LOVE INCARNATE
SM-40

4-Mar-94
9:10 p.m.

Jesus

1) (Before

the Most Holy Tabernacle:)
2) You will say that I am Love Incarnate inside the box of wood
(He indicates the Tabernacle) and that, when your bones are also
in a coffin of wood, your souls will be in Me because you will
be part of Myself as I am of the Father.
3) Even though the Gospel of the Kingdom of My Father brings
great peace to the soul of the believer, it will not bring peace to
the world as long as mankind does not feel the thirst to believe
in My teachings with all of their hearts, accepting the Will of the
Father as their principal purpose of life.
4) I give to each one of you much more than you are capable of
receiving.
5) Thank you for surrendering yourselves, beloved children,
tender buds of nards that begin to flower for the garden of
eternity.
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I DESIRE TO VISIT THE HOUSE OF MY ELDERLY CHILDREN
SM-41

5-Mar-94
5:10 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Dear little daughter, My request of taking the image here (to
the home for the elderly) has seemed strange to you. It is a
place that has material and spiritual difficulties…
2) From the point of view of the nuns, I wish that My presence,
in those familiar surroundings, will make them understand that
they must receive each hour of their apostleship with love and
respect for life. They will understand when they realize how
many abundant tears have been shed by all of you, before that
image.
3) On the other hand, I want to raise the sense of hope in the
elderly. I will lovingly contemplate each defenseless individual
in this nursing a home who hungers for affection…
4) Do not doubt I was daughter of an almost elderly, holy
woman… How should I not pour abundant graces over these
helpless creatures, who not only suffer nutritional privations,
but also lack the basic needs for any human being? Love… I
ask of you, when you have a choice between a shelter for
children and a home for the elderly, take My image to the
elderly. And if you have to choose between a large parish and a
humble one, have no doubt that it would please Me more to be
with the humble…
5) On Monday you will see with what love they receive the
Mother of the marginalized. I must soften and ignite hearts;
they do Me so much good… They love Me so much that they
can see with eyes of the soul when I am pleased…
6) Today I want to ask all of you for something special: that you
participate with your families, in a Mass during a holiday. It can
1)
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be in the church dedicated to My Image of the Assumption or in
My Chapel (She expresses Her preference) with your husbands,
children, grandchildren, parents, and siblings. I will reveal to all
of you something very important for the conversion of your
loved ones… You can prepare for it in advance… Sunday the
13th, does it not seem a nice date to you as some social event?…
Have you not been skillful in inventing something, when you
wished to be with your friends?
7) It is a small game among us.
Think of something nice.
Something will come to mind to NN. Amidst so much pain, is
it not good to have a bit of intimacy?... My daughter likes them
(She talks of the one who receives the messages). I too wish to please
her… Her love is so sweet!
8) You will suffer grief for a friend who does not believe
completely. Entrust her to the Lord that she get better.
LITTLE CHILDREN ,YOU ARE GROWING
SM-42

6-Mar-94

The Blessed Mother

1) (Dearest

Mother, I feel that you are happy.)
2)
I am happy!
3)
How can I not be, if you have taken Me to a place where I
wanted to go and once again, you have obeyed?
4)
Little children, you are growing in obedience, faith, charity
and love. Now I will reveal something to you. You are not
only twelve, as were the Apostles… also as the twelve stars that
surround My head… the crown of My royalty. Read pages 870,
388 and 288… these are for all of you – this way you will not
grow tired by writing (the citations corresponding to Father Gobbi’s
book).
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I cradle you in My arms, beneath My mantle, where you
flutter around as swallows. How much rest I find among you;
how I like to see you gather together!
6)
Soon they will call you; you must prepare yourself. May
all of you be in prayer on the day that you are called. I will take
you by the hand!
5)

PRAY MUCH
SM-43

7-Mar-94
11:10 a.m.

The Blessed
Mother

You have no idea how important is this “Conference of the
Divine Mercy” because only this miraculous Mercy will be able
to say the world, which is so gravely sick today.
2) That is why I, so zealously take My request to earth. In all of
you, I have found sincere love and generous response in
persevering prayer.
3) In each home where My image is venerated, My maternal
presence is manifested. Some receive it, feel it, and others do
not. But My heart over flows with joy at seeing them together
in fraternal union of love and Christian life.
4) Do not suffer for NN, I have told you. Near Us is where he
will find what he seeks… He will see the light. He is already
seeing it subconsciously but he does not want to admit it… what
he has not attained being far from the Church, he is getting in
giant steps by means of your prayers. There is a terrible fight
between his guardian angel and the enemy who tries to turn
aside his path. Do not insist when you see that he resists. Talk
with him. What heart resists a plea to be loved? With great
humility ask that he begin each morning with the Our Father, a
1)
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Hail Mary and a prayer to his guardian angel… Wait for the
fruits…
5) Please thank My daughters because they have saved in a few
short hours nine souls. (They had gone to the hospitals to help the
dying pray and found after the message that there had been nine who
were worse off.)
6) Pray much, I protect you, I will not permit that you have
problems.
LIVE MY WILL
SM-44

9-Mar-94
9:20 p.m.

Jesus

You will save this message till Friday… My longing to save
you is the baptism of blood which washes you, Blood shed from
My passion and death, Blood which signed an alliance between
the Father and yourselves.
2)
Poor little daughter, I use you as spokesperson of My Love
and My Mercy, so that you can take to your brothers and sisters
the confidence of the Father in His small children. All the
things which I have manifested to you, will become as a dawn
for all of you and will be as if returning light to a person who
lost his vision… In this way I have been preparing you, through
years of patient witnessing in pain, so that the brightness of this
light will not disturbed you, which I know that today this is
more necessary for you than life itself.
3)
In as far as your brothers and sisters, the first thing that
they felt was love, which is the element that transforms one’s
nature to culminate in good. Today they are in the second
stage, which is the yearning to know My Will. Later they will
arrive at the culminating moment of accepting the Divine Will
1)
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within them. The moment that they reach the holiness of
Living in My Will, they will be living Hosts, Temples of love,
paradigms of Charity, of Freedom in their God and for their
God.
4) To understand this, they must look from their conscience,
which is superior to their minds and their senses, in not finding
itself conditioned but with the truth of love, the abandonment
and the unconditional acceptance of the Will of their Father.
5) They have received a message in which it is indicated how
they should practice this principal of corporal and mental
abandonment, so as to feel the presence of the most Holy
Trinity… Ah, children, so closed are the eyes and ears that
show them the path that will take them to the door in which
you find yourself, they are unable of taking the first step!… Let
them not ask! Reread, meditate and see the light!
6) There is no time to lose; come to Me whole heartedly…
Easter draws near and it will be full of light. But the Passion
must come first and surely must find you prepared because
another persons’ suffering will be so great and intense that it
will hurt your hearts, your cheeks will be marked with furrows
and your eyelids will bleed.
7) Everything is urgent; that is why I want to prepare all of you,
to protect you under the mantle of My beloved Mother.
8) (I asked, “What shall mine, say”?)
9) Love Me more, much more in each instant and the secret that
we have, keep it quiet for now…
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CONFESS YOUR INDISCRETIONS
SM-45

10-Mar-94
9:50 p.m.

Jesus

1) (Comment:

This day Our Lord made an observation about the lack of
discretion with which the messages have been handled, the lack of care
and attention and, moreover, the absence of commitment on the part of
some. I notice that the messages are given by the Lord with a passion
that I had not yet understood. This makes me suggest that they must
be treated with much more respect and veneration.)
GOD’S LOVE
SM-46

13-Mar-94
10:10 a.m.

The Blessed
Mother

1) (First

day of the Divine Mercy Conference:)
2) My children, there does not exist anything that is able to
resist the force of the immense and compassionate of God’s
love. It is by virtue of this, that each time the interventions of
your beloved Mother will be more miraculous since I take into
My plan each one of you who today are gathered together in
this place which is dedicated to My Son and to Myself.
3) The Holy Spirit, which the Father and the Son will give you
in abundance because of your prayers, will transform you into
burning flames for God’s pardon of your homes. In this
manner be examples in today’s society by carrying out the
destiny prepared for each one. I plead with you that you open
your hearts and you consecrate your hearts to Ours in faithful
abandonment… Through the means of confession, the
Eucharist, Charity and Love is how you find the way of peace.
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It is to you who doubt and have unbelieving hearts that I
make this fervent call. As the Mother of Jesus, I have the power
of promising to protect those who pray the Rosary daily,
offering it to the Father for the sorrowful wounds of My Son.
5) That cluster of prayers will fill all the spiritual and material
necessities that you could have today… Moreover, they
[prayers] will be transported to the gate of Paradise from
earthly life, taken by My hand in the company of the choirs of
angels and your patron Saints.
6) The love for God and your fellowmen will go toward
forming the crown of salvation by means of the rays of light of
My Graces which you will pass through in order to make you
agreeable to the Creator and to cure so many hurts and
bleeding wounds that I see among you. Thank you for coming
to this meeting of friends, of which will come many
conversions. Peace be with all of you… I help bring torrents of
love over you and, with the Lord’s permission, I bless all of you
in the name of the Father, the Son and the Spirit of God…
4)

MY HEART IS MERCIFUL
SM-47
1) What

14-Mar-94
6:00 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

a beautiful day we spent together!
2) My heart is merciful toward attending to the supplications
that were made there and taking them to the Lord. My heart is
full of gratitude because of your loving obedience and it will
reward My little children. My heart is crystal clear light that has
poured out abundantly over all who were present there in order
to: protect them from the enemy; attract them to My Son; and
enkindle them within the wounds of His hands, which are
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opened to humanity and there wash their wounds caused by
life.
3) My daughter, voice of My voice, do not fear. In My hands I
receive your sufferings so as to have My Jesus pour out the
river of His Mercy over you and through you to whom you
may take His Love and His Word, even though it may seem
small and simple in your mouth.
Reparation:
Considering the rejection towards God, there is an infinite
ability for reparation that begs renewal, “Father forgive them
because they know not what they say, nor what they do, nor
what they deny...” Unite yourself to Jesus in the Eucharist and
pray for the world.
5) Wash also the feet of your loved ones, pouring balm over
their wounds, taking upon yourself the weight of their sins.
6) I love you with My maternal heart for your great littleness
and fragility. I lead you because it is your turn to take up the
most important work among your brothers… Your strength is
in weakness. With it you will win over the selfishness and
indifference of many hearts.
7) Do not allow ingratitude to detain you, the lack
of reciprocation to tire you, the lack of understanding to hinder
you... Each day the angels of the Lord place themselves next to
you to protect and comfort you... If you feel like crying, do so.
Blessed are those who cry, for they will be consoled. Do you
not console Me? How much more do I who leads you who are
chosen by the wishes of My Son.
8) May what they say not leave a mark on you. Pretend that
you are a little chicken, guarded and protected by angels who
4)
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will not allow anything to mistreat that beautiful and delicate
plumage of faith that your God put over your existence.
Confidence:
Trust in My maternal intervention when you lack
strength, when you do not find the words. Think of the
omnipotent pain that this, your Mother, had when She saw Her
Son on the road to Calvary. And you tell Him also: I love you;
I accompany you and accept the Will of the Father... Pray little
daughter; pray much... singing, talking, in silence, and awake or
sleeping... Early in the morning offer all your day for the
conversion of one person, the salvation of one priest, for the
soul in Purgatory and for the strengthening of your spirit in
accordance with the Will of the Lord.
9)

THE SUFFERING OF THE LORD
SM-48

15-Mar-94
4:40 p.m.

Jesus

I suffer your pain, little daughter; I know its nature... It is the
pain that I feel, when thousands of My children, just as others,
say that the signs are imagined.
2) Thousands that do not even come near to pronounce My
name. Thousands that do not even greet Me once a day.
Hundreds that curse Me, because of whatever banality did not
go well for them. And so many others believe that what they
possess comes from the marvel that they are.
3) (“What should I tell them Lord, so that they can believe...?”, I ask.)
4) You will say: “It has been foretold of times of wars and
persecutions to the Church of Christ on account of the apostasy,
of the diffusion of atheism, practiced as well as in theory. If you
1)
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think you are so wise, read the prophet Isaiah and read the
Book of Revelation. Decipher them; observe the signs and you
decide to believe or not...” (You should say only that.) When the
person is intelligent and/or gives themselves to the Holy Spirit
for their reading, they will understand and verify the truth, that
the return is near. Moreover, only the Father knows the hour
and the day for the arrival of the Son of Man...”
5) I understand your sorrow, not because they may condemn
themselves into eternal hell (because My Mercy, the love and
intercession of My Mother and your prayers today preserve
them from greater attacks from the adversary) but rather
because of the place that they will have the day that you will
be near us and that they reject on behalf of their youth, to that
which are similar such as: pressures from you, bad priests, not
enough time, bad experiences…
6) There is also the influence of the spirits of the other side, since
if you should say “you should climb the highest mountain of the
city and you will find a chest full of money,” they would kiss
your hand for giving them the information and thankfully they
would run barefooted in search of the chest. And they would
scratch the earth until they saw the chest appear, until their
fingers bled… But having the Word of Salvation, they discard it
and passing in front of the door of Glory, they do not bow their
heads…
7) No one can nor should judge a man because others also could
have acted badly or cheated many people. Because in truth, I
tell you that if it were so, there would not be one human on
earth who would merit the Mercy of the Almighty.
8) Neither is it true that many days are needed to prepare
oneself for reconciliation. We know that all are pretexts but
only I know the true causes that motivate them…
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Prayer and Fasting:
9) When

you pray and make your fast, entrust them, one by one
to the celestial spirits, which are luminous beings, who have
through love: the well being, the purity, humility, the
concurrence with the Will of the Father… In their battle they
will continue to protect your family from each filthy spirit that
today roams searching to please that despicable enemy of
creation.
10) Ask My Mother that She protect you under Her fragrant
mantle. Do not torture your mind which I need healthy and
strong so that it be attentive to My voice…
11) Therefore, I desire you be with sacrifice, with surrender,
with love for others… Your purity gladdens and consoles Me so
much… When I contemplate souls this way, I feel as if lilies
were blossoming in My Crown of Thorns.
12) Submerge yourself in My Heart. This burning wound baths
itself with light in order to receive you. You always please Me
when you open your heart, full of love.
Ask the Holy Angels:
At the start of your day of fasting, ask the angels and
martyred saints that they assist you in purifying your day as
you desire to do, but if you fail, do not torture yourself.
14) The day will come when it will not only be a perfect day but
Holy.
15) Fortify your spirit; you will receive attacks from all of them
(speaking of a specific context). Offer it up for their salvation
because their fear lessens in the hours of anguish.
16) While you repeat the Sorrowful Mysteries, receive Me in
your mind and in your heart, as the bleeding wound that you
13)
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see… And so, loves and pains will unite in the sweet torment of
the enamored souls. If you are in love with My Greatness and
Mercy, your smallness captivates Me and your abandonment is
the best attraction for this your loving Christ.
LOVE WITHOUT MERCY IS NOT LOVE
SM-49

18-Mar-94
5:00 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

1) Love

that is not Mercy, is not love. Love that does not give of
itself, is not love. Love that reserves for itself, is not love… My
children, learn to love with the love that My Jesus gives you,
with this sentiment that your Mother gives you, with sweetness
and with generosity.
2) There I am in a flowered path, in front of the rosebushes,
with My arms outstretched to grasp yours and take you to the
dwelling place of the Lord… On this path, full of colorful
butterflies, of birds chirping the most beautiful trills,
accompanying the angelic choirs, amidst crystalline creeks
bordered by the most beautiful flowers, your feet will run with
the cherubs towards the encounter with God.
3) If you have enjoyed so much that Sunday of fellowship,
imagine what awaits you in the place to which We want to take
you!... What We ask of you is so little in exchange for so much
that Jesus wants to give you…!
4) Please make haste in protecting your homes.
5) The darkness is not only in the obscurity that will come. The
darkness is in the satanic sects, in the offenses against God, in
the sacrileges that are committed in the Temples (parishes), in
those who pervert minors, in those that nourish themselves
from evil and from the spirit of darkness… The darkness is in
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the pornography that eats the bread which many indigent
beings could eat.
6) It is in the hours spent in theaters, dances and in front of the
TV, without time to raise one prayer.
7) It is in alcohol, drugs and vices that always seem trivial…
8) My small image will come back to you; receive it with love.
And when you once again bless it with Holy Oil, you will take
it with you…
9) The diffusion of My faith is assured with all of you, and it
removes strength from the enemy.
10) On the day of the Annunciation, you will understand what
your true mission is. Tell My children that I love them, that I
feel happy that many have recently visited My image.
11) In April, prepare a place for Me. If you receive rejection do
not suffer… Three days and you will count more than one
hundred souls given to My Immaculate Heart and the Mercy of
Jesus.
THE SACRED EUCHARIST: DO NOT ABANDON ME ON THE
ALTARS
SM-50
1) (In

1-Apr-94

Jesus

a very special Chapel:)
2) Love of My Sorrows! To each one of My children I give what
is most important to each… Your most fervent wish was to see
Me adored on all the altars. And you did all that was possible
so that it would be so, as was in My last message… I have felt
strongly your pain and your love in front of Me that night.
Therefore, I wanted to give you a special gift… The dream [the
gift] I covered with light from the Tabernacle which you
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contemplated and there I wanted to prepare you for
Thursday…
3) When I had you in front, leaning against the pillar and trying
to move your head to see the celebration, My love wanted you
to see the faces of those who were present the night prior to My
Passion, sharing My table. The eleven and the face of My
Mother were My gift to your faith. Why did you doubt,
thinking that it was your sight that failed you?... Clearly I
showed you the defined features of each face, exactly as they
were…
4) Your new mission will be to draw a greater number of My
children nearer to the table where they will receive from My
hands, the bread and wine in the Sacred Eucharist. The Father
wished it to be called as such where I present Myself pierced by
love and tenderness, so that all of you can possess Me for an
eternity, so that you receive Me with joy, hope and gratitude.
As for Me, I want to enter into your dwellings, always giving
the same joy, hope… Charity! Gifts in abundance.
5) For this, some must prepare to give testimony of what it
represents in your life this becoming immersed, that
surrendering to new “springs” each time when receiving My
Body and Blood worthily…
6) He who receives the Bread of Life from the hands of a priest,
receives it from My Hands in commemoration of Me.
Therefore, in humility, in surrender!… Search for hands, faces,
attitudes which call you toward reflection, toward meditation.
7) The Cross, My children, must be a sign of light and joy for
you… through it I am in your spirits and the Father is in Mine.
8) After Lent do not abandon Me on the altars. We have talked
about so many things, such beautiful discussions between your
souls and this, your Father! How many wounds healed, Mine
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as well as yours! How much love received and given in this
small chapel, My sweet and small flock! There were few who
were missing. Moreover I did not stop being near you while
you ran about between chores and family obligations.
9) Today in a special way, I have come to your house, arm in
arm with My Mother… the fragrance that you sensed (of roses)
is the aroma with which My Holy Mother manifests Herself…
The hug (to NN) is real, that is how She protects and loves her.
Do not allow that all of you may deny a few minutes daily to
Me… Wait for Me tomorrow at dusk.
MESSAGES TO HIS PRIESTS
SM-51

2-Apr-94
4:15 p.m.

Jesus

My sons, Dignus est Agnus, qui occisus est, accipere
virtutem, et divinitatem et sapientiam, et fortitudinem, et
benedictionem; Therefore it is to Me alone to whom belongs
the power, the honor, the glory and the riches.
2) He who receives the bread of life (the Eucharist) from the
hands of all of you, receives from My hands. Therefore take
care that the bread be offered by hands clean of sin, apostasy,
pride, corruption…
3) I ask you, I admonish you, I order you that you control your
carelessness. Do you forget that you will have to give severe
accounting for the souls that are confided in your care each
day?
4) It is necessary that reflection be born of reason. Do you not
realize that many of you are reducing the interior life of the
souls, by your shortcomings in the way of feeding them?
1)
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5) I

am in you to love, not to divide My members. Up until now
My anger was less than My sorrow. Let not My love that I have
for you, blind you! Earlier I asked that expositions of the
Eucharist be made! Today I remind you that you not only
owe Me Holy Week. Instruct about the places of My true
presence, which should be more “respected and visited daily”.
6) Have you verified how many people have visited your
parishes on Thursday? And are you so foolish to think it was
because of the ornamentation... There is thirst and hunger for
growing in the faith, and you ignore it because of your comfort.
7) It is true that theology is just and necessary for the Church.
But if it and the faithful need you, how much more do you need
Me… In the midst of materialism, do not forget to live My
Word. My beloved spouse, the Church, must be Holy by the
fruits of her sanctity.
8) Each soul received at its door, must be a mysteriously hidden
cage wherein I hide Myself, and it is there where its delight and
joy must reside at discovering Me in it.
9) Together you must be strong to combat those who hurt them.
Be sufficiently humble to recognize yourselves in this
message… You carry My indelible mark!
10) Remember what you learned in the seminaries, the
unleashing of sins is a logical and natural consequence of the
unrestraint in the most contemptible of instincts… Desecrations
are being committed with the usurpations; you know what I am
referring to…
11) Take what I give you; do not ask for more. What I send you,
receive with confidence, for it is My Will… Be love for all, and
may your ears be open doors for each mortal.
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12) Do

not boast of what is in your possession, because you have
it today by My decision and not by rulers and tomorrow you
could be missing the essentials.
13) Remove pride, arrogance, luxury, and comfortable work
days of 6 hours.
14) I used to pray at night asking for light and protection…
Today, in satanic rites those hours are taken advantage of
against you. How blind have you become by your comforts…!
Vigils and Prayer Groups:
15) Why

do your vigils and prayer chains not annul the forces of
evil…? With a half-hour of what would have been used for
sleep, why do you not visit a hospital, taking peace to the
dying?
16) Why is the clergy, why is My Church divided in Bolivia
and, moreover, in this city which should be Holy because of
the quantity of religious that live here?... If you who form My
Mystical Body do not live peace, how can you preach it?
17) My sons, I have resurrected gloriously, because of and for
you, who were to be the salvation of the world, carrying My
Word by the example of your lives.
18) Do not defraud Christ, your Brother, who in each altar is
immolated in order to teach you the way of humility, charity,
forgiveness and love.
19) Repeat with the prophet:
Haec requies mea in secula
seculorum, hic habitabo quoniam elegi eam…
20) Be like the fishermen’s net finely woven, strong enough to
bear the weight which you must carry in that webbing,
elaborated with love, thread by thread.
21) Peace be with you.
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I DESIRE A PURE GLANCE
SM-52

8-Apr-94
9:35 p.m.

The Lord

1) (At

home, after the Mass:)
2) You are, each of you, the infinite forms with which your God
clothes Himself.
3) Life has forced you to leave your paternal home, your
Paradise, your inner world with Me and in Me.
4) Come back to it. The doors are not closed and never were,
because there was never any door.
5) Just a pure, innocent glance without any comparisons or
judgments, without pressures or conditions can reflect Me.
6) Do you not wish to be My mirrors?
7) The Father who has created you to be who you are, wants
you to live as who you are, because of what you are. Why do
you seek Me outside of yourselves when I am inside of you?
There is no one better than the Master inside of you, to teach
you the wisdom and knowledge that you require.
8) In order to hear and to see inside yourselves, you must
silence what is outside of you including your minds.
Everything is in Me. Why do you go begging for what you
already possess? Why should you seek water when you have
the fountain in Me? Why do you seek direction when I am the
Way?
9) Do not be astonished to see that you do not recover your
health in a day. For every medicine to heal, time is needed.
Simply put your faith in the graces that you have received
today and then, desire lovingly to heal.
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Flock of My sorrows, My sheep, I have heard your bleatings.
Am I not the One who gave His last drop of Blood and Water to
save you, who listens to you today?
10)

PRAYER TO THE FATHER
Saturday, 9-Apr-94
5:20 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

“Father, You have made a gift of Your Only Begotten Son to me
today. I possess Him inside of me like a gift that You have made to
me, and as He is a something good that belongs to me, I return Him to
You and as a victim, I offer everything I owe to You to pay for His
wounds. Oh, Father, this is my holocaust. This is my peaceful Host
to obtain from You all the graces that I need for my salvation and
perfection. United to this Divine Victim, I offer myself to you with it.
I offer You Your love in reparation for the sins of the entire world.”
12) “Not only do I offer you this victim for my sake, but for the whole
Church in Heaven in honor of all the Saints and Angels.”
13) “For the whole Church on earth, so that you will consider it
appropriate to lead it by your Divine Spirit, to fill it with light, love
and strength, by preserving it from all danger and temptation, and it
will multiply through the human death and Divine Mercy of Jesus.
Amen.”
11)

I HAVE COME IN THE EUCHARIST
TO FREE ALL OF YOU
SM-53

Saturday, 9-Apr-94

The Lord

(During the Congress of Mercy:)
2) Here I am, My children. I have come to break your chains
and free you from any earthly tyranny.
1)
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The price for this rescue is to place you before the Holy Altar
to offer you to My Father and that you may enjoy the happy
freedom that comes from knowing that you are a child freed
from dust, redeemed without greater cost than faith and love.
4) Cry out with the Prophet: Redeem me, and have mercy on
me.
3)

TO PRIESTS AND RELIGIOUS
SM-54

Same date

The Lord

Through the intercession of My Holy Mother, you are saved,
My children, and I tell you that this freedom is worthy of the
greatest aspiration, since it is worth a million times more than
the power of all humanity.
2) I grant it to you and I will keep it for you while you submit
yourselves to the sweet yoke of the Gospel… the Church, My
spouse.
3) With My chaste love, I unite this Divine Heart to all of you.
1)

YOU MOVE AWAY AT THE SLIGHTEST OBSTACLE
SM-55

The Lord

The love that I will give you in the Eucharist, urges you to
consecrate yourselves to all the affections of My Heart.
2) Consider the infinite dignity of the One who honors you by
desiring that you be His instruments.
3) Feel yourselves urged on by that love, by the wonders that I
am obliged to work so as to make Myself present in that
mystery.
4) You move away at the slightest obstacle when you come to
Me, while I work an infinite number of miracles for the purpose
1)
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of reaching you, consoling you, and helping you, in order to
lead you to the port of salvation.
5) And if now you are going to see Me upon the Altar, it is only
in order for Me to stretch out My hand to you, to grant you
everything you ask for. I will plunge into your weaknesses so
as to raise you through My profound acts of humility, to the
height of grandeur.
6) Ask like the Corinthians: Caritas Christi urget nos [May the
Charity of Christ urge us on], and I will say to you like to the
paralytic: Dimituntur tibi peccata tua [Your sins are forgiven
you].
RETURN TO MY MERCIFUL LOVE
SM-56

Sunday, 10-Apr-’94 11:20
a.m.

The Lord

Praise the Most Holy Trinity, My beloved children because
Regnabit super vos hodie Salvator mundi.
2) To you, I open My heart which is thankful for your return to
My Merciful Love. I give thanks to you for having said like the
Apostle: Regi meo, honor et imperium sempiternum.
3) (“Why do you speak to me in Latin, Lord?” I ask.)
4) Look at Me in the Eucharist. Are you still afraid? (I look; I give
thanks; I praise and I bless My Lord.)
1)

AM I NOT ALWAYS WITH YOU?
SM-57

17-Apr-94
9:25 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

My little daughter, the Lord and I understand your love,
your devotion, and your effort. When are they going to
understand that their parents love them so much that they
1)
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never leave them without help? My son, (referring to Fr. Kike),
is correct in saying that you will begin your day with a prayer
of Praise, of surrender. You will perform a short exorcism by
recalling to mind your entire household and those who live in
it. Do the same with every household or place that you are
going to enter. (May your brothers and sisters do the same…)
2) Your fellowship is important (…) but sometimes there are
states of mind and circumstances that hinder or simply reject
things because they might seem unimportant, and they succeed
in twisting priorities. Nevertheless, you and he are in My plans
and everything will be made clear the moment the Lord gives
His consent.
3) As for the Marian pilgrimage to Europe, now pay attention:
you will tell your friends that they should depart calmly and
confidently, since over there, in every place dedicated to Me, I
will receive them with open arms (as you saw in your dream),
filling them with graces that they will bring to their families and
to all of you.
4) Lourdes… Lourdes… All the water they can carry, and then
they will give a drop in a spoon or in a glass of water to those
afflicted in mind, body and soul.
5) Do not exert pressure on your children. There is another
way, another path. I will inspire you… you will spend a night
in vigil at your home. It can be Saturday until three in the
morning.
6) (I make the comment: It will be beautiful to be in the presence of
Your lovely statue.)
7) Am I not always with you?
I desire to go to that place
because there will be healings… you will have to concentrate a
great deal. On the 27th of May, I desire to be present at the
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celebration of a Holy Eucharist where ALL THE ORPHAN
CHILDREN OF THE CITY will be present.
MAKE CIRCLES OF PRAYER
SM-58

Sunday, 17-Apr-94. 11:20
p.m.

The Lord

All of you, read the book of the prophet Ezekiel: 40-43.
2) I wish to make something clear. In this city, chosen by Me,
there are more than one hundred churches and sects which,
while being Christian, are attacking the Catholic Church in
addition to the Satanists, the spiritualist centers, the centers of
fraud and fortune-telling… They are circles which surround
Catholic churches. It is necessary to make circles of prayer.
3) The circle from where Divine Mercy will radiate, goes in the
following direction: behind San Pedro and towards Urqupiña
from East to West, and from North to South, the South
protected up to Angostura, and circling Villa Loreto and México
up to Quillacollo, returning through the Seminary and Casa
Maurer as far as Cruce Taquiña, Santa Mónica, Santa Ana, and
returning through Recoleta and Muyurina approximately, up to
San Pedro again. Read the Press [name of a publication] again
and read Ezekiel. Sometimes, My little flock, you are like little
lambs.
4) Glorify the Father and win back one soul each day. Do not
tire of evangelizing with your lives, with continuous prayer…
5) In every age there have been prophets, seers and chosen
ones. By the will of the Most Holy Trinity, you are one chosen
to carry the word of My Mother, My Word to the people of
God.
1)
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Little one, My sweet and sorrowful love, you were so
anxious and embarrassed about approaching Me… Do you
believe that I would permit you to receive My body if it were
not My will?...
7) Blessed be Magdalena, who loved Me as you love Me… You
felt warmth because at that moment the Priest united himself to
you spiritually, and between his fingers and your tongue, the
energy of the Spirit unfolded, in order to give you both a gift
that will unite you in the future, although not as it really should
be. Approach him. Help him.
8) Go and heal in the name of Jesus Resurrected, by My Blood
and My Passion.
9) (I ask Him: “Lord, please heal sick priests.” {P.M.P.S.} )
10) They were in need of a rest. There was no other way for
them to be at rest.
6)

PRAYER
11) “Lord, God of the universe, Eternal Father, in obedience to You, I
invoke the Holy Spirit in order that, through the most precious Blood
of My Lord, Jesus Christ, this sick person will be healed in body, mind
and soul, by bathing him in Your light of Divine Health and by
removing from him every spirit of defeat. Amen.”
Note: In the post-Imprimatur Spanish version, the message MAN-59A
(dated May 6, 1994) appeared in chronological order after MAN-66 and
likewise in this translation.
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THANKS FOR THIS NIGHT OF VIGIL
SM-59B

23-Apr-94
4:25 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

(During the Vigil with the group:)
2) My little children, little ones who are accompanying My
hours with your love and your vigil for the world. You do not
know how happy you have made Me during this night, with
your prayers, sacrifices, pains, fatigue and fasting on the day
before.
3) There are eight of you at this moment, but at the beginning,
there were eleven of you, and the crown that was absent from
My splendor, has been taken up tonight by My beloved Jesus,
present among you.
4) Every hymn of yours was accompanied by the chorus of
Angels who have watched over you during this night. The
healings are beginning because that is what was decided. The
Lord so disposed it and it was intended that I should be here
now, just as in another place My daughters are also about to
leave, My Church in Spain (She is speaking about the sisters who
went on a pilgrimage.)
5) I love you, My children, and I love this sacrifice of yours. If
you only know how much I appreciate it!
6) If you could only see with My eyes, you would see this room
flooded with light… Do not be afraid… It is My Angels who
look after the place… Thank you, little ones, for this night… If it
was not too hard, repeat it next month. You have just saved
many souls in Purgatory. You have just delivered to the Lord,
those who are suffering and near death. You have just consoled
My heart which is singly united with your hearts and the heart
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of Jesus… If trials come up, do not fear. Pray; pray… Give
thanks to My Son who is blessing you. Tomorrow, anoint with
oil all those sick who come to you. You already know how to
do this.
7) All of you, kneel down and receive the Blessing of the Most
Holy Trinity… Sing with the early morning bird, sing to the
Lord. There the smallest of My “unborn” will be. Kneel down
now…
LIVE IN FAITH
SM-60

25-Apr-94
6:45 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

My little ones, you cannot imagine how much We appreciate
your prayers, your affection, and your generosity, your turning
away from your earthly life so as to dedicate one night and
several hours of love to Us.
2) How We smile when We gaze on you… thank you,
children…!
3) The text of the Bible is life itself because it is the Word of the
Lord, transmitted by many voices, in many ways and on
different occasions.
4) Do not forget, My children, that Jesus lived in simplicity.
Living like that, there is no place for fear, violence, or anger
because all of that is opposed to love. My Son was, is and will
be love.
5) You must learn to live with faith, understanding, tolerance,
and peace, and to achieve that, you will have to learn to live
together and to accept and love one another.
1)
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I DESIRE LOVE AND DEVOTION
SM-61

2-Apr-94

The Blessed Mother

(Visit of the statue of the Queen of Peace to a neighborhood:)
2) Now you know why I inspired you to carry Me to this place.
You have understood. I am going to elaborate on it for you
now.
3) In this place, which has been the enemy’s space because
upon these stones crimes, fornication, and rapes have been
committed, and there have been gambling houses, rituals of
occultism, and evil upon evil…, My presence was necessary in
order to frighten Satan and to hold him back from more
perverse acts.
4) You cannot imagine the suffering the family that lived here
has had to endure. Only those who gave pleasure to him, lived
relatively well.
5) When it comes to Our designs, there are no coincidences. I
had to put order in the neighborhood where My little daughter
lives, and if you only knew how much joy your Mother’s heart
felt at the priest’s inspiring homily, and how the friends of the
evil one howled at the moment of the Elevation! There are two
things he cannot tolerate and from which he escapes: that of the
Eucharist with My presence at it together with the love and
devotion of Our children, and that of the acceptance of the
Gospels through the life of which I spoke to you before.
6) The church will be built. Do not doubt it. I will guide you but
you must hurry. You will receive help from those you least
expect it. But already the Body of My Son was exposed in the
open air... Do you see why it is so important for you to receive
the Eucharist daily? At least in you, it is absolutely necessary.
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You please Me greatly, little daughter, and I feel so happy
with your love, with the love of each one of My children present
here… I told you that all of you could count on more than one
hundred souls delivered to Me, to Us. Even tomorrow we will
succeed in surpassing that figure.
8) The sickness of (NN) which was clinically incurable, is now
cured. (NN) will succeed in being cured of all ills and will be a
live witness of the Power of Jesus over the sick.
9) I do not wish for arrogant crowds.
I desire love and
devotion. You have given it abundantly to Us. I wish to reach
those who need Me… in this place, now, so many will be added
that they will not fit into this house in the near future.
10) It will be those who are meant to be added, and not one
more or one less.
11) There is so much you need to do for Us, little daughter! But
you must not be frightened in the face of hardships. I am near
you. I love you because you never ask anything for yourself,
because your littleness makes you grow in Our eyes, because you
are not a sinner in the guise of someone virtuous, and because
when you love, you surrender everything. That is how Jesus
formed you, and that is how We like you to be: a soul which is
generous in divine and earthly matters. I am your mother and a
mother always loves more and more each day. Do you not know
this?... In spite of our children going away, in spite of the
suffering they cause us, the sorrow from their indifference and
failure to show respect, we love them more and more.
12) For that reason I have felt so happy with the daughterly love
that you show for My statue, and by your praising the Lord.
13) Each time you kiss My medal, I place My cheek before your
lips and I say: “Thank you, little one! Thank you My
daughter!”
7)
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WHY DO YOU NOT LISTEN TO ME?
SM-62

25-Apr-94
10:20 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Little daughter, the prayer of all of you today has been
united to the prayer of My daughters in Lourdes, and with the
prayer of My children in Medjugorje.
2) I experience My greatest happiness when all of you say “Yes”.
Offer yourselves. That is all I need in order to accomplish a great
deal in and through you…
3) Allow Me to act in each one of you. The surrendering of
yourselves, does not allow for being distracted by comforts or
worldly life, when I require your prayers…
4) Why do you think, daughter, that all of you do not listen to
Me? You are not lacking in virtues. You are lacking in total
surrender, sacrifice, belief, faith and a burning desire for silence
in order to hear Me. You do not realize that when you were
calling each other and it seemed that you were synchronized in
thinking of speaking to each other, it is not because you have
control of your minds, but because you are beginning to listen to
Me. You will observe this further.
5) Tell (NN) that I appreciate her sacrifice. It is not necessary
for Me to speak to her when she has a son who is My chosen
one and who will be the cause for the conversion of many.
Truly, many of you should learn from each other. She was
always so devoted to Us and to charity towards the needy, that
every time she breathes, she should feel Me in her pulse.
6) In My name, thank all those who visit Me and pray the
Rosary. How many signs there are for inviting them to walk
along the path of faith. They should know that lack of faith
paralyzes them, takes away their breath and enthusiasm and
1)
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that helps My adversary. On the other hand, those who meekly
follow the path indicated by Me, are forming a luminous and
radiant crown of love and joy.
7) How much joy there is when you hurriedly pass in front of
Me and utter affectionate words to Me and glance at Me with so
much affection. When you feel sorry to leave and go to work, I
caress your forehead with a kiss. Yes, I am near you and every
one of My children. Why do you not learn to look with the eyes
of the soul?
I CHOSE YOU
SM-63

26-Apr-94
5:10 p.m.

The Lord

(At the office, I was praying alone.)
2) Love of My sorrows: This image of My Mother being before
you, you should make the most of all the time that you possibly
can. I know about the gossip. Do not pay the slightest attention
to it. Did Nathaniel not say about Me, “Can anything good
come from Galilee?”
3) You should live like people live and live in the moment like
something new is happening for the first time, with the
wonderful sensation of the surprise that each instant can reveal.
Fear or hope in the future do not enter into reality.
4) I chose you and I will nourish you little by little. If these
hearts were desolate and insatiable with thirst, they will become
stretches of countryside dotted with flowers of love
everywhere. The lamp of your conscience is the peace and
happiness that are your very selves. Therefore, learn to be
alone and in silence in order to be able to find yourselves, and
therein, you will find Me…

1)
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All the love that you offer to My Mother, you are offering to
Me, because We are two hearts entwined by a single feeling that
We shed abundantly over you.
6) (He speaks to me about my state of health and then concludes:) It
[Catalina’s offered love] is too much love not to give you pain;
it is too much delight not to move My heart…
7) (I love you, Lord. I do not know what to do… I want only to give
You thanks and I feel so small. I want to please You and I complain
every day. I want to be an example of virtue and I am confused and
disorganized. Forgive me, My Lord…)
8) From next week on, you will allow time for yourself to go to
daily Communion and you will feel better. It is enough
consolation for Me that you tell Me you love Me and that you
give yourself daily to Me. Tell the person who is coming in
“Jesus says that He sends you this picture”, and then hand one
to her. She needs it.
5)

MY REQUEST IS THAT A CHURCH BE BUILT IN THAT PLACE
SM-64
28-Apr-94
The Blessed
10:15 a.m.
Mother
(At prayer before the Image of the Immaculate Conception at home:)
2) My little daughter, you will have to speak with Monsignor.
You will go with NN and the Priest. You will take to him the
papers that you have and you will say that just as in Croatia
and in other places in the World, I ask that they help Me with
their prayers to carry out My Plan, My request is that a Church
be built in this place.
3) Enemies of the Church surround you, My daughter, and time
presses on. Once the land is obtained, all of you will celebrate
Holy Mass and you will bless the place, putting up a cross with
a brief inscription on it. You will see how soon that Church will
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be built. It will be for the greater glory of the Lord, to protect all
these places and for you to be converted into instruments
actively doing the will of My Son. The more parishes there are,
the more souls will be consecrated to the Lord.
4) It is the will of the Lord.
I alone choose and continue
forming My little consecrated ones, who like all of you, dedicate
themselves to Our hearts.
5) Pray, little children. Pray a great deal more. You do not
know how much your prayers help. Without them, everything
that is happening would be a great deal more difficult.
PRAY FOR YOUR COUNTRY
SM-65

The Blessed Mother

Pray for your Country. Why do you not pay attention?... My
Son asked that during Lent there should be the exposition of
the Blessed Sacrament, and no one was willing to listen to the
message, thinking that no harm would be done. Oh, children!
All because of too much bother and too little faith!
2) Errors and injustices are being committed. Today there are
many “christs” and too many “Pilates.”
3) We are pleased with all of you, My daughter…
4) You will prepare five Rosaries and you will place them soon
in My hand. I will be telling you whom they are for. You will
give one of them to the nun and you will tell her that every
“Hail Mary” she recites on that Rosary, white like her soul, will
be a little flower that I will bring to My lips. Pray for the Pope,
and tomorrow you will know [why].
1)
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THE WORLD IS LACKING IN FAITH
SM-66

3-May-94
10:00 p.m.

The Lord

To have faith, My daughter, is to know that your trust in Me
is capable of embracing everything, of accepting everything, in
the complete certainty that I am close to you and that I hear
your prayer even before you utter it. Know that My hand is not
only tracing a sign of blessing but also of forgiveness. My hand
full of love, is reaching out to grab yours so that My warmth
may fill you. It is full of Mercy in order to give you the
necessary strength.
2) That was what I loved most in you: that in your littleness as
a person, and in your spiritual frailty, your faith grew so
enormously that it brought a smile to My tender heart, obliging
it, out of love, to deny almost nothing to you.
3) When all of you said, “Jesus gives me whatever I ask for as if
He were stretching out His hand to me…”, it was your faith
that shattered walls, that made the waves of the sea rise, that
moved mountains and that traversed infinite spaces in a matter
of seconds…
4) It was your faith that moved this heart of Mine… How can I
deny you anything?
5) If only half of all human beings uttered your prayer when
they went out every day, how many of them would come back
contented at the end of their work day. Teach, My daughter,
teach that faith. The world is lacking in faith, lacking in belief
in Our Mercies. Thank you for your love of My Mother. I also
love you. Persevere and be a witness to faith.
1)
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Note: In the post-Imprimatur Spanish version, the next message MAN-59A
(dated May 6, 1994) appeared in chronological order after MAN-66 and
does likewise in this translation.
MESSAGE TO PRIESTS
SM-59A

6-May-94
4:45 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

Priests, draw people to you. Do not push them outside of
the Churches.
2) I am pleased that I begin to witness the fruits of your labor.
Blessed are all of you who live these days when the Son of
man will make you into instruments to prepare for His
coming.
3) This life is an inheritance and bread of strong souls: a cross
and not a place of delights… Allow Me to perform My work…
you, simply be desirous of getting to know truth.
4) Each one of you has received a special grace. Accept it as
your greatest inheritance, but go on to conquer new paths,
courageously, decisively and in the spirit of triumph and
victory.
5) Open those little hearts of yours in order give Me space in
them every moment of your lives. Imbibe your suffering
together with Me, and offer it… Do not be afraid. You do not
offend Me.
1)
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YOU MUST NOT BECOME OBSESSED WITH MATTERS HAVING TO
DO WITH THE DEVIL
SM-67

6-May-94
4:45 p.m.

The Blessed Mother

How My Heart is pleased with your persistence and zeal.
(She advises me not to go out and She suggests to me: “Stay at home
praying.”)
2) (She asks me to speak with a person who is being negatively
influenced towards a change of religion which is parting her from
ours, the authentic religion.)
3) You must not become obsessed with matters having to do
with the devil, because you are pleasing him when you talk
about him, and you might attract him to yourselves. Please,
little children, get rid of that obsession and do not judge others
so lightly.
4) All are children of God and He, in His infinite Mercy, helps
those who pray through Me. You only need to be charitable
and pray for those who are, or whom you think are in danger of
falling into evil.
5) (I pray for a novice who injured herself.)
6) You must not worry.
7) I am the Most Blessed Virgin Mary, your Immaculate
Conception; do not be afraid. Those who suffer physical pain
have a better comprehension of and greater love in the caring of
the sick. She is a special child and you will soon see that.
1)
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CHARITY TOWARDS YOUR NEIGHBOR
SM-68

9-May-94
9:15 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

(I am praying and I feel the presence of Mary.)
2) Little daughter, you must speak with your brothers and
sisters. They will have to pray for NN. He does not know that
he is doing harm and causing fear. Learn more about the work
of God’s creation; praise His grandeur and do not be so
concerned about the attacks of the enemy. You are protected by
Me and in the meantime, pray the Rosary with Me. You have
nothing to fear. He may become frightened, but he will not
approach a soul consecrated to the hearts of Jesus and Me. The
person about whom there has been talk, is dedicated to God.
She is like most young girls today, but do not be afraid… For
the moment, think of the fact that a person who rejects a statue
that you gaze upon with affection, alleging that she does not
like statues, cannot possibly have anything good to teach you.

1)

Note: The quote for the title of the above message actually appears in the
next message for which the date and author of the message were not
indicated in the Spanish text. Therefore, the next message is probably a
continuation of the above message but was given a separate title and
message number.
FAST WITH LOVE
SM-69
What good do fasting and long complicated prayers do you, if
you do not put your love into it? [That is] charity, charity
towards your neighbor, towards whoever needs understanding.
Even among yourselves, do not be harsh to judge one another.
1)
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Continue to abandon yourselves in the Lord. This [situation]
may appear to be a failure but actually, it is not. It will serve to
make each one of you assume responsibility. I am more
saddened because many people who might like to receive a
little message, who might be more deserving than all of you
together, are not receiving that grace… Why are you not
jumping for joy [over graces received]?
3) I test;
I come closer; I request; I guide and if I do not
encounter any response, I silence My pain… and I pray for all of
you… Do not read this message until after the Mass that will be
celebrated by Father NN, with only one hundred persons. Do
not torture yourself over this; it is enough that you bear My
word.
2)

PRAY FOR PEACE
SM-70

10-May-94
9:20 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother & Jesus

Little daughter, pray; all of you, pray for peace, for your
inner peace… Pray for the peace of your homeland. Pray for
the peace of the world. Pray that the peace of My Son may
inundate you every hour of your existence. Pray that pain
during moments of trial may be removed from you and your
families. Pray for a heart that is renewed and bathed in
serenity. Pray that your tears may not dry. The gift of your
tears of repentance is what cleanses you a little more each
time; it is the sacrifice that is most pleasing to the Lord, since
it is the beginning of the recognition that you are sinners,
which goes without saying. However, weep with feeling, and
may your tears not cause you shame.
1)
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Ashamed is the one who is dry, as any dry tree that does not
produce leaves or fruit and has no sap. Little children, allow
that sap to renew life in you.
3) (Later in the rosary, I pray during the Sorrowful Mysteries, begging
the pardon of Jesus for all my sins. After the message from the Virgin,
I think: Why did the Lord not rescue me before?)
4) (Jesus [now speaks and] answers me immediately.)
5) And do you think you would have loved Me in the same
way and with the same intensity as you love Me today? You
had to dig dry, arid and cracked wells in order to possess this
“Spring of living waters” from which you drink today desiring
ever more for the thirst of your soul… (I beg pardon because every
day I commit the same sin of letting myself be carried away by
intolerance when I think I am being attacked for my faith, and when
instead, it might be because of my impatience.)
6) Do you think that I, who cast from the temple those who
were profaning My Father’s house, that I am not going to
forgive you?
7) (Thank you, Lord, but the fact is that I become impatient over
everything and over nothing.)
8) There are too many pressures and the time is too short for
you to aim, in the eyes of human beings, at being docile, pure
and perfect at the same time. Rest. Abandon yourself in Me.
Feel My presence, and make the most of it.
2)
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FORM YOURSELVES IN THE CHASTITY OF MARRIAGE
13-May-94
12:54 p.m.

SM-71

The Blessed Mother

(I ask: why she is weeping?)
2) Little daughter, My little daughter, if you could see with My
eyes all the iniquity and the calamity that contaminates
humanity… you too would weep a great deal.
3) (For a religious sister): I am pleased with your apostolate…
please, all religious, may you be an intense attraction for the
return of the whole Church to the Lord who lives in the Holy
Eucharist.
4) (To your families): Form yourselves by constantly exercising
chastity in marriage. Get control of your passions by means of
continuous prayer.
Carry My voice, My supplications
everywhere. Unite yourselves to Me at this moment, which is
so decisive for humanity. Tell them to have faith.
5) May you be the instruments of My peace. The Holy Trinity
will be glorified through your love and your faith. I bless you,
My children.
1)

THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF OFFENSE
SM-72

The Lord

Come, follow Me to this house of seclusion and shame that is
in need of My assistance, and that I want to go and help.
2) There are no children to whom I do not go and visit when
they are in need and require Me, to whom I deny My Body and
Blood to serve them as a remedy, whom I do not protect against
the efforts of their enemies, serving for them as a shield at the
1)
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same time, whom I do not seek in order to lead them to My
Kingdom.
3) You have seen the charity with which I gave My flesh to eat
to that poor captive child, and to carry that sheep on My
shoulders in order to attract it to My flock. I am pleased with
your generosity.
4) It is the beginning of everything that will happen. Great is
the arrogance of those who govern. There is a great deal of
offense. There is no charity or forgiveness, or forgetting. They
will see their Country dismembered, cut in parts and sold
piecemeal. What motivates them? The urge for wealth, of
power, of figments of the imagination, vanity. On your fast
day, bring your bread to a poor person. Do not let it get hard in
your house.
Note: The original Spanish text did not indicate the author of the next
message. The context would indicate that the author is someone other than
Jesus, most likely the Blessed Mother.
LISTEN TO THE MASTER
SM-73

On the same day at
5:40 p.m.

Meditate, My children, on the best Master who comes to
teach you His doctrine. He is the Sovereign Lord of the
universe in whom all the treasures of wisdom and science are
enclosed. He is the origin of all the lights in Heaven and on
earth where angels, men and all creatures are found. Those
who do not take them from Him cannot but be in ignorance and
error, and those who take them from Him are always in truth.
This Divine Master teaches you with full power, making you
wise by Himself alone, when He so wishes.
1)
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Consider how perfect His doctrine is, infinitely surpassing
any other one by being heavenly and divine, by its nobility, by
its certainty because it is infallible; by its extensiveness, because
it comprises all things; by its necessity, because it cannot be cast
aside or ignored.
3) Reflect on the need that you have for being instructed by this
Master come down from Heaven, because you are like children
who know not how to distinguish between right and left, and at
times, like little animals without reason who know not what
they do… The swallow knows the time to withdraw, yet you do
not withdraw from the danger that threatens you… a wild
animal halts when it sees the precipice in front of it, yet you
throw yourselves into it.
4) Admire the goodness with which this Master comes to
instruct you… Dedicate yourselves to Him unreservedly, free of
fears, resentments and insults.
2)

PRAYER FOR AFTER COMMUNION
“My Lord and Savior:
6) Grant me the grace to leave the foot of Your throne cleansed and
purified by virtue of Your blood, and let me not tarnish myself again
in the future, because if I sin again, I beg You, My God, for the special
grace of having me die here at Your feet, for I prefer to die rather than
to offend You. Like the father of the prodigal son, give me back the
garments of innocence, and keep them for me afterwards, so that I may
deserve to enter into Your heavenly Tabernacle. Amen.
5)
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MESSAGE TO A PRIEST
SM-74

25-May-94
9:48 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Dedicate to Me, all your sufferings that are precious when
offered to Jesus. My messages throughout the world are
nothing more than a shining path towards the encounter with
faith, with the moral values of your Priesthood, and with your
FIAT which when united to Mine, are elevated towards the
Kingdom of God in the middle of a garden of flowers. Did I not
guide your steps toward the Seminary at a precise moment in
time?
2) Did your ordination not take place before a statue of Mine?
Then why do you become paralyzed when faced with My
word?... Because of that sort of thing, apostasy has won over a
large portion of the Church, which is why I still continue to
shed tears in several countries in the world. It is because of this
lack of faith of My chosen ones, that the enemy goes on winning
souls that are hard for Me to rescue. The fact is, that because of
this self-sufficiency now the virtues of your vows have changed
into materialistic ambitions.
3) You, the spiritual child, the sweet and gentle young man, are
you also going to deny Me? Remember the window in your
mother’s room where I awaited you in the sunlight in order to
smile on the person who would one day be yet another in My
heavenly battalion... Come back and surrender yourself to My
Immaculate Heart. Retrace your steps and become a child once
again…
1)
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SAVE SOULS FOR THE LORD
SM-75

27-May-94
9:00 a.m.
Mothers’ Day

The Blessed Mother

My little daughters, I too wish to greet you on this day. I am
very sad, but in the midst of this sadness, you are there with
your prayers, your love and your devotion. Attract souls; save
souls for the Lord and do not tire in the struggle. Time is
already short. Procure medals; have them blessed and give
many rosaries to all. Help Me save humanity and young
people!
2) Offer vigils, fasting, and penance and become intoxicated
with Our love. Become intoxicated with the Body and the
Blood of My Son and the Holy and Divine Eucharist. Pray and
sacrifice one hour of the sleep you now take, offering it in
prayer for the conversion of the world, and for your
homeland... Painful times await you. This new continent must
be purified. There is a great deal of arrogance.
3) (“Distressing times,” says the Mother, and she sighs… I beg Her
not to weep.)
4) (At the Mass with the orphan children:)
5) Thank you for your effort.
Entrust to the Lord all the
petitions that you wish. The prayer “We entreat you, Lord,”
repeated by a pack of children in the park will echo with an
army of angels. I bless you and I bless your families, in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.
6) (She asks me to tell NN that the gift received through Her is the gift
of charity to the sick. She says that she had to suffer in her body in
order to learn how to value the pain experienced by the sick. She says
1)
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that medals should be distributed, and She continues to be concerned
about having those who suffer pray.)
7) You will perform the offertory prayer in the evening.
TO EVANGELIZE
SM-76

28-May-94
11:40 a.m.

The Blessed
Mother

(Mass with the orphan children:)
2) What a beautiful spectacle before My eyes! They wish to
please and they do please. All of you do your utmost so that
everything will turn out well, and everything is fine…
3) Those children… when they have the Rosary nearby, they
will naturally say “Ave Maria…” and that is enough… If there
had been 800 of them, there would have been 8000 “Ave
Marias”… Do not doubt any longer; do not wait any longer.
Go out to the streets; win over those in the squares and knock
on doors. Go out to the battle with prayers and armed with the
weapons in your hands: THE HOLY ROSARIY, a medal, a
scapular, a cross…
4) Those who need to speak, will speak. Those who are dry
cannot be fruitful. Those who denigrate receive denigration.
All persons bear on their lips what their hearts feel, and
therefore, you should not fear what they might say to you.
Concern yourselves with pleasing the Lord, and with helping
Me in this battle against time. Thank you, daughter, for all your
love, your time, and for your faith… Tonight I will seek you, to
pray together with you.

1)
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Wednesday, 1-Jun-94,
(The eve of the feast of Corpus Christi:)
6) (I was praying to the Lord, through Padre Pio, because of his
stigmas, because of his blood, and suddenly my mind took me to the
foot of the cross of Jesus. I saw the nail that protruded from the feet of
My Lord. From below [the cross] I saw it driven into His flesh while
drops of blood were falling on me. I experienced such a beautiful
ecstasy that I could only say to Him: “I love You, I love this Blood of
Yours. Cleanse me, Jesus…”)
5)

FOLLOW JOHN
SM-77

The Lord

What a beautiful flock! What a collection of souls so filled
with love! You will read this at the adoration of the Eucharist,
not before. Learn to adore these words that are a repeat of My
parables, since they are words of Eternal Life. Read them here,
opposite My Eucharistic throne, in order to understand them
with My light and My grace, to make them a reality in your
works.
2) I want all of you experience the intimate familiarity that John
had with Me, and like I said to My apostles, I say to you: This is
My dwelling place where I want you to visit Me. It is because I
delight in being with the children of human beings that I came
to this Tabernacle.
3) If you feel like Peter did, I tell you that it is necessary that
you pray in order to free yourselves from temptation, because
otherwise, you will fall, and you will deny your faith in the
days that are approaching. Allow Me to make you saints like
Peter, who sacrificing himself, rejoiced at being whipped and
put to death on a cross for love of Me. Pray, and humbly offer
1)
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your lives to Me for the purpose of living united to this
Eucharist that loves you so much.
4) Contemplate
Mary Magdalene weeping at My feet,
repentance having drawn her outside of herself, while
attempting to make amends to Me, without noticing anyone or
anything. She leaves her tears at My feet, her honor and her
perfume. She dedicates her life to Me. If you do likewise, I
assure you that your sins will be forgiven you because you
loved much. Not only will you attain forgiveness with respect
to your fault but also you will attain from that moment on, the
sorrow and passion reached by her. Ask Me for perfect
contrition that will free you from Purgatory and make you
trample on your passions with courage and perfect constancy.
From this Tabernacle, I will unite you to My Most Holy Mother
and to the innocents. Love Me a great deal. You will be as
many or more than those who labored from the very first
moment in the Holy Land, even though you have begun to
serve Me belatedly.
5) From this Tabernacle, repeat like the leper: “Jesus, son of
David, have mercy on me. If you will, you can make me clean.”
Reflect on his reverence, and imitating it, My children, pray
before this body of Mine, and leave it up to My Divine
Providence, to cure your needs. Cry out to My Heart,
surrounded by flames, that you want Me to heal you, not on the
surface but the in the depths of your being, in order that the
filth of the earth will not degrade your soul. You believe that I
do not hear your entreaties, but you are wrong… Do not try to
impose on Me your objectives or your plans. My replies are
mysterious. Learn to accept them...
6) From this prison of love, I say to you, like I said to the
paralytic, Children, your sins are forgiven you. And so that you
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will know that I have power, Children, stand up, take up your
beds and walk… I want you to see in that paralysis, the
lukewarmness of your souls, sometimes inactive when it comes
to your holiness. Tear your bodies out of those beds; remove
that inertia and weakness that numb your spiritual life, and
walk with zeal behind Me, carrying your crosses behind this
love that gushes forth in rays of light upon you, enkindling
you...
7) Gaze at this Tabernacle open to you, at this body of Mine
placed in front of the children of mankind, and think about how
wicked you would be if you were more concerned with the
body than with the soul. Speak like the Centurion when he
reached Me in order to tell Me, “Lord, I am not worthy that you
should come under my roof, but only say the word, and your
servant will be healed”… Do not be arrogant and I will look
upon you with humble charity in order to love you and forgive
you. For Me to fill you with good things, trust; trust in My
power and in My love, so that My repression so deeply felt, will
not extend to you: “I have not seen such faith in all of Israel as
that which is shown in this gentile”… Everything is possible,
even making saints of you…
8) In front of you I tell you, it is not temptations that make you
sinners, but your free consent. It is your will that kills your
souls… Happy are those of you who stumbled upon Me and
My Holy Mother on this path to Hell!... Remember those who
were carrying the dead son of the widow of Naim and who
stopped… I say to you just as I said to him, “Stand up!” I take
you and I hand you to My Mother. Your conversion is Mine.
Only I can give life to souls and I give it to you in abundance.
9) I sow and you are My seedbeds. See to it that the earth that I
water with My blood may be worthy of that sacrifice. See to it
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that those seeds of eternal life do not fall near the path and be
eaten by the birds. Listen to the doctrine of the Father so that
despicable souls do not make you forget them [the seeds]. See
to it that they do not fall among stones and be seeds without
roots that dry up in the sun. Conquer your inertia, your lack of
strength, and overcome obstacles and hurdles in order to
practice My Doctrine.
10) See to it that the good things of the earth do not rob you of
the life of your souls by absorbing all your strength. Do not
allow what is supernatural and divine to be unprotected and
suffocated by the vegetation of luxury and love of earthly
goods.
11) My little children, be like the good earth which must
produce fruit not singly but threefold. Happy are you who
accept My word with simplicity and love, and keep it. Happy
are you who know the value of this moment of recollection.
Happy are you who adore the living body of your Christ,
because tomorrow this body will seat you at His right hand and
will serve you food in the house of the Father. Abandon
yourselves and accept My light that will accompany you to
your homes and will remain in them. Accept the kiss of My
Holy Mother who has placed it on your foreheads during this
vigil.
12) (At the moment that I asked for the healing of a certain person, the
Lord asks for the “Heal me Lord Jesus” to be sung.)
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WHAT INJUSTICE! BOLIVIANS, UNITE
SM-78

Thursday, 9-Jun-94
9:10 p.m.

The Lord

My little children, what injustice! What an appetite for
vengeance! The punishment is not directed to you. It is not for
the children of light. It is due to the iniquities of the legion of
darkness. Pray and be reconciled. Bolivians, unite!
2) This heart that you see encircled by a crown of thorns is more
and more broken.
1)

CONSOLE MY HEART WITH YOUR AFFECTION
The Blessed Mother

SM-79

Thank you, daughters, for the intentions of the Holy Rosary.
Console My heart with your affection. Little daughter, you will
have a Mass said. It must be concelebrated: (She mentions the
names of those who ought to celebrate the Eucharist). It will be a
celebration in reparation for the offenses inflicted on the Heart
of My Son, Jesus.
2) Offer your fast tomorrow for Our intentions regarding your
homeland.
1)

YOUR SORROW IS MY SORROW
SM-80

13-Jun-94
9:57 p.m.

The Lord

My little daughter, love of My sufferings; your sorrow is My
sorrow; your disappointment is Mine. Yours is that of a friend
while Mine is that of a son. Do not be upset; nothing should
distress you. I have planned to obtain freedom, and thus, it had
to be by the will of the Father. And by Our will, that message
1)
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reached its planned destination… Why do you doubt the
outcome?
2) Designs and paths cannot always be understandable to all of
you, but you must learn to say, “Your will be done”… What
you did not count on was disobedience. The message arrived
because that was how it had to be, in order to prove to you that
My Mercy reaches and touches all.
3) I know which of My chosen ones are trustworthy to the point
of risking their good name and reputation, just as My beloved
son did... Oh, the attachment to what is vain, earthly and
trivial…!
4) Once again I am wounded and hurt… now My witnesses do
not acknowledge My words…
5) …What a great day for you and for Me. Out of My Divine
Side, pours a torrent of light which will serve to protect you and
fill you with peace, love and wisdom..., pours your graces that I
give you for you devotion, and which I give to My son for his
courage and decisiveness… and pours My grandeur, the
immense love that you give Me and which is united to My love
and that of My Mother, who leads you by the hand.
6) You will only write this: Viam veritatis elegi, benedicite
Domino, omnia opera ejus… [I chose the path of truth; bless
the Lord for all His works.]
7) I love you, little daughter. I lead your steps... You must keep
calm… The sun warms the entire universe with the heat from its
rays. I warm all human beings from the center of your altars by
the heat of My charity.
8) I am the heart of the Church: I enkindle all its members and I
give life and movement to all My people who are holy and
righteous, to illuminate them, embrace them and communicate
My virtue to them. Thus, those mystical heavenly bodies send
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Me their light again, and their fire through a love that is
reciprocal and through perfect consecration of their entire
being. You will read this message to the first one of your sisters
who calls… Go and rest. I give you My blessing.
FORM A COHESIVE GROUP
SM-81

15-Jun-94
4:20 p.m.

The Lord

Learn each day to pray for each other. Pay attention. You
need to form a cohesive group that meets together three or four
hours a week. You will pray for two hours and the rest of the
time you will share like good brothers and sisters. Try to have
some husbands accompany their wives. Reread the Messages
at the first meeting.
2) My true disciples must have the characteristic of following
Me always. The people did not follow Me except at intervals:
when there were miracles to witness, when they merely were
hoping for food and for favors. However, My disciples
followed Me both in My works and in consoling Me, on sea and
on land, during storms and during calm.
3) Give thanks to My Holy Mother for all Her blessed
intercessions in your favor. Because of Her and because of the
love that I profess to you, We have wished to continue guiding
you, practically by the hand, as you say.
4) Understand, little flock, the Mercy that encourages Me to
lead you sure-footedly to conversion to Myself, so that what
you lack in faith may be supplied by everything that My saints,
who have approached the mystery of the Eucharist, had at their
disposal, and even My own grandeur and perfection, with the
same love that My Father gave all of you to Me.
1)
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Value the graces that you receive, not with the joy of people
at witnessing miracles, but for the miracle itself that gives rise
to your being My instruments, your having been formed into
defenders of My voice and My will, by the powerful
intercession My Mother. Peace be with you…
5)

PRAYER OF THE ONE IN PRISON
17-Jun-94
11:30 p.m.
6)

The Lord

(To pray on the beads of the Holy Rosary:)

Eternal Father, I have inside myself the Body and Blood of
My Jesus, that you have given me in order to rescue me from
slavery.
8) Grant me freedom, I beg you. Only for the sake of the
wounds of Your beloved Son, allow me to be free.
9) And You, My Jesus, do not content Yourself with merely
releasing me from the chains of my enemies, but chain me to
Yourself, with the chains of Your charity, Your truth, Your
Justice and Your Mercy. To You, I abandon myself, Most
Holy Trinity.
10) (On the “Hail Mary” beads, say:) In the name of the living
Jesus, may the chains that hold me captive be broken.
11) (Instead of the “Gloria be” say:) Blood of Christ, protect me.
7)
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I AM BOUNDLESS MERCY; I AM INFINITE JUSTICE
21-Jun-94
11:47 a.m.

SM-82

The Lord

I am boundless Mercy and I am infinite Justice.
2) Disorder, scandal, chaos… that is what will come, chaos,
because that is the spirit of error, of discord between brothers
and sisters, of corruption, and of ambitions.
3) Prepare your food and nourish yourselves with My body.
Prepare your water and drink the chalice of My unfathomable
love. Satiate yourselves with it.
4) Distrust those who take possession of an equivocal doctrine,
those who call themselves righteous.
5) The time has arrived for My pastors to courageously
extirpate what is harming the Church. Support your Pastor.
The cross that My Mystical Body carries is too heavy for
Monsignor.
6) Are you sad? Why? Am I not with you? It there not in you
all the love and joy of mutual love? Smile. Here I am. I will
have lunch with you.
1)

YOU KISSED MY BODY AND I KISSED YOUR SOUL
SM-83

22-Jun-94
8:30 p.m.

The Lord

(In the evening, at a retreat house of a congregation, I see the
crucified Jesus, and I approach to kiss His knee. I pray: Lord, how it
must have hurt You, if this little bump hurt me so much!)
2) “It does not hurt Me any longer,” answers the Lord.
3) (“It does not hurt me either, Lord,” I answer, and I remain gazing at
Him in adoration.)
1)
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(Sister NN is repeatedly telling me that I can give a kiss to the
statue that will be consecrated and afterwards placed in the chapel of
the Blessed Sacrament. She tells me, “Thus, when He arrives, your
kiss will be the first thing that He finds…” I do this with all my love:
the first kiss on one arm, for myself, the second, on the other arm for
my family, and the third kiss is for all my brothers and sisters of the
Mary Queen of Peace Centers. Then, when the Priest places the
Blessed Sacrament in the Tabernacle, Sister X looks at me out of the
corner of her eye. With very great emotion I say to Him, “Thank you
for allowing me to kiss you, My God!”)
5) You kissed My body and I kissed your soul during
Communion.
6) (Let me stay with You, enclosed there, in order to give you millions
of kisses every day.)
7) (Lord, they love You so much. Protect your children, Lord, the
children of all of us women, but let her know how much you love her {I
mention the name of a friend who is very close to God}. She adores
You. ) And I… How can I not love her when I even sent her
messages of love…! Oh, little flock, how much good your love
does for this lonely Lord every day in the Tabernacle.
8) I keep your kisses; may you go with My Spirit. Sister NN
gave up for you that which she most loves. What is it that you
most love now, that you can give to her?
9) (Instinctively, I look at my little medal of Jesus, and without
hesitating; I remove it and give it to her saying, “He wants me to give
this to you.” I am very moved at so much sweetness in Him, in My
LOVE.)
4)
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PRAY
SM-84

26-Jun-94
10:10 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

The Mercy of the Lord is so great that it allows Me to
communicate with you this evening, to bring you comfort.
2) Do not weep, My little daughter.
The seed is sowed
adequately in the furrow. Allow it to germinate… The truth
will come to light at the right moment. Raise your spirit and do
not allow them to hold you back even though circumstances
seem to be worsening. Do not be disheartened. There are very
great graces reserved for you that will be poured through you
to your sisters and brothers and then to many persons. The
most important thing is accomplished. There will be a clinical
document that will open doors so that Our voices will reach the
world once again. We want Our graces to reach without
exception, all those men and women who have twisted lives
and hard hearts.
3) All of you have an important role in My plans.
Train
yourselves; prepare yourselves. Give Me your hearts, the buds
of My loves and I will make them flower.
4) Do not allow disorder to take you all captive. That is what
pleases the enemy. Satan is very astute and you must all unite.
Tell NN to go on gathering witnesses to cures, documenting
them well. Time is pressing. Attack by using television, for
poison may be useful as an antidote. Help Me and you will see
how I lead you. My work will triumph in spite of human
interference. Smile, little daughter. Even if no one is speaking
to you, I am close to you and I bless you.
1)
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YOU WILL PRAY LIKE THIS
29-Jun-94
9:18 p.m.

SM-85
1)

The Lord

You will pray like this:

Father, Son and Holy Spirit, Most Holy Trinity, give us, we
pray, the necessary disposition to receive the gifts that we
need in order for us to bear the fruit that you desire. Purify us
of our sins, and restrain our senses by removing from our
minds every vain and earthly thought. Raise our hearts to
You and fill them with light, so that during this meeting, they
will be concerned only with the nobility of this devotion.
Embrace us in Your love, and make us enter into the heavenly
spirit where we seek to unite ourselves to such a Divine
Trinity.
3) Allow Blessed Mary, ever Virgin, the Mother of Jesus and
our Mother, to protect us under Her Immaculate mantle and
Saint Michael the Archangel with his Heavenly Militia, to
protect this area so that no spirit of evil or discord will seek to
break the union of this consecrated group – from the bosom of
our mothers – to You. Amen.
2)

MULTIPLY YOUR TALENTS
SM-86

Sunday, 4-Jul-94,

The Lord

(During the Mass at Urkupiña:)
2) My daughter, My love.
3) (Love, My Lord, My love.)
4) It is My desire that all persons should multiply the talents
they received in the service of the Most Holy Trinity, of My
Mother and of the Church. Make this happen, My daughter.
1)
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Today I spoke through many lips, and I have said to you: go out,
fight and conquer hearts. Some will do so with words and other
through different charisms. You must write. I will guide you,
and your topic of inspiration will be some event that you witness
in the midst of your environment, surrounding your daily life.
5) You are going to be inspired by the Holy Spirit; do not fear.
Begin to put your thoughts in order, and the rest will come
about. All of you all must attack using publicity. In your battle,
you must gain ground in the midst of your enemy’s terrain.
May the light in you and through you, shine on My beloved
children. You should plan. It is within your grasp. Do so, for
time is pressing.
6) You must not be concerned by a piece of news reaches you.
Be humble and silent… The truth will suddenly burst forth.
7) You will tell all My children that I love their effort and
devotion. You will speak openly with all of them, and you will
soon witness the fruits. I do not exclude My children, but I
choose My disciples and I wish to protect them. It is easier for
the roots of weeds to corrupt a handful of nards. Yes, there
must be 5 or 6 of you who will be pure. Of what use would
twenty heads be that think the same, if twenty hearts do not
beat with equal intensity in the presence of love…
8) You should put in writing evidence of the vigil at your
home… in two groups… you will see what goodness will be
revealed to you. My peace in you…
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I AM YOUR SHEPHERD
SM-87

7-Jul-94
2:00 p.m.

The Lord

This Lord knows how to reward when His servants labor to
worship Him. I know how to pour out those consolations that
make the soul rejoice, with unparalleled advantages. That is
how I will reward all those who are pious and devout, who do
their best to keep vigil in My presence, to take care of the
Tabernacles, to obtain lights of love and company, and to win
over new worshippers.
2) I have promised happiness to those who hear Me, because it
is there [in the presence of the Blessed Sacrament] that they
speak to Me and they hear My voice. Who would not gaze with
a holy glance on this fortunate group so ennobled by their
objective, so authorized by their Sovereign, and so enriched for
the Church? I am your shepherd and you are My sheep.
Those who are closer to the shepherd always share more of
My gifts and My concerns. Thus, it is necessary that the
desire to enjoy Me should encircle all your desires, and place
you in the situation where it is impossible to yearn for
anything else but My love. Go out to teach the world that
surrounds you. How little they know, My children; how little
they know of the grandeur of the goodness that is offered to
them on the altars and how much they lose by being
separated from Communion.
3) Who would not fly in search of an immense treasure if a
person knew where to find it?... Who would not enthusiastically
seek an exalted dignity, if a person believed it possible to obtain
it?... Who would not hurry to the wedding banquet of a great
1)
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king where everything would be delightful and extremely
magnificent, if a person were done the honor of being invited?
COMMUNION:
A treasure is being offered to all of you which creates
riches in Heaven and on earth. Dignity which is infinitely
superior to that of kings and emperors is being offered to you,
because receiving Communion one single time gives you
infinitely greater glory than all the scepters and all the crowns
on earth would give. You are given the honor of being called
to the wedding banquet of the King of Kings. I use the My
utmost power to bestow a gift on My friends. Can it be that
all this is not enough to inspire fervor in you, for an object so
worthy of your request?
5) Oh, stupidity...! Oh, blindness!...
6) Even if it were necessary to purchase the happiness of
receiving Communion just one single time, with the loss of
all your worldly goods, with immense suffering and trials,
with humiliation and infinite disgrace, and to go to the ends
of the earth for it, the grace that you receive is so great that
you ought to gladly subject yourselves to all of the above in
order to obtain it. Yet it would be necessary to convince you
that even at that price, its possession [the possession of Holy
Communion] was not very costly.
7) This is the paradise on earth that I have established for the
express purpose of making you enjoy during this life,
beforehand, the pleasure of happiness at My side. In it [in
Communion], is found the tree of life, the fruit of which makes
all those who eat it, immortal.
4)
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DRINK FROM MY CHALICE:
What insanity to cut yourselves off from this paradise by
keeping away from Holy Mass and depriving yourselves of the
fruit of life that alone has the power to deprive you of death.
9) Since you are unable to drink My chalice, a chalice of
bitterness and suffering, at least drink the chalice of My love,
which is offered to you at Holy Mass. If you do not find the
strength within you to truly die for Me, then at least die
mystically with Me by means of Communion: die to the world,
to sin and to lust.
10) To receive Communion is to ally and unite yourselves
closely with Me. It is to enjoy the happiness of having Me for
a father, for a friend, for a spouse, for a portion and for
inheritance. It is to receive as a Gift, the merits of My death
and of My blood, and to offer them to My Father for the
remission of sins committed and for the price of the Kingdom
of Heaven. It is to receive a pledge of the promise that has
been made to you. It is to give yourselves in order to reach
Me, the most powerful assistance that has ever been granted
to human beings. That being so… can you live with
indifference towards Communion, without renouncing the
faith and Christianity?
11) With what speed a torrent, increased by abundant rains
rushes impetuously toward its element [the sea]!… With what
swiftness a boat propelled by the wind, ploughs through the
waves of the sea! With what strength a heavy rock dislodged
from the top of a mountain rushes to the bottom of a valley!
With what violence a fire locked in places underground,
smashes its prison and rises to its sphere!
12) These are but feeble images of the haste with which you
should make your way to the Sacrament of your altars, because
8)
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the zeal that you should have to unite yourselves to Me, ought
to both exceed the swiftness with which natural bodies go to
their center or element, as well as surpass them, and the end to
which you aspire is superior because of its excellence.
13) I am the sun that causes the eternal day in the sky, and I am
also the sun that creates the temporal day on earth.
14) I urge you to come to My table. I display the utmost desire
for you to eat at it… I serve you a food that is divine, that
includes everything most rare and exquisite in the world… Can
you possibly refuse this without forcing Me, due to the injustice
you do Me, to banish you from My eternal banquet, when you
are even now at its very doors?
15) Enter in spirit into My Divine Heart in order to consider the
depth of My love for you. Such love of Mine for you obliges Me
to desire to unite Myself to you in a very intimate way…
THE CREED: MY CONTINUOUS PRAYER
SM-88

11-Jul-94
9:10 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

My children, you are under the protection of My mantle and
My Immaculate Heart. I only ask of you faith, prayers and daily
communion. Pray, recite the Creed every morning and as often
as you can, during the day.
2) I cannot say more to you. Agree amongst yourselves upon
an hour to join Me in daily prayer.
3) Put images, rosaries, crucifixes that have been blessed in all
your rooms. Your sorrowful and crucified testimony will be
more and more anguishing, but it is necessary in order to help
My children persevere in the faith and in fidelity. You are My
work and you respond to a special intention of My Immaculate
1)
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Heart. Work on correcting the book… So many people will be
converted by it…!
4) On the 28th of October, 1981, I sent a sign to Medjugorje
which lasted for 10 minutes. It was a flame, and was one of the
signs that foretold the great sign. Today each one of you is a
sign for the conversion of many. Do not hesitate. There is no
time to lose. Make sacrifices and offer them to the Lord right
now.
VISIT ME IN YOUR TABERNACLES
SM-89

Thursday, 13-Jul-94
2:10 p.m.

The Lord

When you are before your altars, close your eyes and
imagine My brilliance inside the Tabernacle. Your faith will find
Me as luminous as I am in Heaven on My glorious throne.
Know that My presence on your altars gives grace to all your
works and it creates one eternal day for the whole universe
because I never leave you.
2) The world has been illuminated by Me in the Mystery of the
Incarnation, and in it [the Incarnation], I have taken up My
residence through the Mystery of the Eucharist, which has been
for you like the light that followed the first darkness. The
former and the latter together make up the day of the present
century.
3) The sun is the source of all light in the world of the senses; it
lights up at the same time heaven and earth, communicating
light to the heavenly and sub-lunar bodies. In this mystery of
love, I provide
the source of all the light of the spiritual
world… Through the light that I shed on you, you have
1)
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knowledge of all things, for without it, you would live in
eternal darkness.
4) The sun causes different species and plants and animals to be
fruitful. I am fertility to your bodies and souls, to make them
produce unending holy actions and living works. The life
giving virtue that gives life to everything that you do, is
enclosed in My body and in My blood, and I shed it on your
hearts through Communion so that all your works will be living
works.
PRAYER AND ANSWER FROM THE LORD
17-Jul-94
8:30 a.m.
(Before the Blessed Sacrament at the house of the Servants of Mary:)
6) I prostrate myself at Your feet, My Redeemer. I embrace them and
kiss them millions of times to give you a tiny sign of my recognition.
I most tenderly give thanks to You for Your infinite goodness in
coming to save me. I offer and consecrate myself to You a thousand
times, to be Your servant forever, and I confide to You that even if I
should sacrifice yet another thousand times, my body, my soul, my
life and everything to do with me, I could never worthily
acknowledge all the good that You give me.
7) Break all the chains with which I have been fastened by my
enemies: the chains of my passions, my bad habits, my bad character,
those fits of anger I cannot master. With the all powerful strength of
Your arm, break all my ties that cause harm to You.
8) My beloved, You who have instituted the Sacrament of the
Eucharist, not only to proclaim Your final coming, but also to
provide us with the help that we need to prepare for our hour. I
arrive at the foot of Your altar to ask for all the graces and help that I
need for a holy death.

5)
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Hide my soul in Your sacred wounds. Cleanse my soul of all the
sins that have stained it during its life.
10) (Jesus, on the same day:)
11) First, love Me… then feel charity for others.
12) First, abandon yourself to Me and then give love to others.
13) First, die for Me and then die to the world.
14) First, be filled with Me, and then be filled by Me in others.
9)

DO NOT MISTREAT MY MERCY
SM-90

18-Jul-94
12:35 p.m.

The Lord

My children… I have waited a long time for you, for a special
grace not granted to other people less guilty than you, and who
have been thrown into the abyss. Why? Because you were in
My plans, but the fact that I have waited for you, does not mean
that I will do so in the future. Mistreat no more My generous
Mercy. Do not oblige Me to withdraw My favors. Take care to
make the most of the reconciliation that I have offered you…
You do not know if it is the last one that I have allotted to you.
2) I have just broken your chains and freed you from the harsh
captivity of the devil. Take good care not to return to the
previous condition of slavery. Remember that the cruel tyrant
from whose horrible hands you have been freed, has his yoke
engraved on those who fall again under his power and he
throws them headlong into new and more dreadful crimes, if he
could subject them once more to his authority.
3) Each sin that I have had the goodness to forgive you, should
be an urgent reason for impelling you to love Me with greater
fervor, as I love you… with infinite fervor.
1)
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Keep in mind that divine justice does not wish to lose
anything and it intends to pay for all that remains to be paid.
At the present time, you can make satisfaction for large debts at
little cost. So take advantage of the occasion and do not let a
single moment of the day pass without employing it on
something useful, for the expiation of your sins and those of the
entire world… How many souls are in need your prayers…!
5) Put all your hope in the death and blood of this Savior of
yours. Also, ardently beseech My Father to hear the petition I
make to Him to forgive you, because you did not know what
you were doing when you offended Him. Truly I declare to
you that I tell Him even with the most tender and liveliest
feelings, that I Myself assume the burden of and I take upon
Myself every offense that the human beings whom I called My
apostle, being much more than My slave, have committed
against You and everything that remains to satisfy Your justice.
4)

DAILY PRAYER
SM-91

Tuesday, 19-Jul-94
7:40 a.m.

The Blessed
Mother

My children, as a reward for the love that you show Me, I am
giving you this prayer for the already distressing period we are
living through. You will be unable to go to the churches for
many days, so pray in this way:
1)

PRAYER
2) My God, I must prepare Your dwelling place in my heart every
day, be it now for Communion or now to receive You spiritually in
my soul. However, I ask that it should be You Yourself who takes
charge of preparing it [Your dwelling place] because, how shall I,
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miserable creature that I am, prepare it in a way that is worthy of
You?
3) Lord, holiness is the adornment of Your house.
Glory and
magnificence shine everywhere in it. So I beseech you, fill my soul
with holiness. Carry out great and magnificent things in it so that it
will be become a dwelling place worthy of You.
4) Sun of justice, who must enter into me today, I beg You to
prepare Your dwelling place in my heart. The sun prepares its
throne in heaven, by its rays of light that shine before it enters it…
In the same way, may You Yourself prepare Your throne in my soul
before coming to it, scattering the darkness with the brilliance of
Your rays.
5) Come, Holy Spirit, and make my heart ready to receive the
Divine Jesus. Come and purify this heart. Come and sacrifice
Yourself. Come and kindle in it the sacred fires of Your Divine
Charity.
6) My Divine Jesus, in times gone by, You sent Your Holy Spirit to
prepare Mary’s womb to receive You in the Mystery of the
Incarnation. I ask You today to send the same Spirit to make my
heart ready to receive You in the Mystery of the Eucharist.
7) Adorable blood of my Jesus, purify me; cleanse me of all my filth
so that I may worthily receive my Divine Redeemer.
8) I am drowning in this precious blood, and in it I cleanse and
purify myself of all my sins. In it I leave all my stains and
impurities so as not to become soiled again with them.
9) My Jesus, I offer You all Your merits and holiness, with those of
Your Most Beloved Mother, and those of all the saints and angels.
Receive them I beseech You, as a supplement for whatever is lacking
in me to worthily approach this great mystery.
10) I humbly ask You, Lord, to make of me a “spring” of graces and
of every kind of goodness.
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My soul, prepare the paths for the Lord before He comes. Make
straight what is crooked; make low what is high and make high what
is low; cleanse what is impure, and sow them [the paths] with the
flowers of every virtue.
12) I offer You, Lord, during this day, my thoughts, my actions, my
desires, and my sufferings that they may serve me as a preparation
to receive this great mystery. How happy I am to give a dwelling
place to the God of the entire universe. My soul, expand your Heart
to receive the abundance of graces and favors that your Divine
Savior wants to fill you with today. He only asks for a heart that is
a spacious heart capable of containing them. Cast all creatures from
your heart so as to dispose it to receive His marvelous effusions…
13) Come, oh You who are the longing of my heart; come, oh You
who are object of all my vows and desires; come oh You who are my
glory, my treasure, my delight. Thank you for granting me the
grace of satiating myself with Your Sacred Body and drinking Your
precious Blood. Amen.
11)

LEARN TO LIVE BY FAITH
SM-92

Wednesday, 20-Jul-94
11:40 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

My little daughter, little soul (I notice that the dear mother is very
sad), soul consecrated to the Lord... gather the rosaries together
for Friday and wait for Me during prayer... Now understand this:
I will have to distance Myself from these conversations but I am
not going to abandon you. You will have to begin to live by faith,
and to walk under the protection of the whole legacy that we are
leaving you... Smile, little daughter. You will all have to carry
this message to all those who pray the Rosary. Do not weep, but
write:
2) HAIL MARY…
1)
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Hail to you, the spirit of God, little children of Mine. You
should know that I shed My graces on those who recite the
Holy Rosary... The peace of the Lord be with you all and My
blessing together with the blessing of My Son Jesus, I place
upon your souls, on your parents and the fruits of their hearts…
of their wombs, consecrated to Jesus.
4) As the Mother of the Son of God, I unite My prayers in each
“Hail Mary” for the forgiveness of your sins and those of your
families. I plead and will plead for My children until the day
when I will carry them tenderly before the presence of the Most
Holy Trinity, who is and will be the glory, forever and ever.
Thank you for helping Me at this hour, by your Rosaries and
daily consecrations.
5) Little children of Mine, I will continue to fill you with
abundant graces. Let nothing disturb you. I love you deeply…
a great deal more than you can imagine... Be silent; offer all
suffering to Jesus for the sake of love and gratitude... Hurry
with the book which shall be called “SPRINGS OF MERCY”.
3)

I AM ALWAYS WITH YOU
SM-93

Sunday, 24-Jul-94 3:35
p.m.

The Lord

You ought to be moved by this love for miracles that obliges
Me to perform in order to make Myself present in this mystery.
You move away at the slightest hardship that you encounter
when you come to Me, and I perform an infinite number of
miracles unlike anything ever performed before for the purpose
of moving towards you and towards all human beings to
console them during this sad exile, to protect them against the
great enemies that have sworn to their perdition, in order to
1)
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help them in their most urgent needs and to lead them through
so many dangers to the gate of salvation.
2) If you have seen Me now on that altar, it was only in order to
stretch out My hand to you in order to move you away from the
deep abyss of miseries in which I see you submerged, in order
to hear your petitions and sometimes grant you everything you
desire and at other times, something [even] better.
3) I do not make fleeting visits to you all. I am not on earth –the
unworthy place that it is– just for temporary periods of time. I
live on it continuously so as to be always with you! I do not
abandon you for a single moment. I come down from My
throne in order to adapt Myself to your weakness. Because of
My desires to carry you to the height of grandeur, I submerge
Myself in the depths of humility.
YOUR MISSION
SM-94

Tuesday, 26-Jul-94
4:14 p.m.

The Lord

Because of the fervor that you profess for the Eucharist, your
mission, My children, will be to bring to your brothers and
sisters My message, after you consider the sacred excesses to
which I go because of My love for you.
2) I am the lamb of God who out of love for mankind has
placed Himself on your altars in a state of death… Join your
voices with that immense crowd of blessed spirits that the
beloved Disciple saw in his Apocalypse, so as to acknowledge
Me.
3) The world no longer pays attention to Me during this
Mystery. It is as though it places Me among the number of
dead whom they have lost from memory, or... among the
1)
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number of things that never have existed, since it does not wish
to acknowledge My real presence in this Sacrament.
4) You will be counted among My chosen ones like the
countless multitude of the angels and the blessed who make
your praises resound and proclaim your acknowledgement of
My power, divinity, wisdom and all the perfections that I have
been adorned with by the Father who engendered Me forever
from the womb of His being and who transmits to Me in that
engendering, all His marvelous perfection...
5) Charitas Christi urget nos (The Charity of Christ impels us
- Cor. 5:14).
FORGIVENESS OF SINS
SM-95

27-Jul-94
1:10 p.m.

The Lord

Come, My little children, and at My feet, unload the heavy
burden of your sins. Come and seek in Me the strength to reject
the household enemy that you carry within you; that is the
strength to reject your lustfulness, to repress the violence of
your passions and to correct your bad habits.
2) Come and seek help in the bosom of My Mercy, to free you
from the corruption of the last century, and to resist the evil
influences that form in your hearts and minds the opinion,
habit, bad example and advice of your so-called friends and the
seductive attractions of the riches of pleasure and the grandeurs
of the earth.
3) Come and take shelter in My arms to seek asylum from the
furor of your unseen enemies who continuously surround you
in order to lead you to perdition, whose power and cunning
you could not resist. Contempt, persecution, injustice, disease
1)
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and a countless multitude of miseries that form a continuous
chain of evils, do not allow you to rest. Yet I will put a stop to
your violence, and I will give you strength to support you in
such a way as to weave your crown.
4) Love of My sorrows, voice that will carry My voice to the
world. I have chosen all of you for this cause through the
mediation of My Mother who has come and prepared you for
this moment... Work harder at it. You must show authority
very skillfully. Help Me in time. Thousands of books will reach
so many people.
I HAVE OPENED THE GATES OF HEAVEN TO YOU
SM-96

28-Jul-94
7:15 a.m.

The Lord

I have broken the seven seals through the light that I have
shed on your intelligence in order to impress upon you the fear
of sin.
2) I have opened the divine book, revealing the gates of Heaven
and putting within your reach the possession of blessedness
(Mt 5). That book was sealed with seven seals because the
capital sins closed the gates of Heaven to you. I am extending
to you, little children, the remission of your sins and the eternal
possession of My Kingdom.
3) I am the strength of My Father: I do everything that I desire
in Heaven and on earth without anyone being able to resist My
will. I have the power and I transform both what is strong as
well as what is weakest, the highest as well as the lowest, what
exists and what does not exist... When I died in obedience to the
command of My Father in order to make reparation for the
offenses received by the sin of mankind, showing zeal for His
1)
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interests and reestablishing His glory... I received absolute
power over all creatures, crowning Myself with honor and
glory because I AM WHO AM.
4) I have opened for you the mysterious book of Providence,
making you understand the secrets of His conduct concerning
Our chosen ones. I have taught you that the misery and sorrow
that We permit you to experience are for the purpose of
purifying you from your sins, to preserve you from the
corruption of this world, to lead you to virtue and so that the
strength of My grace will triumph in the midst of your
weaknesses.
5) I have opened for you the book of your own conscience. It
is written interiorly and exteriorly through the sins that you
commit and it is sealed with seven seals by the darkness that
your passions and self love shed on your intelligence. They rob
you of consciousness of your faults and therefore, they rob you
of peace.
6) My children... My little children!
I have left you all the
signs of My grandeur and the good things that I have brought
you by My immolation. It is well worth your effort to bring
My word to others.
7) Speak to them of this time of Mercy. Tell them that I have
broken the seven seals, revealing the truth of the seven
principal mysteries that have to do with what was preached
by the Prophets: the Incarnation, My Passion, My
Resurrection, My Ascension into Heaven, the mission of the
Holy Spirit, religious vocations and My final coming.
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I GIVE MYSELF TO YOU IN EVERYTHING
SM-97

28-Jul-94
8:52 p.m.

The Lord

I give Myself to you in everything. I give you My Body, My
Blood, My Divinity, My works, My merits, My Kingdom.
Everything that I possess I put within your reach.
2) This love would not succeed in being satiated if I held back
anything for Myself. How different is your love! For when You
make Me the present of giving anything at all to your brothers
and sisters, it is always little and generally useless to them and
something they have no need of. And often you even regret
having given it... In the Eucharist, My little children, I give
Myself unendingly. I do not hold back for Myself even what is
most precious to Me and what concerns Me most closely, which
is My Glory and My own person. I give My gifts joyfully to all
and without limit to anyone.
3) There is no person in existence, no matter how unfortunate
or how sinful, to whom I do not give good things unendingly
and everything that I possess, whenever that person comes to
Me with love.
4) That love which through its generosity and strength has gone
on being hurt through every century, by making Me suffer all
the outrages and insults, all the humiliations and the indignities
of which the impiety and the evil, the betrayal and the fury of
mankind are capable. That love is an unseen veil to inspire Me
to love you more to such an extent as to make Me pass over all
pain for the sake of having the joy of being with you in body
and soul when you take Communion in the state of grace...
1)
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Return, children, to the garden of your Father... I will not
prune the branch and throw away the fruit. With infinite mercy
I will make it grow to maturity in the warmth of My hands, and
I will gild it with My gaze.
5)

CONVERSION
SM-98

29-Jul-94
1:20 p.m.

The Lord

Come, My child, what is holding you back? I am talking to
you who write these lines, to you who read them… Is it perhaps
some frivolous pleasure, some fleeting interest, some vain
honor, some foolish commitment? But, for such petty things,
must you resist a God who is calling you, and deprive yourself
of the unparallel riches that He wants to lavish upon you?
2) Come, because I am your only solution. After all, everywhere
you find nothing but betrayal, unfaithfulness, weakness,
harshness, grief and misery. I am the only friend in whom you
can trust and in whom you will find help and comfort.
3) I neither seek nor desire anything but your best interests and
your happiness. You have run thus far, fleeing from those who
were breathing only damnation for you, from those who have
seized and dishonored you, hurt you and put you in chains,
from those who want to prepare eternal torment for you.
Acknowledge your error and abandon them this very moment.
4) Come to Me, for I will free you from the yoke of the world
that by its rules, its laws, its habits, its advice, its requests and
its trade, the world that [alternately] burdens or attracts you,
and thus tries to bind you in sin and takes you away from the
course to Heaven. I will relieve you of your suffering and
hardship that you encounter in fulfilling your obligations and
1)
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practicing virtue. I will clothe you in strength that will make
you superior to everything. I will give you relief in the daily
works of your present life... Come and place yourself in the
bosom of My infinite charity like one of My sheep in accord
with the Prophet: I will hold you in My arms and I will not
allow anyone to snatch your soul from Me and I will take you
to My heavenly fold.
HARDEN NOT YOUR HEART
SM-99

31-Jul-94
8:15 p.m.

The Lord

Harden not your heart, My child. May you no longer be as
cold as marble and as hard as a diamond at this time of
mankind’s ingratitude. If the last man on earth had done a
thousandth of what I do for you in the Mystery of the Eucharist,
you could not help but love him...
2) Did I not grant you beautiful gifts when I gave you all the
things of the world, placing you over the beasts of the earth, the
birds in the air and the fish in the sea, even commanding My
angels to serve you and accompany you everywhere?
3) Did I not give up enough for you when I came down from
Heaven and clothed Myself in human nature in the mystery of
the Incarnation? Did I not suffer enough for your salvation
during the course of My life and death so as to stop humiliating
Myself by the sacred excesses to which I descend upon the altars?
4) What should your hearts feel for Me who loves you so
fervently, who gathers for you in My person all the perfections
impossible to imagine, and who awaits you in an immense and
eternal kingdom full of glory and happiness?
1)
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All I ask of you is love, My children... Love Me with all the
strength and perfection that you possibly can. Convert all your
members into hearts and convert those hearts into burning
flames so that together with the angels and the blessed in
Heaven, all the righteous of the earth and those who suffer may
understand the infinite love that I show you in this mystery.
5)

LITTLE CHILDREN, RESPOND TO LOVE
SM-100

1-Aug-94
5:45 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

(While dreaming, I see the Blessed Virgin handing to me a yellow
folder containing some papers, like draft pages of the book which I was
worrying about. She smiles and says): I AM THE MOTHER OF THE
DIVINE WORD… (I read the first page:)
2) Little children, intensify your prayers and respond to the
infinite love that Jesus shows you in His desire to save you.
3) Offer all your love at each Communion, especially together
with the love of the angels - present at each Eucharist - together
with the love of His Divine Heart, to that which the Father and
the Holy Spirit have for Him, and that which He Himself feels
towards Them in the adorable Trinity, the One [Love] of My
Immaculate Heart, and... ask Him to shed His Mercy on
mankind.
4) Beseech Him to cause sparks to fly from the sacred fire that
consumes Him, so as to set you afire because just one spark is
needed to scorch the whole universe... Sincerely present to Him
your consecrated hearts so that He will place His marvelous
favors in them.
1)
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Ask Him for a sensitive and burning heart in order to fulfill
your obligations to perfectly acknowledge His love and His
unparalleled sacrifice.
6) My little children, look at the situation the world is in... Help
Me with your prayers and fasting.
5)

I AM ON YOUR ALTARS BUT YOU DO NOT RECOGNIZE ME
SM-101
5-Aug-94
The Lord
9:47 a.m.
My children, I came to bring to earth the sacred fire of My
love: to enkindle the hearts of mankind with My words, My
examples and My sufferings. They could not recognize Me;
they were unable to open their hands to receive the graces I
came to give them. They could not open their arms to receive
the blessings of the Father. They did not open their eyes to look
at the Word Incarnate, or their ears to hear the Sacred Word.
2) At My first coming I wanted all creatures of the universe to
transform themselves into a marvelous holocaust, by
consuming themselves in the flames of charity and love for the
glory of the Holy Name.
3) Today I return to you in a mystery which I enkindle through
the very ardor of Myself, in order to scorch you like a
devouring flame and consume you with the intensity of My
charity... Here, I am love that burns continuously and that is
never extinguished. I am hope that cannot be lost. I am the
only wine that quenches thirst. I am the bread of eternal life,
because I Am who AM.
4) On the altar (which is the same as the Mountain where
Moses received the Word of the Father), in a shining cloud of
fire, I await you like a burning forge from which there issues
swirls of live embers that desire to burn you and consume you
1)
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until you find true happiness... Yet you still do not recognize
Me... You refuse once again to embrace this Mystery... Again,
you cover your eyes and ears.
5) Through one of My angels, you have been exhorted, little
children, to purchase this love that he called “burning gold”...
The price of it is simply Love; the price of it is to open your
doors and say to Me: “Yes, I want to be forgiven. Yes, I want to
hear Your Word. Yes, I want to abandon myself in the Father.
Yes, I want to receive the Spirit of God...” Yes, to this
immeasurable love...!
ENJOY THE RESPLENDENCE OF THE EUCHARIST
SM-102

10-Aug-94
10:30 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

My children, unite yourselves to Me to enter into the love,
the respect, the praise and the glory that I render eternally to
God.
2) At the moment when the body of Jesus is exposed in the
Sacred Eucharist, give thanks to the glorious Sun which lights
up the whole world and whose light is never eclipsed. Enjoy
His resplendence.
3) Run to Him, children, to the Holy School where one is lucky
enough to be taught by the holy Father, to learn the truths of
salvation. It is there where all will receive the forgiveness of
their sins. It is the ocean of all goodness from where there
unceasingly issue brooks and rivers of grace. Ask Him to fill
every space in your souls with His divine effusions.
4) Like Me, feel yourselves transported with love and
recognition towards Him since He is the Ark of the Covenant
that causes you the good fortune of entering into society with
1)
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God. And He is the one who permits this Mother of His to
continuously extend to you unlimited favors from Heaven.
5) The Eucharist is Noah’s Ark. Only in It can one hope for
salvation and outside of It one has to perish. It is the blessing that
receives in Its bosom not a small number of persons but all those
who wish to enter. It is the chariot of fire that transports not only
Elijah to Heaven but all those who unite themselves to him
forsaking the cloak of all their earthly affections.
6) It is the treasure of the world which enriches both Angels
and men, allowing them to take for themselves everything they
want. It is the temple of the Lord which is always filled with
His glory and where everyone has the absolute freedom to
enter in order to adore His infinite majesty. It is the only Sacred
Altar where God receives His offerings and where He
commands us to bring all of our offerings.
7) It is the holocaust which is perfectly pleasing to His eyes,
which sanctifies all those who are His, through union with Him,
and which knows how to regard them highly by consuming
them in the fire where He Himself is burning. He [Jesus] is the
Universal Priest who presents to God all the offerings of
mankind so that by going from His hand they will be pleasing
to Him [God the Father].
8) Jesus-Eucharist is the advocate and mediator for the
heavenly Father, who defends unceasingly your cause in His
tribunal, and who reconciles you to Him. He is the book of life,
where all the predestined are inscribed and where it is
necessary to be in order to be saved. He is a paradise of
delights where pure souls dwell and enjoy ineffable pleasures.
He is a Heaven open to those who wish to enter into it and
leave behind the creature in order to possess the Creator. He is
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the Holy City where the Most Holy Trinity and all the saints
have their dwelling place.
I INVITE YOU TO TAKE REFUGE IN MY HEART
SM-103 (& 1)

11-Aug-94
6:19 a.m.

The Lord

My child, come to Me. I invite you to take refuge in My
Heart... You have need of It. Place in Its wounds all your hope
since It is always ready to receive you, to help you in your
needs and to fill you with Its favors.
2) In this infinite abyss of perfection, the Father wished to
create the beginning, the center and the model of every virtue
for your sake, and intended for you, for this moment when your
feet hesitate, not finding a safe path to walk on.
3) Take and extract from It [My Heart] charity, obedience,
patience, purity, sweetness and all the virtues that you wish to
attain. It awaits you every day like a fountain that desires to
quench your thirst. I want it [the fountain] to be enriched by
the waters of this Spring of Mercies that continuously flows and
never becomes dry.
1)

HOLINESS
SM-104

12-Aug-94
2:40 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Little children, feel that you are rocked, spoiled, and caressed
by your Heavenly Mother.
2) I want to mould you in the light of holiness in order to bring
you close to the divine sun of the Heart of Jesus... You have
been talked to a great deal about the sun, because the sun is the
source of light and because you can recognize its rising and its
1)
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setting. Today I want to reveal to you that the Word of God is
similar, and that you must live it, spread it and watch over it.
You must enjoy it, warm your spirits with Its heat, and obtain
relief from your fatigue in Its strength... Live It far from the
hustle and bustle of the world; move away from those places
where apostasy has found space, which are bleeding wounds
for the Mystical Body of Jesus.
3) Spread devotion to the Holy Eucharist.
Only when
reconciliation in the adoration of Its Sacred Form has emerged
from here will the Reign of the Lord come. Do not allow the
doors to be closed, like on the night of His first coming, when
My spouse and I were knocking [on doors] seeking shelter.]
Today every closed door opens a new wound in My heart.
4) It has not been given to the rich, the powerful or the proud to
penetrate the mysteries that We are revealing to you. There
should be no doubts in this squadron that it is I Myself who
have been molding you for the moment of entering the battle...
The moment of great scourging has arrived, for there will have
to be purification with fire, devastation, hunger and sickness.
5) It is the moment of your witness, your unity, your surrender.
Please, banish egoism, sow peace and forgiveness. Do not do
any harm to yourselves. What will you harvest? Open your
hearts to hope and happiness.
6) With trust, go up to the place where darkness will be
transformed into perpetual light, and return, shining in your
apostolic action.
7) Raise your eyes and you will be illuminated by the virginal
light of My purity and holiness. Now, go and be light for those
of your brothers and sisters who still walk in darkness.
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GIVE EXAMPLE BY YOUR BEHAVIOR AND YOUR LIFE OF
AUSTERITY
SM-105

13-Aug-94
10:48 a.m.

The Blessed
Mother

(After the visit of Jehovah’s Witnesses:)
2) Calm down. It is over now. You could see what we did. They
will not return but the little thorn remained. Cheer up, little
daughter. That passion, that fervor when you defended your
faith is what is lacking in My children and in a large portion of
mankind.
3) You should not feel badly. I will tell you each time what
needs to be done. From today on, your actions are in
accordance with My will. Consecrated to Us, you belong to Us
and whatever you do will be Our work. Otherwise, how do
you think you could lift that stone?
4) Give example by your behavior, by your life of austerity, by
your restraint, your modesty and your humility. I will protect
all of you. Everything is in obedience to a plan and not a single
hair of your heads will be touched because I will not allow it.
5) I am pleased and I am glorified in those who love Me and
are, by the example of Jesus, poor, humble, pure and
charitable...
6) (In connection with the image of the Queen of Peace and the prayer
group:)
7) Let My little daughters know that “I feel very happy here
among you. It is not idolatry and so that it will not be, I take
My place there.” You should have a retreat the first Saturdays
of the month: 12 hours which you will divide among
yourselves, and you will pray the five decades of the Divine
Mercy and the 15 Mysteries of the Holy Rosary.
1)
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The battle against My adversary has begun. Speak to your
families. The Lord and I are with you. Each one of your lives is
taking on a new meaning with Communion. You do not know
how great is the gift of love that Jesus transmits to you in the
Eucharist.
9) Amen to My Son, and remember that He is the living word
of the Father...
8)

Note: In the original Spanish text, the indicated date for the next message
was the “Same Day” as the preceding message but the time indicated that it
was given just after midnight so the actual day and date would have been
Sunday, August 14th, which may have been the day the Church in Bolivia
was celebrating in 1994 the Feast of the Assumption, which is normally
celebrated on the 15th.
MY ASSUMPTION
SM-106

Same Day
12:40 a.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Today when you celebrate the feast of My bodily
Assumption, I want to reveal to you the joy of Heaven in the
presence of this mystery.
2) When with enormous love, I formed the human nature of the
Word, I accepted that I would hear and watch over the Word of
the Father. At that time I was rewarded with the most
marvelous crown, right then at that precise moment -since for
God there is no time or space- while I was weaving words of
lullaby for My child, the angels were weaving the clothing I
would need to present Myself before the sacred throne of the
Holy Trinity.
3) At this moment, the voices of the Angels break the great silence
to invite you to share the second Annunciation. I have wished to
reward you for your YES, which together with Mine, was offered
1)
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to the altar of the Lord. From here, close to Jesus, I love you and I
follow you... Unite yourselves to Me in prayer asking Divine
Mercy for the great miracle. With My faithfulness and your love
and sacrifices, the Lord will shorten the period of trial... Ask for
days of peace and serenity.
MULTIPLY THE CENACLES:
Multiply the cenacles with prayer and do not lose heart.
Bright times are near. Energetically proclaim My messages. Do
not allow yourselves to be deceived by the roar of voices that
confuse you; do not allow yourselves to be deceived by words
of peace in your encounters with human beings, or by the
harmful influence of the world.
5) Now, during the lack of faith and the rejection of God, when
the thickest darkness covers life on earth, I ask you to invoke the
Mother of the Divine Word, because at this final time, I also
prepare for the coming of My Son. Not with My hands, like the
first time when I prepared that mantle that would shelter that
little body, but with our prayers, Mine and Yours, that achieved
the success of the Word finding flesh in each one of your lives,
through the Holy Eucharist.
6) Today, on the feast of the Assumption, I receive your
homage of love with joy, and I come to invite you to prepare for
the feast of the “Mother of the Divine Word”, the day when My
Immaculate Heart will triumph, achieving the victory of the
Merciful Love of Jesus.
7) I bless you… Emanuel.
4)
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SHRINE OF URKUPIÑA
SM-107

15-Aug-94
3:45 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

(At Cota - Urqupiña, the place where tradition says that the Virgin
appeared to some little shepherds:)
2) My little children, I want to thank you for this day and for
everything that you will have to do from now on in order to
carry out this work. (The Marian Shrine of World Renewal)
3) In France, a medal showing the Immaculate Conception
became known, and it has traveled through the world,
helping Me to save millions of souls.
4) You will have moments of hardship but you must never
feel alone. From now on, many angels who have descended
to this place will accompany you. Be filled with joy because
the Most Holy Trinity is gazing at you and is giving you Its
blessing. Beseech the Holy Spirit to give you the gift of
spiritual transformation. Stay on here and keep Me company
for one more hour.
1)

PRAYER TO THE HEART OF JESUS
DICTATED BY THE BLESSED MOTHER
5) Heart of Jesus, spring of love, grace, light and holiness, pour
into my heart those gifts that You possess in abundance. Make
it [my heart] become gentle like You, humble like You, simple,
patient, obedient and diligent like You. Soften its hardness and
stubbornness; restrain its impetuosity; rule its affections; give it
a share in Your purity; pass on Your righteousness to it; kindle
Your fervor in it; inspire it with Your courage; stamp on it all
Your movements, and never allow it to follow anything else. It
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is up to You who are prime sovereign over every heart, to
govern, dispose and lead mine.
6) You Yourself, come and occupy mine so as to convey life,
heat and movement to my whole body. Come and enkindle it,
and give it a little of Your Holiness and perfection, and thus I
will no longer fear to fail in the love that I owe to God and to
my neighbor, because I will possess within myself the source
of all charity. I will no longer fear Hell, because I will carry
inside myself the cause of heavenly happiness whose
sweetness will begin to make me taste from this life in order to
satiate myself fully and eternally in the other life. Amen.
CONSECRATE YOURSELVES DAILY TO JESUS AND MARY
SM-108

17-Aug-94
2:45 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Little children, you should respond to the great gift that you
have been granted. Do not seek to find out what place you
have in My plan, but know that each one of you is irreplaceable
in it. Do not allow yourselves to be held back by the unbelief in
those who surround you. Be mirrors in which My image may
be reflected.
2) There are moments when My adversary paralyzes you with
distrust, when he sows doubts in your path. Pray; do not allow
anything to disturb the joy of surrendering your hearts, of
consecrating yourselves daily to Jesus and to Me. Your most
powerful weapons are Communion, fasting and the Rosary.
3) Help Monsignor with your prayers and with the book which
will give credibility and stability to the group. You must hurry.
Get organized, continue making contacts and getting
everything ready. The newspapers and the book: hurry, hurry.
1)
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Only X should know about it. The book will have to be a
surprise. Please keep it in reserve. Thank you for your
affectionate response.
APPROACH THE SACRED MYSTERY
19-Aug-94
1:50 p.m.

SM-109

The Blessed
Mother

I am the Mother of the Eucharist. I am the one who pleads
on behalf of My Children for the Mercy of the Lord.
2) Children of the world, all of you, approach the Sacred
Mystery that Jesus has given you. Approach the place where all
the saints have found their repose, their joy and their happiness.
3) Approach that admirable Vessel which is the most marvelous
work of the Most High, where it seems that His power, His
wisdom and His goodness have been exhausted.
4) Give thanks for His burning love for you, for the goodness
that attracts you and for the continuous care that He takes
about anything concerning you.
5) Humbly ask forgiveness of Him because He places His glory,
not in punishing sins but in forgiving them. He is the pontiff
who reconciles you to the Father. Little children, do not scorn
that abundance of good things which is the Paradise created for
you and which you undeniably possess like the gateway into
the Sacred Host.
1)

PRAYER OF THE SICK PERSON
Lord, You who from the highest heavens sees the enormity of my
ills, and what should be their consequences, only You can free me of
them. You have only to utter a single word to give me perfect
health.

6)
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You went everywhere seeking the sick and you healed their
illnesses. You exhaled a virtue which gave health to those who
approached You. Today, you give Your own blood to drink and
Your own body to eat in order to heal all the sick of the world, and I
think: What other doctor but You would sacrifice His own life to
save the life of his patient?
8) Come, Jesus filled with charity, come to this poor sick person.
Place Your hand over mine and with it, give life back to me. Neither
Your Angels nor Your prophets nor Your disciples have been sent to
heal me, but it is You Yourself who has come.
9) Look, Lord at the multitude and depth of the wounds that my
enemies have inflicted on me. Look how prostrate I am all at once,
from ambition, pride, impurity, anger, envy gluttony and all the
other spiritual illnesses put together. Look at the depth of corruption
in my heart. How much hopefulness there is in my mind. How much
confusion there is in my imagination. How much disorder there is in
my appetite and how much freedom in my senses. I have every evil
put together and I have them in abundance. Heal me, I beseech You,
for the greater glory of Your holy name.
10) My Savior, in another era, the slightest touch of Your sacred
hand or your clothing, Your slightest word healed every illness.
How will you heal me today? Not only do you give me Your body
and Your blood to give me life, but you insist on doing so. Divine
Doctor, Your glory is my healing and it is enough for You to desire
it, for it to happen in a moment. The most stubborn of illnesses are
merely like soldiers awaiting orders from their general. Order, oh
Lord, the whole troop of ills that distress me, to leave me, and at that
moment, they will leave me. Only be willing to heal me and at that
hour I will be healed.
11) I know that not only can I ask You to heal me but also to take care
of me. I accept all the operations You judge to be necessary: open me
up, cut me up, split me into pieces, tear pieces out of me, put iron
7)
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and fire inside me… I place myself entirely in Your holy hands and I
subject myself to everything. Give me any treatment You please. I
am ready to follow it. Order me to deprive myself of whatever it
may be, to do such and such a thing and I will do it without a single
doubt because with faith, I am placing my life into Your hands and I
cannot deceive You.
12) Lord Jesus, You are my doctor and my help. Stay in all my
senses and my body and they will be healed of the various ills that
afflict them.
13) What do you want me to give You, my beloved doctor, for having
come to me and for the divine medicine that You have brought me
today? What can I give You that will be worthy of only You,
Yourself? I offer You Your own grandeur and perfection and above
all the infinite charity that has moved You to come and heal me. I
also completely surrender to You, myself and everything that
belongs to me. I want to put to Your service, the health that You are
giving me.
14) I promise You, heavenly doctor, that from now on I will avoid not
only every sin but everything that has the appearance of it.
15) I will never forget this moment, this medicine that you also give
my soul with Your sacred body and Your precious blood. I thank
You with all my heart and I beseech all the Angels and saints to
thank You for me.
16) A goodness such as Yours was required in order to make You come
down from the heavens for the purpose of coming to heal me. So stay
with me; do not forsake me for a moment. Be my guide; feed me with
the eternal fruit of life so as to o repair my weakened strength.
17) Into Your hands, Lord, I place my life, my illness and my strength.
You have what you want from me, but do not let me lose my soul. If
the health of the body is important, much more so is the health of my
spirit and the latter belongs to You, Lord. Have pity on my soul.
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My Jesus, be my doctor, my medicine and allow Your Blessed
Mother to be my nurse, my companion, my refuge and my comfort.
Amen.

18)

WHERE IS THAT LIVING FAITH?
SM-110

20-Aug-94
10:40 p.m.

The Lord

My little children, it is for you that My Holy Mother was
preparing the path, and it is to you that I, wounded and hopeful,
address the question: How are you proceeding in your practice of
piety? Is it with lukewarmness and certain dissolution of spirit?
Where is that pure love that you ought to be embracing? Where
is that fervor that ought to guiding everything that concerns Me
with ardent zeal?
2) Where is that living faith that fills the mind and heart with
the truths of salvation? Where is that unwavering faith that
does not hesitate to reach for help from Heaven even when it
seems that there is nothing to hope for?
3) Where is that deep humility that tends to place itself under
the feet of others? Where is that perfect obedience which does
not fail to observe a single point of the law? Where is that
continuous prayer that never loses Me from sight? Where is
that contempt for the world that sees the dregs of material
things? Where are those Christian virtues that you ought to be
practicing?
4) I require of you a conversion that not only makes you avoid
mortal sins but obliges you to guard against the slightest faults
committed on purpose, a conversion that not only makes you
avoid evil but one that stirs you to do good works and makes you
enter into the practice of the most solid and perfect virtues.
1)
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You are obliged to do all this in recompense for the
incomparable love of My Mother and because of all the
generous things I have bestowed on you. Do not allow the
infinite number of graces you have been given to remain
written down on a page without bearing fruit.
6) Value each word made especially for each one of you, for
your group, for this mission that I have given you, almost like
the one I gave My Apostles, to carry to the world “MY WORD’,
and to be the heralds of “MY MERCY.”
7) How many saints there are who have lived a life of
mortification while asking for a ray of My light to reveal the
path to them, while you who possess the whole sun, continue to
delay your conversion…!
5)

THE INGRATITUDE OF MANKIND
SM-111

22-Aug-94
11:20 a.m.

The Lord

My little daughter, look at the extremes reached by the
ingratitude of human beings, because even though they have
cost Me so much and they have been told that I am the
sovereign being of their lives. They have forgotten everything
to the point of casting Me shamefully from their hearts and
handing over My kingdoms to My cruelest enemies.
2) If human beings could only see the depths of their misery
and the profundity of their nothingness, they would have no
more vanity because it is based on nothing but untruth, and My
truth would destroy it. I have granted them the grace of asking
Me for a perfect conversion through the merits of My life, My
blood and My death... They do not know how to find Me…
1)
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They neglect the bloodless sacrifice of My body and blood
unceasingly offered on the altar.
MY CHILDREN DO NOT DEFEND MY CAUSE
SM-112

22-Aug-94

The Lord

My children have forgotten to defend My cause. They have
neglected the communion with the saints and the blessed in
Heaven. They have neglected veneration and respect for My
Mother; they are no longer certain of knowing if they are going
along the correct path or not.
2) Even the members of My Church flatter themselves that they
are walking the right course, yet they may be advancing along
the paths of Hell with a thread of a life that they mistakenly
enjoy... Their little love, their little acknowledgement, their little
application to service and their little fervor when they approach
the holy mysteries are causing them to be condemned.
3) My love for human beings reaches such a point that even if
they are totally useless to Me and I am infinitely rich, powerful
and joyful by Myself, I have wished to purchase the small
kingdom of their hearts at the cost of life and blood. I have
been whipped to pieces, crowned with thorns, spat upon,
slapped and placed on an infamous cross, dying of grief and
shame in order to save them from the hands of My enemies and
establish My Kingdom in them.
4) Even today when My Mercy surpasses every limit, I come
again to hand Myself to them in order to be their King and their
Kingdom. Their King because I want to reign over them and
their Kingdom because I want them to reign in Me and with Me
and to enter into possession of all My grandeurs, My glory and
My riches.
1)
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OPEN YOUR HEARTS
24-Aug-94
9:45 a.m.

SM-113

The Blessed
Mother

Little children, open the doors of your hearts and let the King
of glory enter. Let everything that is inside you acknowledge
Him as sovereign. Hand Him the keys of your freedom, the
power that He has given you over your souls and your bodies,
over all your faculties, and over all the exterior things that you
possess. Ask for everything to be subject to Him from now on
and for nothing to be done without His Divine Will.
2) Receive Him with the greatest feelings possible of love,
respect, joy, adoration, humility, sorrow for your sins, and
desire to be possessed by Him. Offer to Him, in addition to this
greeting, all the acclaim, all the honor, and all the respect with
which the angels and the blessed received Him in Heaven the
day of His triumphant Ascension, and all the glory and the
magnificence with which the Father welcomed Him and placed
Him at His right hand on a throne equal to His.
3) Ask Him to sow His divine doctrine in your hearts, like the
best and most patient of Master’s. Abandon yourselves to Him,
My children.
1)

I AM THE SHEPHERD
SM-114

24-Aug-94
10:12 a.m.

The Lord

I am the Shepherd who unhesitatingly gave Himself for the
salvation of His flock. I am the Shepherd who comes to you to
1)
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keep you from going astray and being devoured by the wolves
that set traps for you every moment.
2) I am your shepherd, My son. Today, I want to receive you as
one of My sheep, to heal your wounds and give you food to eat
which is infinitely delightful: My peace and My love.
3) If your soul is dying of hunger and weakness, I will restore
your strength. I wish to purify your heart and your feelings so
that you may enjoy the divine pasture that I want to give you
and receive the effects that this produces in hearts that have
surrendered to My Mercy.
4) If you have ungratefully disobeyed My voice of warning on
many occasions, if you have scorned My caresses and threats on
other occasions, if you have wounded and torn to pieces other
sheep of My flock, if you have led many astray with you, if you
have infected others by your example, if you have poisoned
others by your malicious talk… I will no longer remember.
5) From the moment when I reach you in order to hinder you
from perishing, as if My whole happiness consisted in
possessing you, I will show you the extent of this love. It has
been a long road [to travel in] running after a sheep that
maliciously fled from meeting Me... I only ask you today to
open your heart to Me so that I may rest in it after the fatigue I
have experienced seeking you and possessing you, feeding you,
comforting you and making you happy.
6) Look steadily at Me. Other shepherds grab the skin of their
sheep to make them love and follow them. I grabbed your
human nature. The former feed themselves with the milk of
their sheep. I feed Mine with My own body and blood. They
cover themselves with their very beautiful robes. I clothe those
who are Mine with Myself. They kill their sheep and sell them
for their own needs. I have allowed Myself to be sold in order
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to save those who are Mine and I have handed Myself over to
death in order to save their lives.
7) Let Me watch over you to protect you.
I will give you
grazing in juicy pastures; I will lead you to fountains of life. I
will seek favorable shelters for you where you can rest from
your work and take cover from the heat of summer and the
rigors of winter. I will hold you in My arms, in My bosom.
8) If you are blind, I will give you sight. I will heal you when
you are sick; I will take you where you cannot go. I will feed
you if you are hungry; I will wait for you when you cannot
follow Me. If you fall through weakness, I will strengthen you;
if you are stubborn and disobedient, I will correct you. If you
are on the verge of getting lost, I will guide you and I will
defend you when wolves attack you. If you want to escape
from Me, I will put you in chains with the sweet bonds of My
love.
9) Your salvation has taken Me a long time. I have shed blood
to save you and I have wept over your perdition a great deal of
the time. Today I want to comfort Myself over your return...
Come, My Son, I have come down from the holy mountain
because I want to pasture you with the divine food that I have
prepared, so that it will be your strength, your joy and your
delight. I am at one and the same time your shepherd, your
pasture and your life.
PRAYER AT THE EUCHARIST
Jesus of my soul, thank You for coming to visit me today. Do not
leave me in the pitiable state You found me in. Make me know the
effects of Your beloved and precious visit.
11) You have acknowledged and treated me today as Your child;
Divine love, continue to be in me, I beseech you. Protect me, rule
10)
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me, lead me and consider my need to be in agreement with Your
will.
12) Do not leave me to my own ways, for only You are my path. I
cannot but be lost if You leave me my free will. Stay close to me to
guide and lead me…
13) My love, I have promised to listen to Your voice and obey Your
commandments. I am in this plan. Command what you wish me to
do and I will do it on time with the help of Your Blessed Mother.
14) I will not listen to my flesh and blood. I will not listen to my selflove. I will only give ear to Your Divine Spirit… I do not want to
give You the disappointment of losing me. I will be firm in the
obedience that I owe You and I will not approach the depths of the
abyss.
15) Forgive me if the coldness of my ingratitude dried the blood of
Your wounds. From this day on, let the warmth of my love warm
and make Your precious blood shine.
PRAYER ASKING THE LORD TO GRANT US THE GIFT OF
ACKNOWLEDGING OUR SINS
My Lord, eternal spring of light that probes the heart and what is
most intimate in human beings and whom nothing is hidden from, I
come to beseech You to illuminate my mind so that I may come to
know the state of my conscience and the sins that I am guilty of
before You.
17) Lord, let light be born in my mind so as to scatter the deep
darkness within me. Let me see myself as I am in Your presence, so
that by recognizing the enormity of my sins, I may accuse myself of
them before the tribunal of Confession and obtain forgiveness. Let
there shine on me a ray of that light that You will shed on my soul
at the moment of its separation from my body, when I go and
present myself before Your tribunal so that by acknowledging the
16)
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deformity of my sins, I may expiate them in the Sacrament of
Penance.
18) Pour into my heart the feelings of a sincere and true contrition, so
that I will weep for them and detest them in such a way as to deserve
forgiveness. Do not allow me to deceive myself by a false act of
penance that will not serve but to make me guiltier. I beseech you,
Lord, put into my heart all the suffering that is necessary to derive
fruit from this Sacrament.
I LOVE YOU AND WATCH OVER YOU
SM-115

25-Aug-94
2:55 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

My little children, how My maternal love thanks you for the
affection that you bestow on Me. In these times, in the midst of
the corruption that has harmed humanity, you are an oasis of
hope.
2) Do not fear, little daughter. You will be in good hands; open
your heart to My beloved daughter and place a rosary in her
hand tonight when you pray. Tell her that I ask her not to
separate from him.
3) All of you must hurry with the book, The Miracle of Divine
Mercy that the world will receive from the Lord, will begin to
spread.
Understand that you are a small but valuable
instrument for this grand finale. You cannot begin to know
how many people and how many places those messages will
reach. Do not allow time to get in the way of this project so
carefully planned and which My Son has agreed to through Me.
4) Time is running out. Please postpone other things and put
aside things of the moment. Help Me! The period of bloodshed
for the Church is at the door and Our words must reach all My
children by different sources.
1)
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Very special graces have been given to you in abundance.
Use them wisely.
6) Kneel down with Me in an attitude of reparation for the
countless offenses committed against the Most Holy Trinity. I
love you and I watch over you…
5)

SEEK MY GLORY
SM-116

26-Aug-94

The Lord

My daughter, My throne is a throne of fire and light, of
justice and holiness. On it, I await you like the prodigal son, not
only happy to receive you but preparing a banquet for you, to
make you a gift of the ring of faith, the clothing of charity and
the footwear of hope.
2) The only thing I ask of you is that in order to eat this food,
you leave the husks for the pigs, and you give up the delights
that are not of My Kingdom.
3) To be worthy to eat it, you must be a child of the Heavenly
Father and follow an honest life. It was not prepared for the
dogs or the slaves, that is, for the souls that live under the law
of sin.
4) Therefore, clothe yourself in the spirit and virtues of the
children of God before presenting yourself to receive Me...
5) You do not know how I love the tears that adorn your face.
Love Me always, and remember that I exhaled My perfume so
that you may breathe. Let Me rest on your bosom and pierce
you with love and tenderness. Do you see how there was no
reason to offend Me?
6) I want to repair the features of your face, to restore its
original beauty, to heal its wounds, to give back its strength and
1)
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vigor, to remove from it every sign of ignominy and clothe it
with the adornments appropriate to its birth.
7) In exchange, in everything you do, you will seek nothing but
My glory and the fulfillment of My Will. You have Me like a
Father; choose the path of the truth and the knowledge of
salvation; lead a worthy life; labor at everything as I Myself
would labor and repeat to Me with love the words: Abba
Father!
I COME TO CHANGE YOUR MISERIES INTO HAPPINESS
SM-117

28-Aug-94
8:15 p.m.

The Lord

My children, do you not want to free yourselves from your
misfortune? Can it be that you want to remain in that shameful
state of slavery, in that cruel state of servitude? Do you not
want to free yourselves from your heavy chains?
2) Here is the price of your ransom. I place it in your hands on
the Sacred Altar for you to offer to My Father. Dust yourselves
off; get up and break the chains around your neck. You have
been sold for nothing and you will be redeemed without it
costing you anything.
3) I come to change your miseries into happiness. I come to
establish My Kingdom in your hearts. The bread of the
Eucharist is the bread of intelligence, which fills those who
worthily eat it with the light of wisdom. It is the true fruit of
the tree of knowledge which will make you perfectly wise with
the wisdom of the saints. Receive it ardently, desiring to be
filled with its lights.
1)
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WHY DO YOU NOT LEARN TO FORGIVE?
SM-118

29-Aug-94
4:10 p.m.

The Lord

Why do you not learn to forgive?
2) Take your example from Me who never denied you
forgiveness for having often abused My love and fallen back into
sin. I absolved the woman who sinned when she arrived at My
feet. I forgave the sins of the Publican when he humbled himself
and I forgave the good thief when he acknowledged his sin.
3) I do not cast from My side sinners; I do not close the door of
My Mercy on the wretched.
4) I offer Myself before you so that you will give unlimited
forgiveness to those who offend you.
5) Do not deny yourselves all the joys of paradise because of
not being able to forgive.
6) Do not condemn yourselves to an eternity of infernal
torments because of your blindness and stupidity… Oh, hearts
of stone, that after the bloodiest outrages you have committed
against your God, you do regret the wickedness of your
conduct…
7) Do you expect to gain Heaven by leading a life of rancor and
vengeance? Do you not know that you will not be able to enter
it without asking forgiveness for your sins as you forgive those
who offend you? Do not be condemned by your foolishness.
1)
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I HAVE FREED YOU FROM SIN
SM-119

30-Aug-94
11:05 a.m.

The Lord

I have freed you from many conditions of slavery, My
daughter, and mainly from sin. I have led you to silent interior
repentance to bring about control over yourself. I have changed
the current of rivers in order to plunge My charity into calm
waters… I have made of you one link more in the plan of My
love for humanity, and I have made your brothers into
instruments of Merciful Salvation.
2) The most beautiful gift of all is seeing you united around Us.
You should love each other even more and hold hands walking
together so that in the world which is dominated by Satan, you
will not allow yourselves to be seduced by his weapons. Pray
every time you encounter hardship, because very harsh times
await you, and yet you must not be distressed. My Mother will
protect you.
3) Little children, spread balm on the open wounds that you
see. Take Our words to those who walk in discouragement and
periods of dryness. The instrument is in your hands…
4) How I value the intimacy of your life, love, adoration and
reparation at the Eucharist… See Me in it, with the power of
understanding, faith and will. May you be born each day with
grace and holiness, to purity and to the hope of love; just as I
rose from the dead to the right side of the Father, where I am
pleased to extend My blessing to all those who participate in the
making of the first book, the first drop from this “Spring.”
1)
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CONSECRATION TO JESUS
My Jesus, victim of love, who consumes Yourself in the flames of
charity, let me burn in Your volcano this day.
6) Lord, I promise You that everything that happens to me this day, I
will accept with the same peacefulness and joy whether it is good or
bad, because I will see the fulfillment of Your will and the glory that
you derive from it. My pleasure will be to see shining in my actions,
Your goodness and magnificence and I will stifle feelings of sadness
and depression in order to rejoice in the satisfaction of Your justice.
7) I will employ my whole mind and will in advancing the few or
many talents that You have placed in my hands. I will put all my
comfort, my happiness, my success only into the fulfillment of Your
will and I will have not other objective but to unite mine to It.
8) If I make these promises to you, My God, it is with the hope of Your
help. Make of me an immortal flame that always rises towards the
glory of the Father, to die of love for You and with You in an eternal
furnace. Amen.
5)

HOW MUCH SUFFERING THERE IS IN THIS COUNTRY
SM-120

31-Aug-94
6:30 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Beloved little children, how much suffering there is in this
country. Power is exalted like an idol and wealth is sought
after as the supreme value.
2) Satan has entered your homeland in order to plunge it into
mourning and suffering; to divide you, to sow in hearts
coldness, dryness, vengeance and ambition.
3) This rebellion against the most frail, the most defenseless,
is a rebellion against God. They are setting traps like wild
animals for My most humble of children and the result will
be hatred, rebellion and violence.
1)
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Please pray, little children. Today I ask you to pray much
more so that your lives will be a permanent prayer. The
moment has arrived when Our hearts must be glorified for
the sake of humanity. Offer your Communion this week for
Your homeland and for the Pope. Ask for the perfect
fulfillment of the Divine Will of My Son.
4)

PRAYER OF FORGIVENESS
(At the meeting of “Choose”:)
6) Forgive, Lord, not for the times when I may love but for the times
when I neglected love.
7) Forgive, for not having come out in defense of the abused.
8) Forgive, for not offering love to an orphan in need of parents.
9) Forgive, for not having sat in a park –one hour each month– to
listen to the complaints and thoughts of an old person.
10) Forgive, for speaking ill of people that I do not like.
11) Forgive, for not finding the child who needs my help.
12) Forgive, for never washing the feet of those who belong to me.
13) Forgive, for being unable to turn the other cheek when I was
insulted.
14) Forgive, for being repelled by the wounds of an unknown person.
15) Forgive, for not being able to clean the nostrils of a child who is a
beggar.
16) Forgive, for not knowing if servants in my house are suffering
and have problems.
17) Forgive, for forgetting that every person is Christ living close to
me.
18) Forgive, for wasting time seeking answers to my problems among
human beings and not knowing that You are here to listen to me.
19) Forgive, for loving myself more than You to the point of not
approaching the confessional.

5)
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Forgive, for forgetting that You are the Alpha and the Omega
and that I will only be able to forgive myself on the day when You
find me.
21) Forgive, for that weeping that does not allow me to abandon
myself into Your beloved arms.
22) Forgive, Lord, for the years that I wasted without finding You.
Thank you, Lord Jesus for forgiving me...
20)

BEGIN A NEW LIFE
SM-121

2-Sep-94
1:30 p.m.

The Lord

My children, you have an inheritance in your hands. Do not
waste it.
2) Begin a new life.
Train yourselves in the habit of never
committing a mortal sin. Do not become lost in the commerce
of the world or in any business deals that might harm your
souls. Make time for prayer, reading and other spiritual
exercises so that you fulfill your heavenly and earthly
obligations without neglecting any of them.
1)

I INVITE YOU TO MEDITATE
SM-122

2-Sep-94
1:30 p.m.

The Lord

Think about some offences that you may never have stopped
to think about:
2) The offence of having thoughts of despairing of My Mercy, of
not having accepted as submissively as you should have, the
adversities that you have been tested with, and of having become
upset and disturbed about them through your lack of faith and
surrender.
1)
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Of not having been faithful in following inspirations from
Me.
4) Of having arrived at the sacraments of Confession and
Communion with little preparation and devotion, like a daily
routine. Without stopping for a few minutes to spiritually
enjoy a visit from Me.
5) Of not having the charity you ought to have towards your
neighbor, of not having assisted or helped him or her when you
were able to do so. What you do to your brothers and sisters,
you do to Me.
6) You say that you want to see Me; you pray for a word from
My mouth. Your brothers and sisters and all your fellow
neighbors are there for you to see Me in them. You have a book
in order to find the path towards Me… The seed was planted in
good soil. I await its fruits.
7) I want you to be good, holy, free of every worldly stain while
still living in the world. I want you to be examples of love of
and obedience to the Divine Will...
3)

YOU ASK FOR FORGIVENESS… WITHOUT BEING READY TO
FORGIVE
SM-123

3-Sep-94
7:30 p.m.

The Lord

(At the retreat of the group “Choose”):
2) I am near you praying the Our Father. Little children, how
can you dare to recite the words “Forgive us our trespasses as
we forgive those who trespass against us.”? You repeat that
prayer without thinking about it, without seeing that you are
condemning yourselves when you ask for forgiveness that you
are not prepared to give.

1)
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Examine this teaching thoroughly, this thought that you have
just labored over… Dedicate one, two, or ten hours to it, on one
or on several nights to reach an understanding of it. How I
value the word “Forgiveness”! And how you should value it!
4) No one comes to Me if the Father does not call them, so how
can you want Him to call you if you are closing the nearest door
to intimacy with God?
3)

INVOKE THE HOLY SPIRIT:
Pray to Him… invoke the Holy Spirit to fill you with the
invaluable grace of forgiveness.
6) Take as an example the humility of My Mother who knew
nothing of pride or rancor… Humility is what crowns you at
the foot of the altar…
5)

PRAYER OF FASTING AND COMMUNION
SM-124

6-Sep-94
3:45 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Little daughter, there will be many more attacks, but all of
you should not worry. Prayer, fasting and Communion are the
most powerful exorcism for you. My enemy can do nothing
against the person who is in the state of grace.
2) Pray the Rosary and keep nearby in each room blessed
crucifixes and rosaries. Periodically sprinkle all your rooms
with holy water and above all, be certain that I am protecting
you.
3) Ask your children to go to Communion.
1)
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7-Sep-94
RENUNCIATION OF THE WORLD
4) World, from this moment on, I die to you. I no longer have any
thought, any desire, any affection through which I can be useful to
you. Do not talk of your joys and pleasures; the dead have no
feelings. Do not offer me your goods and your riches anymore; the
dead are undeceived by them. Do not build up any hope I have of
your glory and happiness any longer; the dead do not expect
anything from you.
5) I no longer have any thoughts, wishes or inclinations except for
My Savior, because I live only for Him. It is in God that I place all
my joy and my comfort, all my good and my treasure, all my glory
and my happiness.
6) I will not use the energy of my soul and the limbs of my body
except to honor and serve Him. My mind will apply itself so as to
consider His interests, which will blind anything else: all my
faculties will be so busy working to serve Him that they will no
longer have any strength to be concerned with anything else.
DO NOT ABANDON JESUS!
SM-125

8-Sep-94
11:20 a.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Little children, please do not abandon Jesus for a vain honor,
a frivolous pleasure, a trivial interest.
2) Many of you prefer the most trivial creature to the Lord and
you would rather enjoy it for a moment than possess Him with
all His riches for all eternity. Do not scorn His love, reopening
His wounds. Do not snatch from Him the fruit of His blood, by
depriving yourselves of all the advantages that He gained for
you by shedding it for you on the cross.
1)
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He reconciled you to the Father by His death. Do not bring
on once again His indignation over your faults. He healed your
wounds; do not open them again. He has put Heaven within
your reach; do not sell the right that you acquired at the price of
His life.
4) Allow yourselves to be led by Him, trusting in His divine will.
Live the grace of your Baptism by giving up the seductions of the
world... Thank you for remembering Me today in such an
affectionate manner.
3)

PRAYER
SM-126

8-Sep-94
1:40 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Pray, My daughter. Pray with your heart and with your
mind. May all your senses be a prayer. Do not allow yourself
to be carried away by anger... That offends God.
2) (I ask to see Her for a second to give Her a kiss for Her Birthday).
3) You still cannot see Me, but I approach you to give you a
kiss...
1)

EVERYTHING YOU DO, YOU WILL DO WITH ME
SM-127

Continuing on the
same day

The Lord

I must leave you, My daughter, love of My sufferings, echo
of My voice, chosen by Us to begin the great Miracle of the
return to faith.
2) (Do not leave me, Lord!)
3) Until the moment when you will be able to see Me, do not
doubt that I will reward you. I reward the love and endeavor of
My children. Feel Me… You will need to receive Me daily in
1)
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order to feel Me in you. Everything you do, you will do with
Me; you will feel Me inside of you. My Divine Will requests
that of you. I do not want inappropriate words or gestures; I do
not want offences against your neighbor; I do not want
impatience; I do not want distraction in your spiritual life…
4) I need love, little daughter, all your love. I need you to be
strong, decisive, trusting. Love My Mother. We are one in heart
and mind... She led Me to you.
5) (I am afraid that You will leave me.)
6) You must not fear anything; nothing will happen to you.
You are with the Holy Spirit, because that is what you ask for
every day. I will stay within you, in your purity. You will be
able to do everything in My name and through My wounds.
7) Fast and do penance for every one of them.
8) (Lord, let me see You for a second.)
9) Everything has its time. Wish for it… In what place do you
think I should be? Which dwelling place to visit?
10) (In a beautiful, pure place, worthy of God, My Lord…)
11) Then prepare that place for Me, according to your love…
My peace is with you.
YOU WILL ALL NEED TO LIVE BY LOVE AND FAITH
SM-128

12-Sep-94
7:50 p.m.

The Lord

The time has arrived when you all will need to live by prayer
and faith. But you have the enormous advantage of the fact
that I did not teach you like those who came before you, by
means of My Patriarchs and Prophets, whom I made use of in
order to speak to My people. I taught you Myself, without
1)
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thinking of whether you deserved this grace of not... Love
moved Me to do so, only love.
2) I have sent My Mother to prepare you, because I want from
you meek hearts to accept and understand the doctrine of this
Master of yours. I require that you renounce your previous
faults.
3) From now on, do not seek anywhere in your minds, wills,
senses, limbs, thoughts, desires and actions. May you be as I
am on the altar: a Host. Therefore, die and live at one and the
same time. Die to all creatures and live for God.
4) Live and exist only for the Whole; be consumed in the flames
of My love. Be filled with My Word. May you fly like lightning
to everything that could contribute to the glory of the Most
High. Take part in it without love, pleasure, fear, sorrow,
complaints of nature, requests from friends, or persecutions by
enemies having the power to hold you back.
5) The suffering and shame that you undergo because of Me,
will be your delight. Live in such submission to My will, that if
you love your bodies, your lives, your health and the good
things I will have given you, it is not because your nature finds
its pleasure, comfort and interest in that, but because I desire
that you value them and because I have entrusted their care to
you.
6) All your activities will be the same to you when they are laid
down for you by My will, since it is My will that gives merit to
them. My peace be in you.
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HOLY SPIRIT
15-Sep-94
1:40 p.m.

SM-129

The Lord

When I unite My death and Resurrection with your baptism,
they carry the germ of the Holy Spirit. You only need to ask for
His gifts in order to be rid of your crutches and begin to walk
along the path of virtue.
2) Only that intercessor can prevent you from falling into the
abyss. All the efforts, cares and assistance from creatures are
useless without the continuous chain of gifts with which He
frees you from every danger and leads you to the gate of
salvation.
3) Surrender your senses to the Divine Paraclete to make
Himself present with His notable effects, with His light and
inspiration. Then you will attain an immense power of love
and dominion over your own nature, human and as such,
vulnerable and weak, with a tendency to fall.
1)

MY HEART RUNS TO MEET YOU
SM-130

17-Sep-94
7:50 p.m.

The Lord

My children, you only need to desire to meet Me, and My
heart will run to meet you. In it, you will find refuge from the
cruelties of human hearts. It accepts you while they reject you.
It comforts you while they abandon you. It consoles you while
they distress you.
2) In this Heart you will find in abundance, what you need to
make up for all your losses. With My humility, you will make
up for what you have lost through your pride. With obedience
to Me, you will make up for what you have lost through your
1)
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rebellion. With My fervor, you will make up for what you have
lost through your laziness.
3) With My virtues you will make up for what you have lost
through your sins. This heart loves the Father for your sake; it
gives thanks to Him; it honors Him; it satisfies Him for your
sake, so as to compensate for your failures in all those
obligations.
4) My heart watches over you when you sleep and it works
when you rest… It is the shield that frees you from the heavenly
chastisement that you have been asking for, the wall against the
fury of your invisible enemies and the support for your
weaknesses that constantly try to cause you death.
5) Embrace It, and desire to enclose yourselves in It. Ask My
Mother to direct you towards My heart through Her Immaculate
Heart and the latter will purify you in order to present you to
God the Father...
UPHOLD MY WORDS
SM-131

19-Sep-94
8:45 p.m.

The Blessed
Mother

Beloved little children, My heart rejoices when it confirms
that in this past year, you have responded to the invitation to
uphold My words and those of My beloved Son, to meditate on
them and keep them jealously in your hearts. You have opened
your minds and your souls to the voices of Heaven. You have
grown in spirit and in love… The fruits of this beautiful tree of
tenderness that I have been scattering like loving rain are now
becoming visible through the conversions, the prayers of the
children, the many people who have returned to the path of the
1)
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Lord, and through the Rosaries that are recited daily in your
homeland.
2) At this time when the Mystery of the greatest wickedness is
at the door, I want to console you by assuring you that the
greatest Miracle of mercy is also present on earth among men
and women. To the hand of all My beloved children gone
astray.
3) Carry the messages everywhere in the world. It will be a cry
of hope in the bloody times of purification.
4) I feel very consoled by all of you. Nevertheless, I advise you
to polish your edges, to give up criticism, egotism, and
attachment to worldly life… A great deal is still lacking in you,
and I want to help you; I want to see you perfect, pure and
transparent.
5) Take a few moments to reflect at night and to go over your
little faults committed during the course of the day. Then ask
the Holy Spirit to bathe you in His divine light; ask Jesus to
infect your human personality with His perfection, and invoke
My comfort and My help as many times as you need.
6) Satan is very clever. Do not let him into your group. Pray,
fast, do penance and make small daily sacrifices… When you
want to find Us, read the book that We leave you with love…
CONSECRATION TO JESUS
7) My Lord, after many consecrations that I have already made to You
with my whole being, I come to make You another one at the foot of
Your altars, stirred by the new fire in which my heart burns with all
Your Being.
8) So My Jesus, I offer You, my soul, my life, my senses, my energy
and everything that I am, as a perfect holocaust of love. Favorably
accept, I beseech You, the victim that I present to You and comfort
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me in the flames of Your burning charity. May that immense fire
that burns in Your Divine Heart descend on me to entirely consume
me, because I do not seek to offer You an ordinary sacrifice like the
one that was offered in the Old Law, where the one who presented it
shared the host with you and ate a portion while the other portion
burned on Your alter. I propose to consecrate to You a perfect
sacrifice where everything is entirely consumed to the glory of Your
holy name without anything being left for me.
MY BODY AND MY BLOOD ARE IN THE EUCHARIST
SM-132

23-Sep-94
12:50 p.m.

The Lord

1) My

children, I have told you that My body and My blood are
in the Eucharist. Believe in My word which is ineffable… There
is My body, which was born in the most pure womb of the
Blessed Virgin and which was nailed on the cross for the
salvation of humankind, and the blood which issued from My
side, from My wounds, the blood that is precious because every
drop was a torrent of love. Believe that My Most Holy soul, My
person and Divinity are the same, because they are united to My
body and blood. Believe that the adorable persons of the Father
and the Holy Spirit are also inseparable from My person.
2) Believe that My sacred body, while being alive, is united to
My blood and that they are one another, under each one of the
two species…
3) Finally, believe that at the moment when the Priest has
uttered the sacred words, the substance of bread and wine has
changed into the substance of My Body and Blood which is
hidden under its appearances. And no matter how your eyes,
your taste, your touch, your senses and your reason itself
struggle against that miraculous change, convincing you that on
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the altar there is nothing but bread and wine as before, put
them [your senses etc.] aside, against the testimony of My word.
4) Do not try to understand anything in this Mystery of love.
Embrace it as I give it to you, because My word will not pass
away… Print this truth on your spirits: have a living and perfect
faith in it and look with focused and sure eyes under the veil of
the sacrament of the body that fills all of Heaven with the
brilliance of its glory: that is the Mystery of faith.
PRAYER OF ADORATION
TO THE EUCHARISTIC JESUS
Sep-94
Although I do not see on our altars any sign of Your grandeur, Oh
God of majesty, whose infinite charity towards mankind has placed
You on them {the altars] in the most profound state of annihilation
imaginable, for the purpose of adapting Yourself to its [mankind’s]
weakness, could have endured the splendor of Your glory,
nevertheless, I acknowledge You as my King and My God. I adore
You as sovereign Lord of all things, as God of all nature and Creator
of the universe. Make me pay You all the respect that I could never
pay to any simple creature.
6) I surrender to You my whole being, my life, everything that I am,
and everything that I possess and that I am certain to possess from
Your generous hand. I am aware of your infinite grandeur and
perfection, above every idea and expression.
7) I gaze upon this great universe, and everything it encompasses,
which is as less than one atom in comparison with You. Unable as I
am to find it in Myself to honor You in a way which is worthy of Your
infinite majesty, I join all Your holy angels in Heaven and the
righteous on earth and especially Your most holy humanity,
subsisting in the Divine Word and the Most Holy Virgin Mary, Your
5)
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Mother, in order to honor You through them and with them, and to
offer You all the honor and glory that they pay You and will pay You
for all eternity.
8) I also unite myself to all the glory that You possess within Your
Divine being. In it, I take the whole share that a weak creature can
take, and I offer it to You in a spirit of adoration and homage.
PRAYER OF HOPE
Inexhaustible Spring of goodness and mercy, no matter how great
the multitude and the enormity of my sins may be, and how
unworthy I may be of Your graces because of my faults, I hope,
nevertheless, to obtain from You relief from my miseries and
forgiveness of my sins.
10) Fortify yourself, my soul, in the hope that you will receive from
your Divine Savior, all the help and advantages that you can
possibly desire. Expect unending good things from the immense
love that the Lord offers you, and prepare yourself to receive them
through your unwavering hope, through your immense desire and
by giving up everything that is worldly, and everything that is not
close to the Lord.
9)

The Blessed Mother
From this day forward, My children, I will be with all of you
and each one of you will feel My presence. Your love must
grow and your need for the only thing that will have the power
to reconcile you with the Lord: Communion. In My great plan
of love about you, await the happiness of the new era. Jesus is
the great conqueror. Have trust. You will see the triumph of
My Immaculate Heart. 


1)
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APPENDIX A
THE CHURCH DECREE COMMISSIONING
THE APOSTOLATE OF THE NEW EVANGELIZATION
Translated from the original official document in Spanish:
ARCHDIOCESE OF COCHABAMBA
Casilla 129-Telfs.: (042) 56562 (042) 56563
Fax (042) 50522-Cochabamba, Bolivia
DECREE 1999/118
MONSGR. RENÉ FERNÁNDEZ APAZA
ARCHBISHOP OF COCHABAMBA
Considering that the founders of “the Apostolate of the New
Evangelization” (A.N.E.) have applied with the following
documentation for formation as a private catholic association.
That the goals and objectives of “the Apostolate of the New
Evangelization” concur with the directives for the lay
apostolate as per the Second Vatican Council and the
Magisterium of the Catholic Church.
That according to the Code of Canon Law the rightful Church
authority to form an association of a private nature for the
faithful and to grant it legal solicitorship is the diocesan Bishop
within its territory (c.312).
WE DECREE
Article 1. To approve the constitution of “the Apostolate of the
New Evangelization” (A.N.E.) as a private Catholic association,
with eclesiastic legal solicitorship in accordance to the Code of
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Canon Law (cc. 113-123, 298-329) and other standard
appropriateness.
Article 2. To consider reviewed the statute of “the Apostolate
of the New Evangelization,” attached to this decree.
We strongly urge the founders, directors, and members of the
A.N.E. to faithfully comply with the goals of the association and
to promote the New Evangelization under the guidance of the
Church magisterial and its legitimate pastors.
Given by the Archbishop of Cochabamba on the first day of
May, 1999.
[seal of Archdiocese]

/signed/

+ MONSGR. RENÉ FERNÁNDEZ APAZA
ARCHBISHOP OF COCHABAMBA
BY ORDER OF THE ARCHBISHOP
/signed/
ENRIQUE JIMENEZ, CHANCELLOR
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APPENDIX B
WHAT IS THE ANE AND ITS MINISTRIES?

W

e are a lay apostolic movement who have listened to the
call of the Lord, and we have decided to place ourselves
at His service.
We try to carry the Good News of the Gospel to all our sisters
and brothers, in order to contribute to establishing the Kingdom
of God among men and women.
Committed to Jesus Christ and the Catholic Church, we
respond to the call of John Paul, II as he insistently declared in
his three most often repeated phrases during the course of his
pontificate:
“Be saints”; “This is the time for the laity”; and “Let us
promote the New Evangelization of the world”. We assume
responsibility for working with energy and creativity on the
New Evangelization, by attempting to utilize effective strategies
and methods to call to conversion men and women of our
times.

Our Goals
To spread among men and women the living presence of our
Lord Jesus Christ and to help them to live their faith in
accordance with the Gospel, united to Mary in prayer.
To establish small church communities “Little Houses of
Prayer” where we are formed in prayer and knowledge of the
Gospel, within the lines set out by the Magisterium of the
Church, attempting to give witness to a life that is consistent
with the teachings of Jesus.
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To promote the spiritual and human growth of those who
join the Apostolate, motivating the sacramental life of each one
of them and facilitating the study of Sacred Scriptures,
documents of the Church, lives of Saints and ANE’s own
bibliographical material.
Members of ANE have the duty to evangelize each other, and
to evangelize and assist and help those most in need, which is
nothing more than “evangelizing” through their witness and
example.

Our Ministries
“Come, you who are blessed by my Father. Inherit the Kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of the world. For I was
hungry and you gave Me food, I was thirsty and you gave Me
drink, a stranger and you welcomed Me, naked and you clothed
Me, ill and you cared for Me, in prison and you visited Me…
Amen, I say to you, whatever you did for one of these least
brothers of Mine, you did for Me.” (Mt 25, 34-35. 40)
Among those Ministries, the following are the most
outstanding:
Caring for the Sick: Spiritually assisting the sick and their
family members, especially in hospitals and other health
centers: a) Helping those sisters and brothers who go before us,
to have a “good death”, through prayer and frequent receiving
of the Sacraments; b) Consoling and strengthening in God,
family members of the sick; c) Encouraging those who are
temporarily sick to offer their suffering to the Lord and to draw
near Him by using whatever circumstance they are living
through.
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Support for the Church: Seeking the resources to be able to
work together with people who need material help: Parishes,
nuns and priests, seminaries, marginal families and in general,
those with scant resources.
Ministry of Communication: Producing the messages of
evangelization intended for wide distribution, whether through
radio, television, videos, daily papers, our magazine, the
Internet, audio tapes and CD’s.
Catechesis: Planning, coordinating and supervising
catechetical formation of those working for ANE as well as the
contents of the Catechism during the carrying out of
evangelization.
Penitential Work: Accompanying those sisters and brothers
who have suffered the misfortune of temporarily losing their
freedom by inviting them to experience liberation of soul
through the Lord, by reminding them that there is a reality
which is different from that harsh environment that surrounds
them and that our true hope must be placed in God. In the
Prison at Mérida, our Apostolate is in charge of the section of
those suffering from AIDS.
ANE Pro-Life: Unceasingly working to spread campaigns for
the defense of life and responsible fatherhood, and against
abortion, euthanasia and cloning.
ANE Homes: “Centers of Assistance from the Apostolate of
New Evangelization”. Helping in a direct way those most in
need through meals and clothing for people, medical
dispensaries, catechesis and evangelization programs,
rehabilitation programs, literacy planning, delivery of
provisions and counseling services.
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Small Houses of Prayer: Coordinating the work for the
orderly development of the structure of ANE and promoting
the link between the different groups which make up our
Apostolate.
Apostolate of the New Evangelization

APPENDIX C

T

NOTE FROM THE ANE

he books of “The Great Crusade” make up a collection of
volumes, which are already more than 15 in number [in
Spanish], and its teachings convey the spirituality of the
Apostolate of the New Evangelization (ANE), which is based on
Sacred Scripture and the Catechism of the Catholic Church.
The ANE is a Catholic lay movement, which arises in
response to the insistent call of John Paul II to all the baptized,
to commit themselves to the task of promoting the Good News,
that Christ has died and risen again in order to save us from sin.
As Catholics that we are, we fully abide by the Magisterium
of the Catholic Church, which states the following in regards to
the matter of private revelations:
Canon 66: “The Christian economy, therefore, since it is the
new and definitive Covenant, will never pass away; and no
new public revelation is to be expected before the glorious
manifestation of our Lord Jesus Christ. (Vatican Council II,
Dogmatic Constitution ‘Dei Verbum’ 3 AAS 58)
Yet even if Revelation is already complete, it has not been
made completely explicit; it remains for Christian faith
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gradually to grasp its full significance over the course of the
centuries.”
Canon 67: “Throughout the ages, there have been so-called
“private” revelations, some of which have been recognized by
the authority of the Church. They do not belong, however, to
the deposit of faith. It is not their role to improve or complete
Christ's definitive Revelation, but to help live more fully by it
in a certain period of history.
Guided by the Magisterium of the Church, the sensus
fidelium knows how to discern and welcome in these
revelations whatever constitutes an authentic call of Christ or
his saints to the Church.
Christian faith cannot accept ‘revelations’ that claim to
surpass or correct the Revelation of which Christ is the
fulfillment, as is the case in certain non-Christian religions
and also in certain recent sects which base themselves on such
‘revelations’.”
Catechism of the Catholic Church
Canons 66 & 67
You will notice on the inside page of our books the stamp or
“IMPRIMATUR” granted by the Bishops of the Catholic Church,
of the Latin and Chaldean Rites. Some have been translated into
more than eight languages and have been recommended by
several bishops who judge that the reading of them will
facilitate spiritual growth among faithful Catholics.
The first books of the “Great Crusade” series were not
printed with “offset” but were distributed by photocopies taken
directly from the first original transcriptions.
With the passage of time, certain persons –clearly with the
best of intentions– collaborated in “a second transcription and
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formatting of the texts” to photocopy them, given the fact that
“the copies of the copies” turned out to be illegible in some
cases. Unfortunately, in the process, there were so many
spelling and typographical errors committed, that the meaning
of the texts was altered and many problems were created.
Precisely for that reason, the Apostolate of New
Evangelization, at the suggestion of some priests and bishops,
took the decision to request that readers should not make any
further transcriptions of these texts, for any reason or under any
circumstance, without the strict surveillance and the due
authorization of our Director General.
Apostolate of the New Evangelization

APPENDIX D

A

HELP THE ANE TO HELP

ll these books constitute a true gift from God for people
who desire to grow spiritually, and it is for that reason that
the sale price barely covers the cost of their printing and
distribution.
However, as disciples of Christ, the Apostolate of New
Evangelization, among other activities, is developing a wide
range of spiritual and corporal works of mercy to the needy in
seven charitable locations which distribute food and clothing to
the people, and hundreds of places supplied with basic
foodstuffs from the family basket, by promoting evangelization
and catechesis in distant villages, and by providing spiritual
and material support to our brothers and sisters in any number
of jails and hospitals (mainly in Latin America).
All this work can only be carried out through the generosity
of people who responding to the Voice of the Lord, are
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supporting those who are most in need and are donating their
time, their efforts and their material resources for the purpose
of this charity.
If you, the reader of this book find within yourself the desire
to help us in the building of the Kingdom, please get in contact
with us through the addresses and telephone numbers at the
end of this Appendix. The harvest is great, but the workers will
always be few.
Likewise, if you wish to contribute monetarily to the
development of this Work, you can do so by making your tax
deductible donation check payable to: “ANE-USA”. and mailed
to: Love & Mercy Publications, P.O. Box 1160, Hampstead, NC
28443, USA. Donations can be sent along with book and video
orders but they must be made with separate checks with the
book and video order check made payable to: Love and Mercy
Publications. Donations will then be transferred to the ANE
International Headquarters.
In the name of the Lord, we thank you in advance for any
help you can offer us, and we entreat Him who is generous and
provident, to reward you one hundredfold.
May God bless you,
Apostolate of the New Evangelization
ANE OFFICES
www.a-n-e.net - www.jesucristovivo.org
HEADQUARTERS:
Calle 1- H N° 104 X 20
Col. México Norte, C.P. 97128
Mérida, Yucatán, México
Telephone: (52) (999) 944 0540
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(52) (999) 948 30 05
Telefax: (52) (999) 948 1777
CONTACT FOR HELP:
ane.internacional@gmail.com



APPENDIX E
LOVE AND MERCY PUBLICATIONS BOOKS & VIDEOS

L

ove and Mercy Publications is part of a non-profit (IRS 501c
approved), religious, educational organization dedicated to
the dissemination of books, videos and other religious materials
concerning the great Love and Mercy of God. As part of its
mission, this organization distributes with permission the books
containing messages dictated by Jesus and the Virgin Mary to
Catalina (Katya) Rivas as well as other related materials. The
contents of these have been reviewed by Catholic Church
authorities and found to be consistent with the faith and
teachings of the Church. Further information on this can the
found at the beginning of each book.
The books are available in the original Spanish, in English and
some other languages at no cost on the Internet at:
www.LoveAndMercy.org . Also, they are available to order as
printed books from Love and Mercy Publications as follows:
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Books on the Eucharist
The Holy Mass: A profound teaching and testimony with a 2004
Imprimatur on the Holy Mass containing visions at the Mass
and messages dictated by the Virgin Mary and Jesus to Catalina
that can deepen one's spiritual experience at the Divine Liturgy.
This is the most widely read of Catalina’s books.
Holy Hour: A beautiful devotion with a 1998 Imprimatur to
read and pray before the Blessed Sacrament that was dictated
by the Virgin Mary to Catalina and includes traditional prayers
and verses from the Bible. A reader can see and experience the
great love that the Mother of God has for this most blessed of
Sacraments.
In Adoration: A very special meditation with a 2007
Imprimatur about our faith and the Eucharist. It is a testimony
of sublime teachings by Jesus and Mary on the love in the
Eucharist and the Mercy of the Lord and contains 12
extraordinary promises from Our Lord for those who visit Him
frequently in the Blessed Sacrament.
Books on the Passion
The Passion: Reflections on the mystery of Jesus’ suffering and
the value that it has on Redemption as dictated by Jesus, God the
Father and the Virgin Mary to Catalina. This is truly a profound
account of the Passion of the Christ with a 1998 Imprimatur that
will deeply touch and change hearts, increasing one’s love for
Jesus.
The Stations of the Cross: The meditations on the Passion of
the Christ in this booklet were almost all extracted from “The
Passion” (see above) and the remainder was from the Bible. The
mediations are organized to follow the traditional Stations of
the Cross and will provide the reader with a very moving
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spiritual experience of walking with Jesus and hearing Him
describe and explain His Passion as it transpired.
From Sinai to Calvary: Profound visions and teachings that
were dictated by Jesus to Catalina concerning His seven last
words during His Passion that were given to Catalina in
December 2003-January 2004 time period. Completed in 2004
with an Imprimatur.
I Have Given My Life for You: A compilation of messages with
a 2009 Imprimatur, that were given by Jesus to Catalina during
the Lents of 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009. Their beautiful
content is a new call of the Lord to each reader, to unite to Him
in the dramatic moments in which He prepared to surrender His
Life for the salvation of humanity.
Books on other Themes
Divine Providence: A profound teaching on death and
reconciliation including visions and messages dictated by Jesus
to Catalina as well as her personal account coinciding with and
concerning the deaths of her mother and brother within days of
each other in June 2003.
This book has a
formal
recommendation of the Archbishop Emeritus of Cochabamba.
This book can give much hope and comfort to all people, for all
experience during life the death of loved ones and all will
ultimately experience death and a birth to eternal life. A reader
of the book can also gain a deeper understanding of the
Sacraments of Reconciliation and the Anointing of the Sick.
My Broken Christ Walks over the Waters: Catalina’s testimony
with a 2005 Imprimatur on the written work of Fr. Ramón Cué,
SJ, “My Broken Christ” which profoundly touched her. Catalina
seeks not to draw attention to herself but rather to Jesus and
thus, she has shared little of her personal story in the past. But in
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her recent books, this one especially, we begin to perceive the
essence of Catalina’s soul and the depth of her spirituality and
love of Jesus and His Mother
The Visible Face of an Invisible God: A testimony with a 2005
Imprimatur that speaks to us about the importance of living our
Christianity consciously and of deepening our conversion. It
invites us to rediscover the commitment that we, being baptized,
have acquired, so that we can assume this responsibility with the
befitting seriousness.
Praying the Rosary: At the beginning of “The Holy Mass”,
Catalina referred to the Lord and the Virgin Mary providing
instructions to her on how to pray the Rosary. These messages
having been dictated in the Formational Books (see below), all of
which had received a 1998 Imprimatur. This booklet is a
compilation by Love and Mercy Publications of a number of
these messages.
Set of 7 Books of Formational Teachings
These are the initial books of teachings dictated by Jesus and
Mary to Catalina from 1993 to 1998, all with a 1998 Imprimatur.
A person cannot seriously read and study the full set of these
formational teachings of Jesus and Mary without finding one’s
faith, hope and love for God and neighbor profoundly
strengthened and deepened. It is strongly recommended that
the books be read in chronological order which is: Springs of
Mercy, Ark of the New Covenant, The Passion (same book as
described above), The Great Crusade of Love, The Door to
Heaven, The Great Crusade of Mercy and The Great Crusade
of Salvation.
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Catalina continues to receive messages. Please visit
www.LoveAndMercy.org to check on current availability of the
books of Catalina.
Other Recommended Book & Videos
Related Book - “Reason to Believe”: A statue weeps and bleeds
in the same city that Catalina Rivas writes profound teachings
she says are dictated by Christ. Elsewhere, a communion host
(bread) changes to living flesh. Are these claims true? What
does Science have to say? This is a fascinating journey of
Australian lawyer, Ron Tesoriero, in pursuit of answers. On the
way he invites a well-known and highly respected journalist
Mike Willesee to join him. What they discover will confront the
mind and heart of every reader.
DVD-Video - A Plea to Humanity
This video documents recent remarkable supernatural events in
Bolivia. The video was produced by the Australian attorney
and documentary producer, Ron Tesoriero. The video also
includes footage from the 2-hour, prime-time, FOX TV
broadcast, “Signs from God - Science Tests Faith,“ on the bleeding
statue of Christ and on Catalina’s messages.
DVD-Video - The Eucharist - In Communion with Me
This documentary is an educational and evangelical instrument
to acquaint people with this most important Sacrament. It also
deals briefly with certain Eucharistic miracles approved by the
Catholic Church. These are powerful reminders of the true
presence of Jesus Christ in the Eucharist. This documentary
was produced by Michael Willessee and Ron Tesoriero.
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NEW DVD JUST RELEASED
SCIENCE TESTS FAITH
~ Following the Trail of the Blood of Christ ~
Hear the Story unfold as Science finds: Blood & Flesh,
Human DNA, Heart Muscle and White Blood Cells, all in a
Bleeding Consecrated Host as the Truth of the Eucharist is
revealed by Science! Yet science cannot produce a detailed
DNA profile from not only the Host but also from a bleeding
statue of Christ. These intriguing and very extraordinary
scientific findings are presented in detail in this DVD by
compelling and thought provoking witnesses to their faith, Ron
Tesoriero, attorney and documentary producer, and Mike
Willesse, senior Australian TV Investigative Journalist, who
build a powerful fact-based case for belief in the Eucharist. The
DVD includes their September 2009 USA presentation and
exclusive interview covering the scientific results of these
Catholic Church commissioned investigations into a bleeding
statue of Christ and a recent Eucharistic miracle. The DNA and
forensic studies present a strong testimony for a renewed love
and belief in the true presence of Jesus in this Most Holy
Sacrament.
Also on this DVD are PDF files of Catalina’s books in both
regular and large print versions. Just insert the DVD into a
computer DVD drive and open the “Book_Menu” file on the
DVD to select and read/print the books for free.
LOVE AND MERCY PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 1160, Hampstead, NC 28443 USA
www.LoveAndMercy.org
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PURCHASING BOOKS & VIDEOS
Please visit www.LoveAndMercy.org for the most current
information on available books and DVDs including pricing,
shipping and ordering information.
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